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Little is known- about the accuracy of temporal codes

formeriesfldstill ipss .about the,nature Of the Codes. This'
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aexpetimentes. incTicate the roae o'f some independent v4iables on
temporal Coding in relatively short-term memorI and ifitng.-term
memory. Sever.al 'exiSeriqents .4.n which changes in proactive inhibition
are used as .an index ..of temporal differentiation show that the nature
of the word§ making up the lists is iniolved fundamentally in
telrporal codih4. .0ther experiments demonstrate that. in relatively
short-term memory subjects cannot learn to improve.their performance
in estimating .how far apart fin .time two .pvents. oCcurred. a Still other
experiments show that recency judgments for two events improve with
'practice, but the, improvement is minimally influenced liytfle, temf)oral
separation of the events. The context in which memoriep are
established is shown to influence tempor,al codes only if an ordering
metric is a part of the centext. Several theoretical propositions are
advanced to -account for the findings. (Author)
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'The .hiimati mind encoMphsses.'. an enorMous nufriber of memttries;
*fie:tiler _ail niethories 'that were ever established still persist is a
matter ifdr Coffee" deNteS;lhe feet reiiiains that flie uSlial adult
posSeSSes an amOpnt-..-Of inlormation in inernory -that-ieSgentitally

es- meaSUremek-kepresenteil amOng theSe'iiiem'ories are
. .

eting -:experiences -that occurred !'at polnis in tithe.
dnicle f these -meMories-WoUld ionesese constitute the

teXy.-pt- -individuAl. 'A chroilicle lief -lies an oriering of eVen4
oriesponds With Otte ordering...Major events' in our lives,. suth"

aS--;eighth 'grad§ graduation; fugh- sChool iraduatiOn, marria'gC, and ,

-,:'.rbtireMent, would be ordered Properly becauseAherels:a necessiwy
. Order to such events. BUt whenme ask aPout ineniories:that.aielest*
inevitatily orAered, ..ve begin.`to-4e lesS ce taih. of the clirOniele. Did
your father;lose his jsb.before,or-after your seconl.child Was borif7 t4i
Dict iou become a mekibei of the bow1in team before br afteryou
r dele0 your .kitchen? .Whenswe ask s ch viestions,'We begin to

it Many events that 'are welt rembm ered seem to have, at besst,
only.a"-.-Crudie location in the chronicle of ourexperiences.

The problem of centratinterest in thi book is the. n ure-lof the
temporal coding of memories. Just how/ this becarne a problem ;of...
moment' will be detailed latert It is suffi4ent at this point to indicate
that Our attempts to solve certain probms- Of memory functioning '-

led me t.ttialieve that differences in t mporal coding oftmemories
were irnpliclited. We were thus led to undertake sorne experimental' .

-
ttrk to supplement evidence available' in the literature ;. the intent
was to get at least a preliMinary understanding of the .variables that
govern our ability, or lack of it, to distinguish by memory the
ordering of events in time.'

It seems to rile that most of the evidence available, as well as
evideitte that arises from introspection, leads to a conclusion that
eur -ability to identify points in time at which particular memories
were established is very poorly deveioped. One wonders why evolu-
tionary changes (purported to have occurred over the centuries as
5
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ETROBLEM:

adaptive chatigeSj,,have not given ,us memories that/
IrinSicalirtit0; why has natin'e treated us souc
eie7h.g4iii`:4geleis :observer it the".;,sParkling.' moment. o

:04 Ofith.044,4r the!.henwe WOuld be nOLtSeite(il'Oii
today,/ ihe: observer- would live sciok, fOrgotte

tf--came . o

It might .be prestuned:_liy sore that;:beciusne ),6,4,r( aWlit
ineiiOries.18-,soi*!=:poorly. devlOped, suji abibties arel/of Aitt
quetin,;:forioul. Vielfare. Or,. WitfloSt..implYing I a'leaUse:
-impbriAe is. the rability tO' order '"ibernories :correctly? if what-
unyortanceiisfil to iemetuber-that the kitehen was reModel before..,
th6:::-time...i bawling te4ii-.:7Wai formed? Our legal syiteni dep'ends

1:heavily;.; uppiA an eNterna1 dating system (a calendar sy eifk) to
'establish an '4ider ,C!f/eients that. can be accepted by al At the
sanii tin-i4/' it seeiriS.:66yand a,doubt that justice may not vebeen
servredi "i}4,' al,ii...case-t:`. where the order of 'events W s Tdeter-

_ infrie te tiniOn3V f a :witness. If a decision conce g the
ghilt or innocence 2o)f citiieti charged With muider depen ed upon
the riemory itness as _to Whether- he had heard a gunshot

e /
.beforë or affpf heard-the sqUealing of autoinobile tirei I: Wbuld

be cbmfo, e. witlir"-the -decision. A recent newSpa r, story,
told /a greement between the Internal Revenue Serv e and a
bUsin n 'der- the dedUctions he had t;ken in calcul
incom t. . These deductions Were for bUsiness- expenses, mienses,
whi consisted 'primarily of costs for luncheons and dinn for his
c s. Many of the witnesses. testified under oath thatil hey had

dee be'en recipients of the luncheons and dinneis,..41t- hen the
;interhal Revende Service askea them for Specifie dates t elf\were
quite unable to reconstruct the dates. It has been' reporte (Gibson
& Le:in, 1975) that children affficted with dySlexia -are pa ibularly
,nadequite in their memory; for the temporaL ordering events.

ur.mem-
rder the
, we are
es-with

pable of

T
ories
even
able,
their
such

e above is:merely to suggest that Dui-inability to tie
for events' to zertain points in time, and thereby. to/ 3/ A

s accurately, is not- without impact on our lives,. St'
within sonae margin of error, to associate our mem
times of formation, and. the question is how we are c
dating at all.
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EXPER-11\-164T 1

... ..i ,
In the first two chapters, I will establish the .contours of the °

probleM,as j see:theni. For the initial -step, I will report threesrather
diverse studies as a means of illustrating proceaures and data that
are said to deal with temporal codMg.

EXPERIMENT 1

We broUght together 24 brief statements' describing 'events -that '

had occurred from 1968 to 1975. Pretesting, indicatid that Most
college students would ;remember that thesd. events had indeegk
occurred,.although it is not definite that the memories_*for theni were
establiShed at the time of their ocpurrence. The descriptions-of Ihe
24 events; along:with the Month and year of occurrence; are given in
Table 1. They 4re divided Mto three groups of eight each (three
forms) for reasons which will becdme clear momentarilY. In Table 1
the events are listed M order _from most recent: to least teceiit,
although on the test sheet given to the subjects the statements were

--randomizech,Eaeh-subject-supplied-a-date for only 8 of the 24 events,
and the subgroups of 8 events each are identified Ss "fOrins."

Students in a large, advanted undergraduate lecture course served
as subjects, all being tested simultaneously. The eight statements
were printed on a single sheet. After each statement, two blank§
occurred: one identified as "year," the other as "month.", The three
forms were nterlaced before distribution tothr... subjects, so we
assume that the three subgroups were equivakntoin their knowledge
of the events. .The instructions at the top of each sheet were as
follows:

Below are listed eight events ti1iäv.e occuried in relatively recent years.
The events were so momentous and were so widely reported by TV,
radio, and newspapers that most...0llege' students will remember that the
events did indeed happen.:Our interest is with your memory concerning
when each event happened. There is some belief among those who study
memory phenomena that our knowledge of the position of an evenlrin the
flow of events is' relatively poor; In fact, however, there is very little
systematic evidence on .the matter. This "test" is an attempt to get prelim-

evidence on the accuracy of our memory for the placement of everts



1 THE:PROBLEM--,

-TABLE 1 . '
I
pesolpiions of the 24 Events for Which Subjects Were Asked to Supply

a Date=c4 occnr'rence (Month;and Year) .in Experithent-1 .

Foirn 1
James It.Hoffa reported missing

,

dTfie tidal-basin Incidedt involving Wilbur Mills
;Richard Nixon resigned:the presidency
r Billie Jean King defeated BObbY kiggs in tennis
1Govern or George Wallace, shot
Attica (Neiv York) prison riot

;The tragic incident at Chappaquiddick Island involving
Ted Kennedy

Martin Luther King assasinated

FOrm 2
The Apolio.S'oYuz linkup in_space
Hank Mimi established i new honie4up,record
Patty Hearst kidnapped
SOiro T.; Agnew_resigned.the vice presidency
President Nixon visited mainland-Chi-ha

L ,Nent State stuBents killed
The first man steimed tin the moon
Robert ,Kennedy shot

7175
10/14

8/74
9/73:
.5172.-

: 9/71
7/69.

4/68

Form 3
Death of Aristotle Onassis
Evel Knievel failed in his aitempfto Fockel across the

Snake River Canyon
Alexander Solzhenitsyn exiled from Russia
Former President Lyndon B. JohnsOn died
Baseball star Robert Clemente killed in planl crash
Disney World in Florida opened '

Former President Eisenhower died
U.S.'S. Pueblo captUred by North Koreans

7/75
4/74
2/74.

10/73
2/72
5/70
.7/69
6/68

3/7
9/74

2/74
1/73

12/72
10/71
3/69
1/68

Note: Each subjeel-was given eight statements, thus there were three forms.

6
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EXPERIMENT 1

We WoUld lad you td give your best guels ai to the Year and mbnth
during which each of the eight evehts occUryed. You niay fmd this diffi-
cult, bid please fill in -dach blank-l-the.Year ind the monthfor each event,

:
eien if yOuA

feel that yOur estiniales ire inore or less guesses. ; ' ,
The -subjects also entered their ages. The test was Unpaced, with most

'.snbjects fmishing within five minutes .

soMe blanks Were left unfilled by some subjects. These test sheets
_were -discarded. In:Odition,. all subjects 23 yearS of age and over

, wete eliininated. Other sheets ,were discarded randomly to equalize'
the' groups (forms) at 36 Sub1ec,9 each. The .data tO be presented-
were based on 108 subjects; -with the number ofsubjects in the fWe
age groups of 18,19, 20, 21,.and 22 yeari being 6, 30, 46, 21, and

regpeetively.
The;sUbjects.'madel an estiMateof the month and Year for each of

the events. The-test 'was given to -thes subjects in ISOvember. 1975.,
Therefore, as a metric the true age of an.svent was calculate& in
:Months backward! from _November 1975. Thus, the event-Concerning .

Ames R.`Hoffa, Was 4. Months- removed frbm Noveniber
ineident .,13 months removed, andzso ori, until tholdest

event on Form..1 (the'aSsassination of Mattin Luther King) Was 91
months feinoved from The point in -time at which the subjecti imacte.
their judgments. The dates given by the subjects *ere likewise trans-

'. formed into months remOved . from November 1975. A. Mean for
these scores for each event wai determined to get an estimate of
grOup accuracy. Ithe. plot in Figioe 1 shows the outcome, with the
diagonal 'line indicOting the true n'umber of monthi by whiCh the
events were removed from November 1975:

Although the colleCtive judgments could probably not be used
to replace a calendar, the correspondence between the:true number
of months removed and judgett number Of month is quite high, the
,prOductmoinent cOrrelation being .96 fOr the,24 events: Other,
evidence might lead to the expectation that ev ts close in tithe .

would be judged to have Occulted further back i time than was
actually true and' events very remote in time would b4 judged to have -1,-e--
occurred at times less remote than was true. Asican 6 seen i Figure
1, there is at best only a suggestion of this.in theIiata. It hanbeen

7



10 20 ° 3b 40: 50 60 70 80 903
Months Remdved Prom Time s Of Test.

(FIGURE 1. Mean judged -Months removed (from November, 1975) fbr.s24

events, differing in number of montlm removed. the diagonal line rejqesents
perfect correspOndence between 'age of events and fudged age (Experiment 1).

reported (Linton, 1975) that errOrs in estimates increase in magni-

tude a's the memory gets older. Statistically, this would mean that
-.the standard* deviation of the judgments wwild incredse the.further'

back the event occurred. This was generally true, but there were
mah9 exceptions for particular events.

We ,n'ext asked abouf the relative ordering Of ,the elients .by the
indivAdual subjht. The true orderings were correlated with the
ordering inferred from the eight Oates assigned the events.for ekh
subject. The mean of these correlations was .79, and a 108 we're
positive. The lowest'corre1ation dbserved was .08, btit on1y.'2 of the

A
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108 subjects ordered the events perfectly. A hit-may be.dermed as
-assigning the correct month and year for an 'event. The hits averaged. .

juit under one (.98), and 45 of the subjects had no hits. In terms of
events, the maximum number of hits Nas 50 percent,("Nixon re-
signed -the presidency"), but no hits were obsefved forthree_of the
events. The-- average 4-ror by which the subjects missed was 0.01
Months, with a range of from_1.38. months (approximately 40 days)
to.35.38 m9nths (just under three yetarS). .

Decades!of psychophysical research would lead to the expectation
that, the/closer Vvo events _were in time, the greater the lilcplihood
that th9 two events would be misordered M time. For each form, the
number of errors made by each subject'iti ordering was determined
for flf combiqations of two events. Thus, if the subject assigned an
oldei date to "Hoffa reported missing" than to "the King-Riggs
tenlis match," it was counted as an error.For each fOrM, 28 such
compariso s could te-made, or 84 acrOss thes-Tt forms. TheSe---

. 84 corn Mations were grouped acCordingjo The time separating the
two 'e nts, each group 'spanning 10 rnonths, so that-nine groups
coVeThe entire range. FOr.jthe two-event combinations falling
withiieach .grouping, the percent error was.determined, and these
Values have keen plotted in Figure 2. ExpectationS were' fullY-rea17_.
&zed; the greater the'titne separating the two:events, the fers-the
likelihood of a misordering of those .tWo eventsikEveri with the
shortest separation (1-710 ponths), the judgments were somewhat
-13etter than anticipated if the subjects were merely guessing.

If the separation between two events wasekept constant but 'the.
absolute.age Of the events varied, it would 'be expected 'that errors

. would indrease as agejncreased. The present data lacked a sufficient
nUmber of' events to make this.determination..HOwever, Squire,
Chace, .and Slater (1975) have demonst tekthe relationship. Their
subjects were asked to choose th- 1; .st recently aired' -television
program that had been aired for only one season between 1962
and 19273. The difference in the age of the prograrn s. presented for
all choices was five years. The nuMber of errors increased as the
age of the programs presented for choice increa ed.

In our experinient, when the subjects wer first given the task,
there was much moaning end groaning as to the absurdity. of the

410.
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1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 81790 .

Difference (months) Between Two Eyentg.
FIGURE 2. Errors in ordering' two events as a fUnction of the separation of the
two events in tirnd (Experimeru 1).

request to supply dates for the events. After compfying with the
request, glen were many comments about the difficulty of the
ta;1, how it was necessary to'guegs, and how poor "my memory"
was. Still, the .results have shown that the subjects were ible to
sueply dates.that were meaningful, either when combined, or idien
examined fiorjeach subjectindependently. True, many of the errors
were very gross, and only 2 subjects of the 108 tested were able to..
supply dates that correctly ordered all eight events. But that some
information was available to most subjects for making educated
guesses seems undeMable.



EXPERIMENT .2.

EXPERIMERT 2

... :The events of interest-in E-xPeriMetit. 1 Were events that mi
icalled momentous; they were of-varying duratiOn, but everi
that were momentary were extended, in time by aftermaths and tly
thesreporting "of the news media. In:Experiment :2 welturned to a

. shaiplyv_contrisiing set of .events, events that had only.a brief dura
---: -lion, oand the entire. Series of ev nts had a very sh9rt tirne.span.

Furthermore, the eVeritS were qu
t

e homogeneous in charracter 'and
utterly lacking in newsworthinesS. The .subjects in Experiment 1.
Ivere, in spite of their moaning, intrigued with the task given theni.
The Subjects in Experiment 2 merely moaned. They Were s4own 3,2

. words in .succession for three secont1s each, and then were aaed to
make recency judgments for pairs f words: Which one of these two
words occurred rlis-Ffecentfy WO list?

'Each subject was presented%Ur successive lists of 32 words each.
After the. presentation of eadi list,. 12 recency judgments were

'requested, that is, 12 pairS Of.words were presented and the subject
was requested to choose (by Circling) the most recently, presented

°V.,Ord in each pair. Furthermore, each recency judgnient 1,k41 followed
by a lag -judgment in which the subject circled a nuMber from 0
Ahrough 14 to indicate thenumber of words believed to have sepa-
rated the two wards in the list. For each list there were three pairs
having true lags of 0, 1, 5, and 10 Words. Thus, across the four lists
there were 12 tests for each lag. The rests were unpaced. Thekwords
occupying positicins 1, 2, 15, 21, 22, 30, 31, and 32 were not tested.

The subject was fully instructed about the nature of the test
requirements before being %presented the first list. The 128 words
used in the four lists consisted of a random sample from a larger
pool of 315 "foiar-letter words drawn randomly from the Thorndike
Lorge (1944) tables The words were assigned randomly 42_lists' and
to positions within t'he lists, and all subjects were given the four
lists in the same order. A total of 96 college students, was tesled."

The subjects in this experiment might have justifiably moaned;
both decisions (choosing the most recent1 '3', presented word and
estimating the number of words separating the tw,o) proved to be
very, difficult. Some of the subjects did not score above chance in



choosing.the most recent word. The. results for bp-pi response meas-
. ,

ures are shown inAgure 3. The upper .panel gives She pereentage of

correct respOnSeAcOrreet recency decisions); the lower panel, the
mean lag judgments, both as a. function of lag.' AlThough in an
absolute sense the, discrimination is quite poor, tharthere is a lag
slope for both response measures seemS unmistakable. A test of the

four points in the upper panel indicated reliabihty, F(3, 285) =-.7.16,

p < 01, ,as.- did_the test for the lower panel, (F 112.67).7t will be

nofed that the nUmber Of correct decisions is a little better at zero
lag than at a lag of one. Although this 'difference waS not reliable

' statistically, it will.. be argued 'later that even the small difference
may have psychological meaning. The lower panel shows that the lag

judgmentS for short lags were overestimated; those for long lags,
underestimated. As note ear er, s as een a air y

finding
It is conceptually possible to::'Zriew the two response measures

(niunber correct and lag estimates) ,as being independent.,This
would imply that a subject might knoW that two eventawire widely
separated in; time but not know which oCcurred most recently. Two

) lines -of evidence indicate, however, that this was mit true. Since
-each subject had four fists, reliability measures were calculated by
combining the results for fists 1. and 2 and correlating the perform- \

ance measures with those for Lifts 3 and 4 combined. The reliability

Was not high. For correct responses, the produCtmoment correlation
was .39. While this value is reliably higher than zero, it is certainly

not very usekul for predicting individual perfOrmance. To- evaluate

the reliability of the lag judgments, a slope measure was derived.

This was calculated for each subject ais the gum af the judgments for

lags 0 and I divided by the sum of the judgments for lags 5 arid 10.

A ratio of one Would indicate no discrimination (no slope), with-

discrimination increasing as the ratio decreases -below one. The

reliability of this measure was .29. Finally, the correlation bellween

the slope measure and the correctIresponse measure (for all four

lists) was .36. This indicates that a subject who had a large number

of correct responses also tended to have a steeper lag function than

did a subject with a small number of correct responses.

, If recency judgments and lag judgments are positively related, it

should follow that, when an incorrect recency. judgment is made,
6
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12 1. -THE OROBLIEM .'

the, corresponcting lag ludiment should be more in error than that

given -following a cortect recency. juggrnent. All subjects had at .

least one incorrect recency, judgment %t each lag. It was possibje,

therefore', tbt deterniipe a lag function for incorrect and correet
,recency judgments .without loss of subjects. Of course, pairs for

which inpoTrect responses Were given' were, in some way, more
difficult ihatipairs for inrhich corie,ce recency judgments were given,
although' Certainly sonie. Correct" responseS reiulted ;from guessing. In

any event, the lag,judgmefits for incorreet recencyjudg
absolutely zero slope, all four points being at lit prOxim

Not. five, Thus, when subjects Made errors in the rece
they made lag judgments of five on the average, and

bowed
a mean
gments.,.;
as hide-

pendent of the true lag. As, may be seen in Figure 3, the mean lag

judgment combined across lags is approximately five; The data
apparently indicate that when Cubjects do not know which member
of the pair was most recent, they choose a lag ftar the means of

their other lag judgmentsa central-tendency effect. These data
indicate, as did the correlational evidence, that accuracy in lag
estimates is modestly related to ccyrectness of recenCy judgments.'

That subjects will show a central-tendency effect in lag judgments

when they are- incorrect irr-irieir recency judgments 'is a curious
finding. In Figure '2 it was shown that the closer together two events

are in time, the greater the likelihood that an error would be made in

a recency judgment. It might be expected that subjects would have

learned this relationship in their various experiences. That is, it might

be expected that their judgments would reflect this correlation

between error likelihood and the closeness of two events in time.

Therefore, when a pair is given for which they have no "feeling" as
to which member of the pair was most recent, they should conclude

that the two must have been close together in the list and thereby

be led to assign a very short lag estimate. Clearly, this was not the

case in the present data, and since simNar outcomes °have been

reported in other studies (e.g., Brelsford, Freund, & Rundus, 1967;

Hintzman, Summers & Block, 1975), it seems to be reliable.
One other. finding should be mated: Performance did not improve

across the four lists. Whatever skill underlies the correct choice

of the most recently presented word was not developed within the

relatively short period of practice given the subjects.



EXPERIMENT 3

EXPERIMENT 3 13

Experirrient 'involved hornogeneRmseVents (words) -within a larger
Of words). Recency JudgmentS for events of:thi'S type. will

.. be spoken of as within-task or withinflist judgments. ,These,are to .be
contrasted: With judgments that follow -the presentatia of two or
More taskt or lisM following which the subjebt is asked to ideptify
the, list membership of the elements or units making up the svarate
tasks. These will be called betwesk temporal jUdgthents, arra,
such judgments were required ene3.

/The procedures, involve. ple. The 100 bollege-
student subjects were givent lists of 20 wdrds each for
study following., explicit instrue b oncerning the,nature of.the
tist to be giv,en. On the test, the 60 words were printed in random
order on a sheet of paper. After each word the numbers 1, 2, and 3
appearedqand the subject was asked to circle the number repre-
sentinethelist in which the word had 'occurred. The words were all
four-letter words. They were exposed for 2 seconds on the study
trial, and 2 minutes were allowed to complete tlft test. After the test
was given, on the first three lists, the entire procedurd was repeated
with another set of three lists of new Words. Because the perform-
ances on the two sets of lists were highly compairable, the judgments
have been combined for the sets. The productmoment correlation
between the number of errors made on the first set of three lists and
the number made on the second'set for the 100 subjects was .67.

The results are-plotted in Figure 4, in terms of the percent of the
words in each listthat were assigned list membership in teach list.
For example, of the words in List 1, 55% were correally assigned
as having occurred in List I. Of the remainder, 30% were assigned
to List 2, 15% to List 3. It is apparent that correct assignments are
greater than would be expected 'by t.thance (33%) ; but, in any abso-
lute sense, performance is poor when it is seen that the correct
responses were' only slightly above 50(7(. However, the nature of the
errors indicate some temporal information that is not given in the
correct-response measure. The clearest case invOlves List I, where it
is seen that when an error is made it is more likely to involve
assigning the word to List 2 than to List 3. The data for this list

1 5
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FIGURE 4. -1')e 'percent of items each hst that were assigned to each list.

The three.tallest bars repfesent'corre.A assigrJrierits, the others incorreet Align-

ments (Expeiiment.3).
-

could be as reflecting a temporal generalization gradt
This; effui was less clear for Lists 2 and 3. For List 2, one
expect's:. .metry in the two error sources (Lists I and 3)
larger difference between the two error sources when 1_.ist 3 Arils
were involved. ft would appear that them was a response bias, sp
that when in doubt the word was assigned to List I. The source df

this I2ias is not evident. It might suggest that3: et4ittplied

some reasonable notions: "If I can't remernli 9.0WVIArord

ef
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Occurred. . .," Or "If I don't reconize this\vord as having occurred
at all; it nnist have been in th'e first list. Otherwise, I would have
"remembered it." It was noted earlier that the subject dip not seem
'to 4.74191y suck, logic to the within-list judgments of lag in Experi-
ment 2, tint-perhaps the principleWaS more readily aVailable to the.'
subjects iulExperiment 3 because of its Simplicity4.or 4irectness.
Such a principle of determining judgments could have 9fso inflated
the nurnber of correct responSes for List 1. Basea /on .a simple
forgetting notion the number of cOrreet responSes slpuld have
increased'across the three lists when in fact the numb& decreased
slightly.

L/

TJ-IE RECENC't ;'HINCIPLE

Three sets ofodata.,.have, been examined as ,an introduction to the
type of phenomena with 'which I will be dealing. The data florn .
these- experiments were presented primarily for demonstration
purposes..,,They were not very .analytical with regard to the poSsible
types of information that erttered into the judgments made by the
subjects. For example, ,n Experiment 3., if se ts did not recog-
nize a test word as ha g .en in any of 01, ,tudy lists, it may
have seemed somewhat w ou :o ask them :q make judgments
of list membership.

7:The data from the tr_ :- --1...::ionstration experiments .have been
interpreted artk general showing the fallibility ,of the tem-
poral dating Of memories. :tle present, section, I want jo turi
to a somewhat different ot -,course in order to demAstrate a.
contrary aspect of betvivi(.,r type of study involving the
relative dating of rnemor. nporal, intervalsrnust be.critioal.
Assume two target 1110-111, and T4; and a memory test for
ordering. First, there iticerval between TI and T2 (lag).
Second, there is the int. betWeen F2 (the most recent of!the
two events) and the poifit ill the t. which the test is given. This
second interval is the fo, . ."he iiscussion in this section. The
point to' be made is that this second interval is minimal :--
length, our capabilities piottiOrnguishing between the most recelli

Q
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event ancI previous eventS is, in most situations, qUiteextraordi ary.

M the flow of information into the memory system proCeeds L,,ver

tiMe,lit is as if the information we are dealirig with at the nao ent
.

can be protected by a shield or curtain from incursionsinto i by

less 're-Cent 04thories. AS titne passes and the. inforination Cha ges,::
Curtairigradually raises arid a new one descends his

recencir pritieiPle is sometimes said to be. Mediated hy a sel tor

mechanism (Underwood & Schulz, 1960). I will revieW so of
this eVidence to illustrate the power ot this mechanism. --

Subjectgs learned a paired-associate list consisting of single igit

numbers as,timu1i and consonant syllables (each of three le ersc

of low ciAtibrp value as response terms. Such a list is very
difficult to learn, meanly because of the difficulty of integ ting

or unitizing the three letters of each response term. The per min-

ance of 18 subjects given 20 anticipation trials was ex ned.

Tht eight consonant syllables were n4de up of 15 dif erent
letters. This means that there was some letter duplication, nd it
alsci means that 11 letters of the alphabet were not includ d. In
their at1tempts to learn this difficult list, the subjects prJ.uced

many frisplaced letters and many sequences of letters tha were
not iivolved in any of the syllables. Not inauding fiuiMaced

correct responses (a correct syllable given to a -wrong smulus,

terrri), there were 789 letters produced which were wrong lin, the

sense that they were a part of a wrong sequence, singl letter

responses, and so on. Of these errors, only 20 (2.5%) wff letterS

that were not included within the eight. consonant "yllatof,s. Fur7

thermore, because most of these were produced; by- bill a few

subjects, and frequently repeated by the 'subjects, it is quite jossible

that these 'errors were preceptual in nature, such as misreaing a B

for an R. Effectively, the, subjects did not import lette ; their

response attempts were alhiost exclusively limited to let1brs that

were in the list. A single study trial initially seemed to hav limited

the pool of letters with high precision.
We studied the errors made in learning a paired-associa e list in

which 12 different single letters were used as response terr4s. These

lists had two-digit numbers as stimulus tei-ms for the 12 fresponse

1 8
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,terms, Actually, two suchlists w e eniployed each being learned
by,a, klifferent group of 18 subjecfs .for 15. trials.:In learnig One of

..these listS a total of 427..etiors'w'os made, an erfor being cainted as.
.a.:caie.Wifen a. letter..was producet to tlie wrong stiMulus term. Of .

'these- .427..'errorsi. pnly' 3%".were letters igyt._acttially.in the list. For
the other list, -540 errors Were made., of WhiCh 4%,were'letters, mit
acta1ly used as response. terins.. It should be clear fhat thefetter4,
within the tst Were riot the first 12 letters of the alphabet, the
Iast- 12," nor,was.,any +other7princiPle- of selection eiddent. he 12
letters We're randomly Chosen from the alphabet. One migh think
.that this would be a highly favorable condition for the subj ct to

letters:that were not in the list; the evidence indicates other-,
wise; and again, even the sn-all number observed may have been due
to reading errors.

go

In athird study, subjects learned a. 16-pair word list with the
pairing such as.to produce high intralist similarity among instances
of concepts:The 30 subjects maae a total of 1,424 overt errors, but
only one of these error& was a. word not present in tht list. One
subject responded with "yellOw when the c_orrect response was.
"!canary."

These studies indicate that subjects can, _fter a single study
trial, effectively limit their information' to thf appropriate units;
this is done in spit.: Of.the fact that those eliminated as inapprd-
-Priate may often in other circumstances be in comrn' on pool with
the appropriate. unttS; Recency `6f stimulation, even that praluced
by a single occurrence; seems tu set the mefnory for a unit quite
apart from the more remote --7emories of highly similar units.

In the above case.,.. cecency oper_:s to separate m mories for ver-
ituation. How-
e effectiveness

ye been experi-
times that-in
terms during

A.gain, a single
terms, inspite
se of the com-

bal units presented tricl not preseinc: in a particular
ever; the recency principle operates :11 much the sa
when both the" appropriate and inapotopriate units h
enced in the same situation. lt 4ias f):ten shown ma
the A B , transfer paradigm, ne intrusion af
the learning of A D pairs is an infrecuerrt occurrence
study trial on A D sets the D te.rms apart from the
°of the fact that commonality .exists because of the

,
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mon stiniurus terms' in both listsi Even if some of the B terms. are;
carried .ovet into the second list, intrusions tot B terms not carried

over are infieqUent (e.g., Twedt & Underwood, 059). .

'It las noled earlier that the b,ito critical intervals in the memory
fOr .t order l'og. events are the Ti T2. interval and the interval
between' T2: and' .the test for the' order, of the: Om evenis. In the,
A B; .4,b'paradigm, each list may be Ibonsidered. an.,event. Hence, .,
the 'ITI.--T interval between the twoltfts and the T2test interyal
would. be , considered critical. It 'was/because' of puizling result's -,

produced by the Manipulation 'of these two ,integols witiaAlie
paradigin that e were ied to a variety of experiments,on variables
involvd ir.e ral coding. We will turn to thesePuzzling data

I, in the third chapter. In the mainder of the-present chaPter, we
WI .be concerned,, ith es Wishing the. baCkground assumptions

61, u erlying th e. work.
r';' .,,"

,

. %

OR IL.rfAT ION
.

,

&It is quit,a, common in contemperary work on memory toconteive
of a memory tor an event as comiszing of different-*es of info
tion. It is my preference to sp&ak : ' these different types of informa-
tion as_ being the attributes of --7..emory (UnderWpod, 1.96?a). Thus,

the mem-Ay for. a, word may CCasiE7 Or_pfacousiic attrjblift, variotis,
semantic aitributbs known cc-rtectiveA as ..meaning., a. modality
attribtite, and so on, including a tentr,ordl attribute..To have a theory 4

atiout memory is,,Within this:framework, to have a, theory abo4law
one or more, of the attributes ewe:- into memorli functioningThow

'-/ he attribute(s) enter into perfonnar.:6 On memory tests.
Soine of the attributes may be vi-,;ved asthaving more or less direct.,

representation 'in memory. For example, in developing 'the. th4ory
that has come to be known as frepuency theory (Ekstrand, Wallace,
& Underwoodr.l 966), it was assumed that one of the,mechanisms
in, memory s a cOunting mechanism. Eac occurrence of an event,
is' "tabulatec.." and the subject can, when r uested, make public the .

sums.'Stare.i in 'this manner, the theory is -extremely crude on al
least two LJunts. lirst, the characteristics of the counting inechanism. ,.

2 0
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Pei. se Inay be sharpened. That is, does each pccurrence of ,an event
eitablish an independent trace or is there_U-more direct summing
mechanism tiniplied by trace strength?. Seeond, it ,seems likely that
an, event,rnaY prbdude several dif'ferent,ciases of frequency inforiva:.
tion, A" word, for *xample,:may. have 1a freqUeney repreSentation in

emerry in ten* of the perceptUal respohse (visupt-acotistic) naade
io it: The meinory'fbr the event 'inillikAlso carri.* independent
connt °Pottle frequency of a Common meaning reSponse which occurs
with eaqh presentation. These are not matters of .conCern for the

.Inonient. They are mentioned to .indicate that frequency infor-na-
tiOn, however vieWed has a relatimely direc repre entption in raernc
.:0ry. The queStidn we ask concerns the tern r41ttn1ute : Do--s it
hake direefrepresentation in,niemory,?

<,

The nianifestatiOn of a direct tempwal 'aft nt,e is, implieu by
ickts aboni biological -clocks or biological calendars. SomehOw;', an

.

41ievent is given an identifiation tag that locates its position with-
respegt to the"-pbsitions of many other events,. which occur over

ORIIENTATION 19

Tim:Stich ideas-have arisen p arily .froni the decades of resehrch
dealirig with.the estimation of ry short tune intervals, a line of

: research-that gOes ore unabated,(Ze kincl &Sprug, 1974).
. a

At" one time, my belief in the coil,tinuity.of behavioral principles
led me to do a series of studies on the judgrrient of short temporal

--AntervaK including intefferenceo effects in the relatively short-term
"memorY for the duration of two intervals. I had hoped they might
produy sothe firm ladsttvn.understanding of temporal discrimina-
tions when lists or items were the eiventsoOf interdt. Thesedata still
languish in ,a file drawer, for 1 was unable to_make a rea§opable
connection. Another line, or conternpOkary.,work Kbrnblum,
1973, Sectio'n 7) deals w;ith perception- of ernporal order for two
events that Occur very together in2time.,, when closeness' is

. ,ineasured in imilliseconds. As in the case of the judgment of the
,;17=auratipn -a.hort temporal interval thA work op the ordering
:ofoeent$, which-occur very closeplogether in time, inay.nott be
ir4vant to ,Ithe problems of the ''t-iriporal codina of memories

" iewed in a more extended time r-riod. I sirnplyhave not in-
..W.cluded them in the present work because I have not been able to pull
-.,-the draw strinp together. Also, I have eh'osen not tciworleCvith the

s-

2 1
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temPord attribUte that has a direct rep tatiOn
(647;:. a biological . This rhay Pe an'iiic pi-

sion'; it.is quite poisib e c es-g df the recenCy p e;:as
ifluirated earliei;',Would yie d f*rsUch a notiOn., However, Sinee
my central: intereSt .0 in the. breakdown Of t4 receno6y
I simply .reaChed The decision th* the teniporal. attribute: Will

viewed initiilly a a. derived,attribute. Oy this iS meant that ur '

knowledge of the temporarlocation of-memories is based on other
attributes>, of memory for events, and the central task is that of
identifying what these other attributes are and the nature of the' .

role they play.
. 0 j

The pefspective On one further issue needs to be madelear.
When we db a memory experiment (or an experimenti any other
area), the observations open to the. public (the experimenter) are
two in number. First, the Subject is exposed tt) a given event,under;.

'the experimenter's control. Second, the subleet responds .itf;icife
eway on a memory te4t. Three questions are frequently asked abou

the processes or stages that- fall between the two public events:

1. Was there storage? Did learning occur?
2. What changes (decay, forgetting) may occur for the stored

memories (collection of attributes) over time Wbefore the 'second
public event).?

3. Which attributes mediated performance on the test?

Frequently, these questions are reduced to two: Was a deficit on
the memory test due to inadequate storage or to a° failure of re-
trieval? To a greater or lesser degree, most of us have been involved
in looking at bur data in such a way as to drev concluSions about
storage and retrieval. These efforts shade over into other questions,
such as whether or not recognition tests involve retrieval mecha-
nisms. In this search for answers, we frequently forget Ubout the
stage implied by the second question; and it may well be that we will
ultimately conclude fhat, for the temporal attribute, this stage is
criticul. There is a further complication, which essentially prevents us
from logically reaching conclusions about storage, persistance, and
retrieval.
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Reaent evidence (e.g., Galbrait , 1975b) indicates that attributes
that aPpropriate for perfo ance on fhe memory test could,
be quite available, but the sub ec.f.doeS not utilize them. One .of
the:. Unforttinake:. consequences js that, because "the attributes..Were

we.'irlaV infer th t" the attributes were not stored': it
<should be npted thal Melto (l963), in his influential article, did
'hot .use the word retrieval in/ his AescriPtion. of the third_stage or
question. Rather, he u§ed 'the phrase trade utilization, WIlich"could
imply "two factors: the availability of appropriate atttibutes:and the
choice by the subjectt of ,attribirtes to mediate their-test perform-
ances. For example, it has been shown thati.a simple Mstniction
from the experinienter will -cause subjects to choose a particular
attribute ta, mediate veriel-discritnination performance, although.
another Might have been the voluntary choice of an uninstructed
subject (Ghatala, Levin, & Subkovijak, 1975)..Since subjects may,
for whatever reason, instruct themselves on memory tests, this
source',O1 variance at the attribute selection level must be recognized.
Given that four different factors, each of an unknown quantity, may
be involved in the performance on a memory test and that sgme of
the attibutes are known to be quite independent of each' other,

. we..mu_st recognize th:e- near logical impossibility-of identifying the
source -.if a deficit in memory when one occurs. This is regrettable,
but may as well be faced. It does not mean, of course,. that we will
cease speculation about these thoroughly confounded intervening
events, but perhaps we will recognize them as speculations.

1r
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A Preliminary Analysis

The. loose focus of, this chapter is on certain independent variables,
whiCh may be involved in the temporal coding of memories. I will

identify variables that have a proven effect on temPoral codmg
those drat will likely have an effect, and those that seem to offe-r'

leads for theoretical thinking about the critical attributes that
mediate temporal coding. Attention will be 'directed primarily toward,

\variables influencing within-li7 tempOral judgments; those influ-
encing between-list judgments will be evaluated in a later chapter.

SERIAL ASSOCIATIONS

In many cases we infer the 'order of events because we knowthat
nature is so contlituted as tv involve many causeeffect sequences.
A flooded basement usuallY1 follows a rain; the movement of a ball

across a level surface implies an earlier event, which set the ball in

motion; a distant' clap of thunder implies a prior electrical pheno-
menon. A causeeffect sequence prescribes the order ofevents, and

memories of those events will usually be ordered correctly. Yet, to

infer order from presumed causeeffect sequences may not be with-

, out error. An automobile lying in a ditch;n auto on which a tire is

obviously blown, may lead to the conclusion that the blowout
antedated the 'accident and was the cause for loss of contiol of the

auto. In fact the blowout may have occurred after the loss of control

of tlie car.
Laboratory studies do nOt normally deal directly with such

causeeffect event sequences. Perhaps the closest counterpart is
that represented by serial learning. A serial task, of course, is one in

which the events must be ordered in a specified manner. It is cer-

tainly not rhy intent to review the vast amount of work on serial

learning; this has been done admirably by Harcum (1975). The
difficulties of determining the processes involved in serial learning

22 2 i



EXPERIMENT 4 23

make stich learning somewhat of a mys'tery, and 'even the very
recent work seems only to deepen the mystery (e.g., Saufley, 1975).
Serial associations, of whatever they are cônaituted, contain infor-

.. mation from which the order of events.'may he correctly inferred.
We have all learned the. Opha6et as a serial task. A does, notreallY
eause`B, and Bdoes not really cause C, but that B comes before C,

,----7and A before' B , gives- these relationships almost a functional cause-7
. effect status. Furthermore, becailse these associations are usually
asymmetrical (Q will elicit R much more readily than R 'will elicit

6 Q ) , they provide 4i'e1ative1y direct' information about order. Many
investigators' have asked subjects to identify the positions held by
items in a serial task after a certain amount of learning had occurred.
The data to be reported as Experiment 4 used a similar approach.
This study was described .brieflY in an earlier publication (Under-
wol

A

EXPERIMENT 4

The ..subjtcts were presented 25' words, each for 5 seconds, after
which they were asked to identify the.position held by each word in
the list. The words were given aurally by tape, and the subjects were
fully instructed about the nature of the test before the list was
presented. They were further told that there were 25 words in the
list. After the list was presented, test sheets were distributed and
explained. The 25 words were listed in random order, and -the
subject was requested to assign a number to each to represent its
position in the list. To prevent the use of a number more than once,
a list of the numbers from I to 25 was provided on the test sheet and
the subjects checked off each number as it was used. The 25 words
were of relatively low frequency. Records were available for 100
college student subjeets.
. The number of hits, defined as assigning the correct position to

a word, is shown in Figure 5. Since 100 subjects were tested, the
.values on the ordinate may be translated directly into percentages.'
Thus, 97% of the subjects correctly identified the position of the
first word in the list. Primacy and recency effects are very much
in evidence. Given a closed system for identifying positions and

2 5



the subjects-were nfst:Tfrequently correct on-primacy-
and recelicy items, it mtist follow that, in general, the positions of
the itemg in the fust half of the list were likely to be assigned posi-
tions that overestimated the-Arue positions, and items in the second
half 'were- likely to be assigned positions that Underestimated true

:positions.,:It, -also -follows that variabilitY in judgments should be
less for iteins in, tile middle of the list than for those'sholding posi-,
thins On both sides 'of the middle (e.g., positions 5-10-and 15-20).

, Although not evident in Figure 5, both of these phenomena Were
quiteogvident in.the data. ,

WaS Serial learning. involved? The subfeatt were interrogated
abotit the "strategies" they used liwo answers predominated. First,
a verbal:label was Used for the irst iteni, and a "last" lab'el. Was

d byrome subjects for the last item, this being assigned when
t terminated. Some subjects indicated that more general

laballike used_ for several items, such phrases as the "first part
of list-'11.1Nd "last part of list." The otlier corninqn report was that
items were associated in succession, this being accomplished by
rehearsil and by mediators..One remarkable subject correctly iden-
tified the potition of all 25 words; she mdicated that she had simply
atsociated the words in a chain, and when I iequeste9d-it, She did in
fact produce most of the list. Some of the subjects actually wrote
the first seVeral items on the test sheet before assigning numbers;

Such evidence is by no means conclusive concerning the role
of 'serial learning in the judgments, but it is strongly suggestive.
The evidence also indicates that subjects may codstruct calendarlike
deviCes, in which they try' to associate the words in particular por-
tions of the lists with appropriate labels. I think we imust accept the
fadt that serial learning, whatever the processes that underlie it, may- -
serve at -a means of inferring temporal information. The data from
ExPerinient 2 showed that correct decisions concerning .ordering
were slightly better when the lag between two word's 'Was zero than
when the lag was one. I believe this can be taken as eVidence that
serial associationt between the two words were developed and that
decisions of recency were made on this basis.

2 7



26 A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

EXPOSURE DURATION

As a general principle, it can .be said that the longer the exposure
period or study time allotted 'an item, the better or gkeater the
learning. There are eases in which the improvement is minimal
as time 'increases beyond a given value;-but it -would be quite unex-
pected if perfOrmance became poorer with increased time. Insofar as
temporal Coding is based up6n attributes that are acquired during the
exposure period of _an item, we would expect temporal coding to be
directly facilitated by exposure duration. When a notorious public
event occurs, no matter how brief the event per se, may be, the
possibility of establishing a temporal code may extend over several

days as the event is rehashed, its implications examined, and, its
relationships with other events noted We have no idea concerning
the truerexposure duration for the -events used in Experiment 1.

To examine the ififluence orgich a variable we must turn to the
control offered by the laboratory. However, this variable produces '
difficult problems Within the laboratory, and we must examine these
problems-before getting to the substance of the influence of expo-
sure duration.

Problems of, Method

Thus far, only two general techniques for testing temporal ordering
of memories have been discussed: the within-task and the between-
task techniques. The test for within-task studies may be a request for
the subject to order all items, as in Experiment 4, or to make recency
and lag judgments on selected pairs, as in Experiment 2. There are
several other variants with which we must become' acquainted in
order to pursue the discussion.

A variant on the within-task method might be called the contin-
uous within-list procedure as opposed to the use of discrete lists.
In the continuous technique, the subject is given a long series of
words. Periodically, a test is given, perhaps requiring a few seconds:
Then further words are presented for study, another test adminis:

teredrmore-stud yTand----so-on.;-0n- any-given-test-the- subject-might-be

2 8
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list was two seconds, Lud nr, same list with another group the
duration was four .sen-; itr each list is presented, tests are
given,.thescests r both lists. Suppose further that
we calculate various ae accuracy of temporal encoding
and find that the perf.n't-wm. ,m the two lists do not differ. The
apparent conclusion is 7,Arrsure duration is of no consequence

for-these-judgments-.-1-irm,-m- n can-be-seen-that-because-duration
of exposure differed, tl! --z.t4ntion interval dUfered for the two ,
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.lists, Mile ddierences being the greatest for items occurring lin the
initititipa 'edam in the two lists. We could keei.-the retention irdtrval
connatt Irteiiing for all items in the lists presented at a-twb-eond
rat., gai Worn* the last half of the items presented it. efolr-skatond
rate -.Iat--m2rofar as-memory is intkietnced by -the position of the ,tems
in tilt:: lis._ -_a,r.r.r.Tfounding would 4611 be pnnt: . .

W.-2 vai ine...x.zatsider the continuous within4ist procedure, apun
-. with twr. :exprlAi:3ie durations as the inderr.cauient vari-able. The series

May be ilus ith. A representing 7-.. target word, anctx
sentin* tit- g words:

Axxxxxxxxxx xx A?
_

In thii cnee, -the temporal interval between the first and sec.,-
occurrznaii6:Vit will differ as a function of exposure duration .5f
the-, ta=nEwlii t ugh the interval per Fe- might seem to be inconle-,1
c-,Att-tizi atifirco ared with the number of intervening items (wiutc
an ,:.--oual. in number for the two erposure durations), this vic .
=towage the fluence of an independent variable. Indeed, sc far
as 7 "lave beci.ul able to determine, there has been no systematic
mmirgnilation cc_f the _numher of intervening words, keeping the inter-
vai constant, r.. DI has the reverse been done.

r : -7-ing ur -hese pesky problems because, in the few studies I
ha- bund -,at have manipulated exposure duration, thefe seems
to t.,21- ir.-- cc -:ensus concerning its influence (GUenther & Linton,
1 c----, E.-tier: -1, 1967: Lassen, Daniel & Bartlett, 1974; perF:Tne,

O-::_ly rlyne attempted to adjust -for the intrinsic confounding
st...1R: 'ind he concluded, that the ordering of a set of objects,

s. inc-_ ww, .,ninfluenced by exposure duration.
ut -e- to the problem seems to be through the use of

ex-, ---,4:,:. :IL; -' ition as a within-list variabit. It could lie carried out
b- -_-; - .7 the: .3ontinuous or discrete-list prOcedUres. The critical

lag. -the exposure duration of T1 and T2 without a con-
L-runitz. v,lion in the T1-T2 interval or in the number of items
falling ir...rtw,-.:--h T1 and T2. Thus, the durption of exposure for all
__4-ns v-_-zhir the lag interval would be constant across the fondi-
ucms ir :0117,n the T 1 and T2 exposure duration is varied. We could

s!-,vcra.1 critical target pairs within the list, or different-lags
--witizir Lhnt Lat., but across lists we could balance out positions within

Q n



fie lists an
dOne,-.

There IS atio tion. R ber that we are trYing to reet,L7-
mine the rale or__ penden riable-slurationmf exposure e- ...the- acquisition- o eworal infoomation. We- need not necessailk
make our aetts by piss oft. words. We can request temptrta
inforMation (positioi cormatfion) for all items hit the list anit,. .simply vary the tem durail of items during study; using ,-.3:.

i-suffickent nimber -of 101 or a -afficiently long list .so that -items,
given varying durations:1E1 exppoVe will be equally represented_ at
Various positions in thu **1(s)? !Sill shortly reporfsuch an experit_

inent, but pne more =Intern tliat be evaluated before we cant
confident of the me:1=7_

ExPOSKIRE DURATION 39
_dr

nal lags: Such an experiment. has-noT
,

nstrUctional Variabrm

.In a StudY. which -Joel 7 eirmair and I did ...". few years ago aim-
-merman 8c..Undervinndl., Nte nature of the instrUctions.-was

...manipulated. The sthirrikva aiwion 12 successive lists-for free recall,

the lists. containing -rirh-T- r 4.2 words: Each u.st was.-.recalled
. imMediately after- =esematia.7 4nd 'then. d fmal ftv.e. recall
itenis in.- all lists was recuaes.tvi. *ext, the subjecrAwere giver: the
12 lists, each printed on air_ -_feY card, and we..-re mutesteloto m.der
the lists to correspron-!.. :o .:Npier -of leammo. pazr .o
words from each 1is as c.rt subjects, ant they ve requeste
to identify which it 2,z-zurred earliest in trm- list. There
were three. groups :1.7. differing only in th instruutons
they received prior Tx., .s.nnaLg 2.1ists. One group was given -only
the uSual free-recall instrzc-.-11:ns second grotip recv,,--,d. the 7:±ce-

... recall instructions pia's that the would ne testec fa:
the order of the list: ::7-1d turd poup re=ived the instruczions
of the second group --;us tho information -th2..t they would also 'be
tested for order of the the. lists.

The results showee .,it th: ::_,Toups did nt differ in ;free-recall
performance, nor did -.:-.,y dift4.--:- on position knowledge; although

--;:::::-..7ed-was--Sub-STaiitia:-For example.
On the within-list tests i ne order of the two Words 'within the
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lists,-the average subject correctly ordered 10- qf the 1:2 p
were led ft-conclude that "relating the spatialtemporal dim
,to events to be memorized is a fundaniental characteristic
learning procesS" (p. 307). Others, as I 'do now, may feel a
uneasy about this conclusion as:. a generaliied staternent.
are two reasons. First, the method of study was complete present4-

..tion; the subject was, given each list on a card and was allowed 416
seconds to study the words. This contrasts with most other studieke
where each word Was presented singly for study. Second (and.that4

may follow -from the first), free recall as a fundtion of positiora
showied no recency effect, althOUgh recall was given immediatelw

upon the termination of the study period..There was a very clear:-

primacy effedt exteWing through the first gyp positions in tit.
list. I now believe it is possible that the learning of ea&
was primarily by serial assOciatiOn and that these associations,were
probably reSporisible for the within-list recency judgments_:ThiL
mechanism wOuld not, of course, account for the equal knomitedm
Of Hit position shown by the subjectsin the three groups.

The question -at issue is whether or not subjects can inflatzera-
their temporal judgments when the nature of the temporal tor ts
explained to them. Will theji code or rehearse differently for suer a
test from the way in which- they might for a free-recall testr-The

issue is of some importance in considering exposure duration7aS an
independent variable in the mixed-list case, a procedure which seems

on other grounds to be quite appropriate. Will the rehearSal
of subjects differ when they are given a long exposure to anrrecri.
as compared to a shortpposure, but when they are not exped=iig

a temporal test? Expecting only free recall, the subjects
place rehearsal far back into ,the list and, thereby, distort orsiin
information. :phe likelihood of this happening May be dir2.....Iv-

,related to exposure duraton.
The evidence availatileNndicates that this is not a seriouS pronte:r.

'Proctor and Amgler (1975) gave subjects a long list of wora.. -or
study, telling the subjects only that a memory test would be

------2---The-subjectsLin-one group were strongly urged --to-reheai;seprevi-ius_

items, in addition to the items present at the mornent. he subncts
in a second group were urged to restrict their attention Only r

3 2



airthe moment. Proctor ane A:Vabler &amid t, on
udissinitschar repeated words,:perfdrnce wat nnin enced

y the -inststainieses. Om lag judgntents tisir two diffe words,
,s there IWas an effect that was inconsistent (dnding ottlag)..:'but the

211*as "Who leserezequested to displaee retlistrsals did poorly
than,the otherrgroup only on judgments hrevolving lomat . Tzeng
(1976), in petaaps, mil stronger tests. reached the asocial that

placed reheassals ;did not influence tem:gout-A juvigm and
:believes 'that th attidbutes entering into, temporal 'frudgin are

arst occurrence of a wç r. and th=7: nab uent
:_....L.rehearsals.of bast:ward are quite irrelevant.

The gross cortcoine of .the data to be reprids Experiment 5
wai described in another publication (Undeiooc #9a ThOse
data indicated-...that exposure duration had little1Inflimice en position
judgment& :Several different groups were given 'Ale lists ised in
Experiment 5, and for some of these; groups the interest was in
free recall as a function of the massing and distribution of r peated
items.f TheSe tecall data were presented a&Experiments I ad II in'
an earlier- publication (Underwood, 1969b), and. tiny Show d that..
recall was better for items that.were distribUted than for the e that
were. massed, but that recall for the masset item alifi in ase as
number of occurrences of a word increased....The -tate of increase
was simply greater for itams that were given bY.Aistribuaed sch dules. .

Experiment 5

Each subject studied a list containing 52 words, but because 24 .of
the words occurred two or more times, there were actualli 100
positions in the lists. Twenty-eight words occurred once, 8 oc urred
twice, 8 three times, and 8. four times_ Items that occurred m ltiply
Were further divided into massed items and distributed items. When
an item was :nassed, it occupied a.fiacent positions in the eries;
when it was distributed, t least one :ther hem fell between ccur-
rences. The list was presented orally and a singif-. ,presentati n_ of
-an iterii involved a 5-se:;ond perioc during whiz the wor was
spoken twi. Thus. words were pm.i.-ented I or 4 dm s, or
for 5, 10, 75. 'ane 2C, seconds. Items were ro:-.-_-ired across three

3 3
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fonnsu avalid :the likelihood- thai item itilnction and item difficulty
woul e ;..11unded. In presemtng th e. results,. the.'-data for all wail

fOnp.3 itvreF. combined. 'Each.4.-brim was given to .22 subjects,
hence.4dar,..ms.a total of 6. subject!: wf.re available.

T1h14 suthis were.. instructed as it, laerrnally done for free-recall
learnzig. ai 71 se instruCtionsoinclaideki tht- statement that order
of was quite' unimp -m:t:rat. .the memorY. test to be T.

given ,-Anr-377.5.r4-....,..ate apologies and c 'tions were given 'after the
expervalem-. this misLeadingpasi,..r.- f the instructionsi-H,Ifter .

the hs w esen:ted-,-- the su 6ven Dooklets in s=igaich
the 52 vrirct.--were Listed in diut 2.r.r.r...along the left side c-.5-the
sheet. .=-:.. 3re informed- tliat thr- wi-zre to-make estlinateS cthe,
positi= '..ry 'each word---in---the---.!,:...:For wong having: muarple
occurre.-nc.. -ant. subjects were toi, ii estimate the p=-7--guitior- of

last ozeurremat of the word. In mak.. tneir judgrnents cl.anasCon,
the subjects horizontal lines oc..::-)c.Lte each. word, __Jong dine
indicag ai the word- wasin an eaui osition in The L-sz.mshort

it was near the em: :if the list. Tne suojecas-were
war o bc-ik -over several ;words bz.--f.e starting to -pronuce the
inies, so th:irt c nrobleni would arise :- a need.tp draw a_ii-ne
was longer *...1:1,z1 ±e puper was -wide. ".-'rie lines drawn v.iere..._ irted

to the nearer.: 7 -1C.' inch. Position with= the list and line 1 --ere

inverstiy reac. However. in preserizrt::: correlational evidem!- die
value will be -sported as positive.

E3:7-77atec pVtior7 and true pos.7f.on Across the tliree forms;
- the:T. were 'words that had bet.' esented Once. F.or tach of

th,..--se 'North, me= line length wa.. -7mined by averaginc across
!!ihe pr:Kluced by J. subjects aiven the v :)rd for

.st-....dy. A plc: of these 84 mear.:--Ag:rist -rue post:ion showeci a very
Th: prc5ucl nornent c=slation was

cause of :7rinfac-± effeL:t Te der-Liz:ion from linear:7-,

In the plc-. 7,-- nonlineL.: ..ta) c)7 relationshir
value

Hi:sr.z=r1 Block ( their :iiiojects 50
eer dr rnerzber the ..,:ords for a iatzr

in:-:.'.mory :ach wflrc fcr five secarnds on the strUy
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,trial..Gra the test, the subjeirts were. asked te: :estimate -the tgnth of
Ahe.lisilocc pied by each wOrd cinthe stoskruttaL Their plot bZtween
the triampo 'don and: estimated position slowed r very-clear relation-
ahip xsr and Bawer (1974) used lists of 4 words and followed
much the sane procedure as that used- by 1.,itzman and Block:
Again- a ,relationship waS found relaling -roe TAndtion and estimated

This)f rings ,us to a seeming cerntrattintion, hich will cling to
ais out several - chapters . cipptne we Save presented lists
for st y, es was done in the anitve 1..---4=Eirnen4. On the tests,
;however 'father than asking for positior Tuagneents for each 'word
sepaEaE y, we present the subjecT pairs --7f werds from the Bst and
ask. for lag judgments: How mami other '-iatords fell between these
two ds, Since single words were positioned with some accuracy,.
it Imo s seem that lag judgments for the trains would appropriately
reflect] g differences: This seems not to :Tie the case. In at least two
Studies Hiintzman & Block, 1973; Hintzman,. Summers, & Block,
1975), ere was no relitionship between nuelag anid the lag esti-

mates. ow can a subject make a reasonabOy valid position kudgrnent
--for a- eiitem fluor-a- list and be quite .rr..apable of making a valid

lag j ent for two words-from Me list? I- will be xemembered that
we did some relationship between trut iag and lag judgments for
-nairs of wozds in Experiment = Chapter 1. However, by way of
anticipa on, an experiment in which we found no relationship
betwn lag and lag judgments fi--r rtirs c words will be reported
Chapter 4. Furthermore. Awe that sub-iects literally could r.-07,
le= :o imprce their judgme.:_t:.:. ove:r trial:s. This is why I say the
prcrfrn is not rine we can avo:-I as ve proceed through additional
exptr- -11 nts.

Tc re Urn to 'the central variL-1 will be remenbered thaa we,
are _Ai:" g abcut the role o: C: --"a.:17 of e.:-...7osin-e on ternmoral
cod-cr 3ecalls, of the wtr, tte lists -or Experiment 5 were

,i;)sior.4, tlifr-e.:1 T---Ae-iterns-presented

once.... for tilt- last :=C2117 rerce c: :hos.; p:.--ented under the massed
schrtute. It thfferec st: m3re : the items .1..rmented once and
for the: last oact=rice thost: presented ur.r.er the distributed
schee. To adjust -for :all. the following ster-: were taken. First,
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the :words presented 2; 3, and 4 timesmere comiidered as a group.
F.ach subject had 12 such wads, 4 at each frequency level. It was
-possible to seleCt 12 words-that had been presented once arid that also
held positions 'that matched closely, item for item, the last occur-_
rence of those 12 werds that had been presented 2, 3, arad'4. times. It
was therefore feasible to compare position judgments for the words
presented Once and those presentee-more than once, witiLthe average
duratiOn .of the latter being 15 seccrds versus 5 seconds for the items
presented once:

For each subject, a productmoment correlation was calculated
between true position and line length_for the 12 items presented
ghee, and a separate correlation was done for the 1.2 Massed .items
presentied for an aVerage of 13 seconds. Each correlation was ttans7
formed into a jz' score, and the significance of the mean difference
Of the tWo .distributions of 66 z' values was detemiined. The mean

for the Wofds presented once was .46 (i = .43), and for those
occurring 2, 3, and 4, times, the mean z was .57 (r .52). These
two Means did not differ reliably (t = 1.81).

We i.nay now examine the results for_ the 12 wa a s presented _
under the distributed schedule. The results for the wOrds do not,
af course, tell us about temporal coding as a func xi* I of exposure
duration. Nevertheless, the results are of interest in asking whether
a subject can distinguish between the position of last occurrence
of an item and the positions of eather occuirences.

For the 12 words presented ,-..nder distributed adules, the
range of positions of kst occurrem.:e was more restricted than for
the 'words presented under the msed schedule. Ne7erthe1ess, it
was possible to o:bin 12 words presmted once that, item for
item, essentially had equivalent positions to the last occurrence
of the items given distributed soh:Auk. Agair.. nroductmoment
correlations were determined for ea,ch subject far each of the twc
types of items, and the z' transfo=ation was applied_ The meat
z'-forthe wofds presifed- once wa_ 17 (r = .1 for the distri-
buted words, .28 (r = .28). These tw5imeans did rit) t differ (t 1.84).
Even with the restricted range Of positions involved, the mean z' for
the 12 words presented once differed reliably from zero (t 3.77).
For the words given massed schedules, the above data indicate
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that position knowledge was not appreciab y better for words with
multiple occurrences than for words 1ven once. The temporal
duration GT exposure of a word. during study seems tb- have little
effect orn the __knowledge of position that may develop during
stddy. The fact that the words given multiple occurrences were
somewhat more accurately positioned than those given orice, althoua,
not reliably so', may reflect the fact that some of the words presented

, (nice simply may noa: have been recognized (oriIhe-test) as having
been in the list.

The data were examined in still another way, to evaluate the effect
of exposure duration._ A mean position judgment was determined for
each word by summing across-subjects. Thus, for words given massed

. pikesentatiom, a total of 36 different words was used ,q-oss the three
forms.. Mean postion estimates and true positioris were correlated.
For -Me, massed items, the value was .83, and for the 36 distributed
item-- .52. FOr the 36 words given a single presentation but matched
on paasition will' the massed words, ,the correlation was .79. The
con=ponding'vue for the words presented once and matchecLim_____
posrmon with words under the distributed schedule was .51.__These
ourtcprnginerely support the earlier conclusion that duration of
exprmare seems to be of little consequence for, Position judgments.

Positionring and recall. In a second study using these lists, the
subjects were instructed to attend only to the word being presented
at tme mc,ment. There were 60 subjects, 20 for each form. This
irtstniction had no effect on overall recall. Aer the subjects had
recated, tme-/ were given the list of 52 words d were requested
to make dirt position judgments. In this task, they were to assign
a munber nTztween'l arid-100 to indicate the position of last ocour-
rencle of t word. As.a measure of positioning accuracy, the devia-
tion of eac: word from true poiition was calculated for each of the

---52-words-- iracT stibject. The mean -deviation- for eacli word was
then calcuhited.

The pattern of correlations betweon true and estimated position
was found to be much the same as in the first study, although all
pf the-correlations w,ere a little lower. While it is possibletthat the
-act of recalling may have disturbed knowledge of_ position, the

3 7
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results taken at face value confirm tJie work of other investigators,
in that instructions to attend only t the item posent at the moment
(and not to displace -rehearsal) dd not give eVidence qf increased
knowledge of position. Of greater interest is the relationship betwcon
position knoWledge and recall. :

A mean deviation store was determined for each supject, using
all 52 words in the list, and these values were correlatecf,iith total
recall for the 60 subjects,The productmomeht correlation was
.04. The positioning errof for massed items that Were recalled and
for those that were not was determined for each subject. Tlle mean
positioning error for recalled items was 25.53, for those not recalled,
27.19. The difference was not reliable (t = .80): The'sanie oufcome
was found for the words given distributed schedules. The only evi-
dence found that related fecall and position estimates involved the
words presented once. The Iir6rds recalled from among the 28 pos-
sible gave a mean positioning error 'that was less than those not
_recalled, and the difference was reliable (t = 4;10.: Such eyidence
is 'hard to interprerbecause the items nottkened inaY Oso not
1145.ve been recognized when theeposition-judgment t6t was giVen.

------Goodwin and Bruce (1972) have concluded that temporal tags ire
Jelatively. unimportant as recall cues for the words in the initial.
,portion of a free-recall task. In general, the evidence from the pfesent

- 'experiment would extend this to all positions in a free7recalrlask,
aithouglit this may not hold in the recency area of the list when_
recall is given immediately after presentation.

The data that have been evaluated in this section indicate that
position learning or temporal coding does not seem to be related
critically to the duration of an item during study. In a strict sense,
this cannot be true. An item must be exposed for some minimal
amount of time for a temporal code to be established. The evidence

further exposure does not add appreciably to the temporal code.

.

. INTERFERENCE IN TEMPORAL CODING

If we study serial .learning as a ,function of tlfeisimilarity of items
withiik the list, whether formal or meaningful rfiniiarity, we know
that the learning is impeded as similarityo increaSes. It might seem-

38.
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inevitable, therefore, that recency judgments or lag judgments
-would, be influenced bY similarity. This inevitability is by no means

. _
:- assUred. First, we- do not- know the :basic attributes involved in
:".serial learning, ' and second, we have' not yet identified, With any'

sUreneas,_the 'nature of the attributes inirolved in temporal coding. ,

We will exaniine three elementary situations that might be used in
studYing the influence of interference in temporal coding:

AxxxxxxxxA (identical word)
AxxxxxxxxxxA' (associated words)
A-xx-xXxxxxxxB ' (unrelated wOrds)
Assume that:these series are presented within a long list, and then,

after the list is completed, the subject is reauesied to make position
judgments. In the ease Of repeated words, we have seen that even if .

a word Occurs as many as four thnes within a-list, separated by other
word§ on each occurrence; the position- identification for lasioccur-
fence is as accurate as for the single occurrence of a word. Although

-7- w4 do -not-know-how accurate-performance would have/been-for the
first Occurrence:of a repeated word, the evidence suggests that .each
occUrrence is attended by some type of positional ,encoding that
distinguishes it frorn its earlier positional encodings. What would we
anticipate in the case of associated words? When A. &curs, a strong
associate to it may occur implicitly. Thus, when table represents A,
'the implicit response chair may occur, and perhaps also the implicit
responSe may be given temporal Codihg along with the word actually
presented (table). Later in the series A' occurs, which in thislnstance
might be chair. k is not pnreasonable to eXpect table to occur
implicitly to chair, and perhaps be temporallY coded at that point.
If all of these events do in fact occur, each of the two words will
carry temporal codes about two locations. Where will the subject

i estimate_the_poOtion-of-each-word to be?
There is sonie similarity between this case and the one in Which

the same word occurs two or more times, although there are differ-
enceS. When the same word occurs twice, there are two different
temporal codes for the same word. In the case of associated words',
the two different words may both be associated with two different,/
temporal codes, these codes being identical. The two cases are
mtich like the differences between the A-B, A-D and She A-B,

.

. A-Br paradigms in a retroactive inhibition test.
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Among.the published experiments, one by Itintzman:.SummerS,
and- Block (1975) 'uSed the above cases (which include the two.

_ . . . ..

unrelated- words).: Subjects were atked for -lag judgnients; .aricl this .
waSIltte experinient in which the lag judgments for unrelated wiards
shoWed mi relationship to true lag. Since the asSociated Words did
produce a relationship between- tme lag and lag judgments, it might
-he concluded that 'there is no supportjor the expectations bf con-,

fusion. Yet, the associated words difl differ from the: Unrelated
wait:is, soihat the assoziates v ere jri some way playing, a role.' In
fact, the lag judgments for the ssoci
hutted 'the true- lags- when t ese lag'S Were long tifiri .did. the lag

aed words More crosely. approx-' _ .

judgMentS for repeated words.. ;

Earlier it was pointed out that recency jUdginents anirlag judg-
ments Can be conceptually independent. TluI independence seerned-
to, be contradicted M Expecithent 2, where only Unrelated words.
were used. It remains pcssible that with' assOciated WOrds the two \

-7cou1d-be--independent-We-will-present -an-experiment iti-- a -later
chipter that shows that the number of correct recency judgments is
quite unrelated to the separation betWeen the two words tested, so
the issue is. by no means closed. II is,zrhaps posSible that. had
ilintzman et al. (1975) requested positimvi7udgments or presented
the asSociates as a pair and asked fgr the identification Of the most .

recent Word, performance would have been quite different from that
, obtained by lag judgments. Of course, the is no implication in the
above that the response measure1 used b Hintzman and his colleagues

is inappropriate; their interest was n quite a different'mat-
ter than the one ocinterest in tliis section. .

To determine directly the. role of interference in temporal coding;
a simple test would involve two conditions:

AxxxxxXxxxxx Test: --A Versus A'
AxxxxxBxxxzx Test: A versus B

A and A' represent associated wordsv and A and B,unrelated words.
The test would consist of recency judgments. Perhaps the test is not ,
quite as simple as it seems. Because two associated words are likely
to be more readily recognized ag having been in the list, as compared

, with two unrelated words, it would be. necessary to remove this

40
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factor as a source of contaminatiOn. To test only pairs for which
both words are recognized produces both a subject and item selec-
tion with }Mknown' inflnences. Perhaps the most likely approach
would be touse shOrt lists in which pilot work shows that essentially
all subjectS will reCognize all items.

At the present tiMe, the possible sources of interference in within-
list temporal codes.sirnply have' not received the attention necessry
to:reach conclusidsns. Although I Underfook an experiment along the
lines sug4ested by the abb,v6 paradigm, I did hot adequately,solve the
problem of differentl'al recognition, and time pressures have not
allowed a followup; although one of.lhe experiments tO be reported
later is related to the problem. We will see later that considerable
information is available diealing with between-list interference on the

.establishmgrit and perseverance of temporal codes.

STRENGTH

Memories may be said to differ 'in strength. Under most circum-
stances, multiple occurrences of a given event will result in a stronger
memory than will a single occurrence. The differences in strength are-
most easily inferred from differences in recall. It is reasonable to ask,
therefore, whether this property of memories (strength) may enter
into judgments of temporal order, hence may be said to be involved
in temporal coding.

.Lett us say that Tl 'and T2 are presented at different points in
time as parts of a task to be learned. Subsequently, they are pre-
sented to the subjects and a recency judgment requested. What is
required for subjects to utilize strength as a property that would
yield a correct recency decision? First, the subjects must be able to
assess differences in strength (a strength scanner?), and, second,
they must apply the rule relating decreasing strength (forgetting) to
the passage of time. In so doing, they must reach the decision that
the weakest of the two memories is the oldest. This may be stated

'in another way. Assunie that the strength of the two target memo-
ries, T1 and T2:, were equivalent at the time of formation, and both
weaken at equivalent rates over tnne. This can only mean that, at
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40 2. A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

the time of the recency judgment, T2 is stronger than T 1,, and, if
this property is used to distinguish age, T2 will be judged to be the
most recent memory.

,
As is true with so Many theciiies, the strength hypothesis runs

into trouble. With data. TWO suoh inStances may be noted in the data
PEesented earlier. In EXperimeni'2, the )ubjects did not .conelude
tl-iat two eVents, whose order thpy could not determine, must have
been presented close together in time. emplementation of the cor-
relation (two events that are indistinguishable in order must have
occurred close together in tinr) would have been expected on strict
empirical grounds, and it would also have been expected if the sub-
jects .were reaching their decisions on the basis of strength of the
memories. In Experiment 4, had subjects been asked to recall, it
would be expected that the initial items presented ,10 the list would
h'ave shown the best recall.--'-would have been of highest strength. A.
strength hypothesis, with no other factors invOlved, would predict
that tfiese" words would -have een positioned after the words that
occurred in the middle of the list. In Experiment 5, words presented
only five seconds for study were positioned with abcpt equal accu-
racy as words presented for longer study periods, and these latter
words were better recalled than the fonner. Age judgments were not
correlated with strength.

The strength hypothesis is an appealing one, and has been worked
out with considerable precision (e.g.. Hinrichs, 1970. Yet, it is

obviously wrong when viewed as a single-factor theory. Experiments
that have been devised explicitly to test a strength hypothesis have
frequently used at least the following two paradigms:

TITIxxxxxT2x.vxxxTest
T1 xxxx T2 x x X X x Test

The test consists in both cases of a comparative recency judgment
between I and T2. The idea is that there will be more errors in the
paradigm where T I has occurred twice thanin the paradigm where
it has occurred once; that is, this would be true & strength alone
determines the decisions. Now, in fact, there is some disagreement as
to the outcome of such. tests (some illustrative studies: Flexner &
Bower, 1974; Galbraith, 1)75a; Galbraith, 1976; Peterson, Johnson
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& 'Coatney, 1969). There is no intent to try to resolve these dif-
ferences here. We 'can be reasonablY sure that .strength cannotr_be
accepted as a single principle for assessing the tempo'ral order of
eVents. ;Yet, we Would not reject strength completely as a possible
contributor to, a Complex of attributes that may be involved in
temporal coding.. . .

.

In lany extreme form, a strength theory faces a:difficult logical.,
problem. An:extreme strength theory would say that when thq'SaMe'
vent occurs two,or more times; a single trace of the event is esfab-
-lished; -each succesiive occurrence of the event iimply makes the
'single trace stronger. If this is taken literally, a problem arises.: If we

,
present the same item twice, separated by oter hurls, and, upon the
second presentation ask the subjects for a lig judgment, they simply ." .

could,nOt comply. They could not comply, because there would not
be two events in their memo y , only a strotrg single event. But theiz

facts are that subjects can rea comply with, such a request. and,
their lag judgments are (in some' situations) related to true lag (see

,Wells, 1974, for a more detailed discussion of this and related issues).
AnY assumption that strength is usedto infer the age of membries
muSt also assume that other information (no matter how crude) is
carried in memory, which will allow a distinction between the two
occurrenees of the same nominal event. When this apprOach is pur-
stied to its logical 'end; the° other extreme form of theorizing is
reached, namely, that each occurrence of an event establishes a
anique trace (the multitrace hypothesis). Of course, at this extreme,
the theorizing must incOrporate some mechanism or process by c

vtich -the separate traces may in some.way unite, conibine, cao sum
if we are to accept the fairly obvious fact'that frequency of occur-
tende and 'strength (as inferred .from recall) are directly related.

As a single. factor, strength cannot possibly mediate temporal
judgments: But there is no, evidence that functional strength, how-
ever constituted, is completely irrelev,arvt tto all ju-dgments con:

0 cerning the, ordering of memories on the time dimension. We know
that subjects can make reasonably accurate decisions concerning the
relative frequency with which words occur in printed dis*course.
Carroll and White (1973) asked subjeOs to make judgments of the
point in their lives (from age 2 years) at which they first learned
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( 42 2. A NitillmINARY ANALYSIS.

each of 2::.0 nouns. These judgments correlated quite highly with
word frequency. Thus, in a sense, ,the strongest (most requent)

:words were the oldest. Of course, there are other ways to view such
$data, but .the point of the moment is that we should not preempt
sttength as a possible factor among other factors involved in the
temporal ordering of memories.

EVENT FREQUENCY

In experiment similar to Experiment 2, the subject is given two
words from th.: list just presented and asked to estimate the number
of other words that occurred between.T1 and T2, Could it l?.e,,tha
subjects have kept a rupning courit of the number of different vor
(events) and use this information to make their estimates? such a
possibility has been suggested (e.g., Berlyne, 1966; Lockhart, 1969).
It is'known that, if words are repeated with varying frequenoies in a .

list, the subjects assimilate with 'some accuracy thek relative frequen-
cies. Thus, if the subjects can "count" different events (different
words) in much he same way as they can count the frequencies, of
repeated event same words), it appars that temporal judgments
might in part -_-- mediated by frequency information. There are
problems with 5 idea. The subjects don't know which words are
going to serve _ T1 and T2 functions on the test. Effectively, then,
at the time of -2st , they have to use other information to identify
the locus of the words in the study list before, say, making a lag
judgment based on the number of words that have intervened. The
critical question concerns the way in. which the poS'itions of the
words, are identified in the first place.

To conclude that in the common case it is difficult to see how
event frequency can mediate temporal ordering is not to imply that
frequency of events is irrelAvant to judgments of temporal ordering.
In the usual experiment, the time between two targets is perfectly
confounded with the number of events. It is not unreasonable to ask
whether the recency judgment, for T1 and T2 would be influenced if
this correlation was broken. For example, the umber of different
events between two targets could be rnanipu1atd. One way would
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be to vary the rate of prese of the events occurring between
-the.two target events (e.g.. itams at a two-second rate versus 10
itenis at a.,One-second rate). Al:zither way would be to vary the ntim-

' -ber Of different events that thrtrvene, holding the rate constant. In
the extreme case, we 'would Wm a blank interval between the two
target events. I have not for.ftt.,. such experiments reported in the
literattire. For the time beim, therefore, it must be conclu.ded
that the *influence of event frequency between Tl and T2 on recency

_ And_lag-judgments is unknomm.

CONTEXT

No single concept is so widely .used in theories Of memory func-
tioning as is .the concept of context. Context. when we attempt to
give it operational meaning. refers to characteristics of the eAernal
;environment, chaiacteristics :asks in which the subject may be
engaged, and charactenstic 1 the mental environment res-__:ling
directly or indirectly from experime--Jal procedures impr:;sed.
Although context is widely LL.fd -heoretic4.,:y, it is probably correct
to say that never in the c choice theoretical mechanisms
has one beer_ chosen that little su.-:Dort in direct evidence.
Although studies., which seer-
be foUnd in the literature (e.
1975), there are many oth
able effects, and, because
negative results-, one can 0-
fished studies that show Ti
courst_. it is perfectly reason
theoretical term, but most
manner.

Why-has there been so rt

is on shaky grounds empin
--- First, in many areas, some si

A theory might not
might be found incom-:, .

it least anecdotal eyith

rnplicatt ue context e----ects, can
.Kenburg, -ThGodden& 3addeley.
fished studies that fail to show reli-

-enc.tency for ecitors not to publish
that there aye scores of unpub-

7. .of contfx:' Manipulations. Of
conte:. ds a purely abstract

...-j.11-f do no: se the term in this

orizing asing -a mechanism that
There seems to be two reasons.

,rreepi ce'rms bsolutely necessary:
aet o -he without it or

stag: it. Second, there is
iport , thc .ict that a particular
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44 2. A PR.ELIMINARY ANALYSIS

memory .may be associated with 'a particular context. Nearly every."
member of my geneTation cin tell exactly where he or'she was "and.
what 'he or she was doing When given the information that the,.
J4Panese had attacked Pearl Harbor. Such illustrations can be Multi-
plied by any observer. In Understanding the spoken language, We
kriow that tke meaning to be inferred from certain-words.depetidS
upon the momentary colitext eStablished by the' meaning of oiher
words.. . .

it will come as -no surprise to realize that we often attempt to
relate temporal encoding to. context. In doing this, howe' .1. he
theory must face problems that are not faced when appliec
memory phenomena. We might recall a certain event beca 1- ,:ts

association (occurred in .conjunction with) another more m.:=-..,...7:A;b!::
event. No temporal coding is implied by this phenomena=
the temporal ordering of two events is mediated by different:ill
tpxts for T I and T2 (because the contexts are more memorable ih-.1.1-1

Tl. and T2), there must be some basis for asserting also tha: the
sets of contextual memories may be ordered more readily tan :

target memories.
If the-two different contexts (associated with TI and T:_) a:

intrinsic order such that it corresponds to a cause-effect secuen:e
to another type o)ime metric (e.g., calendar dates), there ca_-. r nc

doubt that cc-:-.text could :lead to c'orrect ternporal ordering :1- T1

and T2, an o-.--:_ering that would not have been possible without the
contexts. an effect has been demonstrated (Gueyher & Linton.
19.75), and it nakes clear that context can mediate proper ordering
of target memories. But, how can contexts, without a built-in tem-
poral ordering, mediate ordering? How can context cif= ,rences
lead to better temporal ordering than T I and T2? if we :hat
T1 was in a red context, T2 in a blue context, and that the

between targets and contexts were established, the question
concer0 how it is possible for red and blue to be better I.:Tiered
than T1 and T2. That contexts without a built-in ordexin:_. -;ygrem
can influence` the temporal coding of associated .target r- -mc7ies
does not seem possible. Nevektheless, in keeping with the L .tative
atm9sphere that I have tried to establish in this chapter, the matter
will not be closed. Several experiments in which context was anip-
ulated will be reported M,Chapter 5.
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SUMMARY

In .this. chapter, I have given some information about the fac
.-theorieS thatipvere aVailable *to us.. This was not viewed asi co
hensiVe survey of the literature. For examPle, I have noV co
certain experiments dealing with Characteristics Of the events,

; 0 words versuS pictures (e.g.:,:,Fozard, 1970), words versns non
'syllables (e.g., Flexser & Bower, 1974); or low versus high asSoci
value, of syllables (Wolff, 1966). Such studies have not bee
missed as being 'irrelevant to my inquiry; rather, I found such st
produced intrinsic difficulties of interpretation, which 1 chos
to pursue in this book.

As noted in the first chapter, the interest in temporal codin
instigated by some puzzling results on. temporal differenti
between lists in which the proactive inhibition paradigm was inv
In attemptiaL to acquire some unckr--;tanding of the rnech
involved in producing the puzzle. 1 v, led to a number of e
mecks Eezvolving both .within-list and --ytween-list manipulatio
effect, I .aarried out two lines of res,tar In this proi. my in
'began to expand to include pro±;;, temporal _._±n2 in ge
In preserz the experiments i7 char. Ind it
compafft e 'iroceed histoncall V r \wirn
this was aecessary, and so it adOpt7
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3
The. Puzzle

CA/

,I have -long held a deep affection for thc phenomenon of proactive
It has not Always returned th:s affection. At times it

-.has.behaved in quite unexpected 'ways x.31-. has see&d particularly
reluctant to acciept my theoretical gifts. view of these experience-:,
with proactive Inhibi:ion, I suppose :hat I should have been prepare:L.

e for th5 series -of ev.tnts that I L relate in this and the follow::
capt I was no: :.-rered 7.:aem_ and I am convinced they

'ouL 7.ever have har7.7-z-.71ed eL.ct for one,of those casual or
aecisions ftzl. art . inev:--_abiy necessary in designing exper...-

e==, This clecisic7 will beéorn exposed in due time. It is ne
1- give :he ta221cgrounc' fc7 major experiment we und rtoc.

_nt 11 c 197-

TF ACKGROUND

Tro: inhibition is a . non loss for a oartit'edar task attributed
:o :ne lor learn4 of oth -. tasks. More strictly speaking, the loss
s meas-:;red azacrAt a contrc -,roup that is not given prior learning.
'roactive inhiition and its eAier discovered kin, retroactive inhibi-

hz,ve been thought td..b, the. basic paradigms, for all forgetting
/oth v- thin and outside th laboAatory. They are linked together
:hrotr-- 1:he 7nmon geneu .nterDretative concept of interference,

con::-=pt brought to the :Is ii. 1932 as .a result of McGeoch's
rnethc- :cal and logical destructiOn of alternatives', and by his master-

st,iming up of the evidence fors intefferencel-like effects in
_retro,a,.tive ,inhil\ition. Given this orientation;41he development of
our .t.-;nerir-ental knowledge for both retroactive and proactive
inhibiz3n ranged on the selection of independent variables- that

2ause tOe amount of interference to vary. With theoretical
elaboratior Jderw & Postman. 196(Th it seemed that a rather

theo of rgern wa:, available. Alas, this was

4Q.
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not t be', The theory Lou ld not.-;,be supported in 'the Manner it
démauied. This-,failUre Wa§ nOt interpreted to mean'that proactive
and I1etrOative inhibition. were not basic :o the understanding of
forge ting; rather, it was taken to meari.that. soinqthing had been

;:.*,'T.eil.' loketl. in working .Out the det of the interfererncepechanismS.
gaboutfOrAn -that Might be' 'used- to reVise the

theói, Bnce Ekstrand and I Undertook an eitPerimerit On prOattive
inhibition .in Which one of tile independent ',ariables was ,the- distri-
bution of learning of the interfering list (Underwood. & Ekstrand.
1966): We used the A-B, A-D interference paradigm for -iaired-
associate lists, hence the dis:ribution of pnctice was applied to thg
Yearning of AB. Among other conditions..the subject was given 32
trials on. 4.-B. Under the äistr;.buted coriitions, eight trials were
given aLfour successive days (Monday, Thesdav, Wednesday, and
Thur*lay). Immediately after -.te AB 77:As on Thursday. AD
learn* was administered until -::ie subjec: z.:tained a criterion of one
-perfedt trial. On Friday, 24 hour, after lea=ngAD, it was recalled.
Althoiigh, we did not ve a coLitrol concliion (only AD learning)
we knew that the wea scores we observec were so high that egen-
tially 'there was no, proactive inhibition, a..J this presurrr:ion was
fully supported in-later studies. In anothE-r condition, ai. 32 trials
on AB were given just prior to the learning of ..iD on Thursday.
This ..massing of the AB trials resulted in very ,heavy Droactive

interference in the 2441our recall scores for ; -D.
In interpreting the above finding, it seemed, possible that the

distribution of AB trials over days resulted in the estabhshment of
a clear differentiation between the two lists, a dit-:erent4.:tion that

'allowed the -subjei.:7 to identify the resporss tern...s perfectly .v-ith
each list so that the interference was minimal. Differentiatior wase ,

simply another way of speaking of a temporal di..i.:;rimination. In
-another experrrent, Keppel ( I 964),had shown thar If the learning of
the .A-C' list sas distributed over days (with A 3 massed), the
,fgetting of ---D was markedly diminished. It appeared, therefore.,
that the distributed learning (over days) of either the AB or A-1).._. . .

tasks markedly diminished proactive interference. This was not only
a conclusion of great practical Importance, hut also seerped to indi-
cate that the temporal differentiation between interfering tasks was

4 9
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extrernely critical in determining zhetikount proactive inter-
ference.

.

It can be seen, however, that the critical independ2nt variable
'Could not be Ventified with confidence in the Underwo,A-Ekstrand

----sttidy-Was-it ;the-distribution-of-the-learning- tthls-thar-was-c-ritiCrat
or was 'it tiJe fact that the initial learning of th,.: A-B list toolc
place .on M nday? Did the teMporal differentiation depend upon
the fact th t A-B learning was initiated on Monday ,and not upon
the fact that the acquisition trials on A -B were _listribut over41

rfoig days? The obvious next step was to have A-L learne its
entirety on Monday, with A--D being learned on Tl-,...Irsday, and to
compare the recall of A-D following this schedule Nith its recall
when A-B and A- D were borh learned on Thursda., Thk step was
carried out y Underwood ..r.nd Freund ( l 968). w- --:-1 1:he results
being depicted in Figure 6. With the Monday --Thursda:,, ,.c.:hedule
for A-B and A-D learning, recall was 65(.7,-. with .4-B a7Ld A -D
both being learned on Thursday, recall was 38. Althuugh no
precise compapisons could be made with the previous -,,tork, it
seemed reasonable at the time to conclude that the distribution of
A-B learning was not the critical independent variable; rAher, it
was the temporal separation in the learning sof the .1 --B and A-D
lists that establishe,i the temporal discriminatior

The difference in the amour: o!' t-orgetting ,. cr 71'T :--1 hours for
the two conditions shown 17:: FI.:ure 6 must b:- ::--ipnasized. In
another condition ui the experiment, six of the : 2 A -B pairs were
carried over intac into the -1 D ist tor the gro.lps -2arning both
lists on Thursday .-he recall of t:- t six .1 -D pair n carried over
was essentially the same as tor. t:Tt: condition in -iii both A -B
and A-D learning occurred on Tr irsday. The pu:7-Tosi: Dr carrying
over intact pairs was to make tue temporal discrurtiation even
more difficult,. assuming that such discrimination :, haY'd primarily
on information about list membership of the items. Ait:_iugh recall
was not influenced '-y the carryover of pairs. the number of intru,
sions (giving B responses at recall in place of f --spc-.,e2,-: was. In

. fact, the number of cor t respc ,es and the numher _-_-- . 7 :7-asions

were about equal m triuencY. .1 ; this iMplieLl that.,u ' Nfltiation
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Days Between° Learning A-B and A-:D

FIGURE 6. Proactive interference as a function of the days separating the
leaniing of A -B and A-D. (Data from Underwood & Freundc1968.)

was completely destroyed. IA argued at that time that if the
made a reasonable number of responses on the recall trial, the-amount
of 'proactive inhibition would never be muvh_ greater th that
observed, Even with no temporal discrimination, if the su jects
respond with some frequency to each stimulus term, they are ikely
to give the correct response for the A -D list half the tinie.
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SOME IMPLICATIONS

Our finding (as seen in Figure 6) was not an isolated one. Alin
_ _(1968) used serial lists of nonsense syllables. In one case, a six--

day interval separated the,arning of the two.lists, and in another,

, the 'separation interval Was20 days. Recall was higher (proactive

inhibition was less) for the latter condition than fors the former.
Iha ainen (1968) published an article in which four different experi-

ments were reported on the influence of the interval between two
intervening tasks on the.recall of the second. His results, too, showed
that several days between the two lists facilitated recall as compared

with a few minutes between lists.
A criterion for evaluating the generality of a phenomenon of

memory is whether it can be demonstrated also in a short-term

memory paradigm. That is, can a buildup of proactive inhibition be

retarded by inserting temporal intervals between the learning of
successive interfering elements? At least three studies have shown
this to be the case (Maslow, 1934; Peterson & Gentile, 1965; Kincaid

& Wickens, 1970). It appears, therefore, that a fairly general conclu-
sion may be reached, namely, that, as the interval between the
acquisition of two potentially interfering lists increases, proactive
inhibition decreases. Temporal differentiation, it seems, is a powerful

deterrant to interfering processes.
Some of us have stated the eXtreme case of proactive inhibition,

namely, that any associations learned from the beginning of life,

which may be in apparent conflict with associations learned at any
point in later life, will serve as a source Of proactive inhibition for

the later memory. But, speaking in relation ta long-term proactive
effects, we have seen that even a period as short as three days inserted

between two interfering tasks (A B and AD lists) will essentially

eliminate proactive interference. Are we then to change our thinking

to correspond to such facts and conclude that proactive inhibition
as a source of forgetting has been greatly overestimated? Ate we

to conclude that outside the laboratory, proactive inhibition is a
minor factor in forgetting and that the potential of interference from

early jilemories on later memories must be sharply restricted to

5 2
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Mem'ories ttiat welt ,established close together in time? Can a tem-i-.
..poral differentiation .be_sopowerful as to require such a change in

thinking? :
The Unknown factor in the above reasoning is the length of the

' retention iiiterval;, that is, the interval between learning the second
'task and its recall. Logically, proactive inhibition, if there is,to be
any at all,inust increase as some function of the length of the
retention interval. We have seen that memory for the order of two .
events Separated by a constant interval decreases as the interval
increases after the second memory is established (Squire, Chace, &
Slater, l97'5)._,It would be anticipated that the temporal discrimina-
tion between two lists, established by having learned them on separate \
days, would decrease as the retention interval increases. In short,
it would appear that we ard deal* with two intervals that interact
to produck changes in the magnitude of the proactive inhibition. If
the'temporal discrimination hreaks down rather quickly as,the reten-
tion interval increases, proactive inhibition could regain its status-
as a critical factor in forgetting.

.

It was a parent that an experiment was needed to resolve the
issue, an e eriment in which both of the intervals in question
would be manipulated. For three years I delayed, hoping that some
other investigator would see4lie need mid undertake the work. The
delay on my part was based on tw9 matters. First, the outcome (-
seem ed logically to be foreordained; the two intervals simply had to
interact in determining proactive inhibition. However, because I
have seen a 'number of cases in our laboratory Where resuits did
pot coMe out in a certain way when all logic, fact, and theory said
they should, this presumed certainty of outcome alone was not a
p ary deterrant. But, when this was conSidered along with the,
se ond matter, I didpause. The fact is that such'-experimerits are '

tremély difficult, expensive, and time consuming to do. It was,
n, a question of where resources should be allocated. I do not

mber the particular stimulus that made tlhe decision; all I .

er is that, at some point, I decided that the .experiment
to be done. Simultaneously, .the decision made was

ro .... ---.:.e -5-an the bare-bones experiment necessary to show the
interaction tween the intervals.

5 3
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EXPERIMENT 6

By all considerations; a Weber-like function 'should hold betWeen

temporal discrimination and the length, of the interval between the
two lists. This would imply that inserting a day between the learning
of AB and the learning of AD would have a Very strong effect,
whereas; with each additional day inserted, the ,increase in the
ttmporal discrimination should become less and less. This led us to

use four intervals between the learning of AB. and AT-D, namely,
0, 4, 2, and 3 days. Three retention intervals Were decided upon,
1, 4, and 8 days. We were, in fact, unable to carry out the conditions
,using the 8-day interval, and so only two retention intervals Were

cintolved. We had reason to believe that the result _might be to some
degree dependent upon the nature of the recall. tsts. If proactive
inhibition results entirely from the failure of list discrimination, none
Allojd be found in an unpaced test in which. list discrimination

wis not of moment. We therefore used two different types of reten-

tion tests for different groups of subjects: a paced recall of AD and

an unpaced test, the latter being the MMFR test, in which the
subject is asked to produce -both the B and D response terms to
each stimulus term, with no time pressure.

With 0, 1, 2, or 3 days separating AB and AD and With two

retention intervals ( I day and 4 days), eight conditions were repre-
sented. In addition, two controls were used (one for each retention
interval) in, which only the Aa list was learned. It can be seen
_that with two types of recall, a total of 20 different conditions
was required. These 20 conditions were represented by 20 different

groups of 18 subjects each.

Some Details

The AB list was learned either on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

or Thursday. The A D 'list was always learned on Thursday, and;

for the groups learning A B on Thursday, AD learning followed
immediately. Retention measurements were taken either on Friday
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(one-day retention interval) .or on the following Monday(fourday
retention interval),

The A-B and ,A-.1D lists consisted of 12. pairs. The words were
all Of two syllables and represented a random sample of a still larger

'random sample of two-syllable, AA words from Thorndike and Lorge
(1044). All pairings were random, and orieof the lists was arbitrarily
designated, as the AB list, the other arthe A-D list. The learning
of AB was carried to;one perfect trial usirig the anticipation method
With "the Memory drum set at a 2:2-second rate.. The A D learning
was..carried to the ,same criterion. On 'Jaded recall, the subjects:were
informed that they were to recall the second list:of the tWo learned,

.:10 try to get as many correct on the first trial as Possible, and then
to.e> continue until all resnonses_were _again correcton
The two control groups, C-1 and C-4; Were merely asked to recall '
and relearn the single list (A D) they had learned.

The subjects in the groups given MMFIt. %were provided with a
,sheet on which the stiMulus terms were listed with two blanks after
each. They Were asked tO write the response terms from the first
list opPosite the appropriate stimulus jfi the first column and 'to
write the response terms for the second list in the second column.
The test was unpaced, and the subjects were urged to guess when
in doubt. The two control groups 'merely supplied the response
terms.for the A .0 Hit.

'The 360 subjects were college students, assigned to Particular
conditions -by a block-randpmized schedule. Any subject requiring
over 30 trials to reach the criterion on A B was dropped and replaced
with the next subject by that particular experimentalist. The sub-
jects 'were not kllowed to serve in any other experiment while they
were involved in the one under discussion.

Thejdtgithering phase of the experiment required approxi- °
mately ar and a half and several durable and patient research
assistants. Although I frequently scanned the raw data sheets during
the course of testing, I only once 'made a tally of the recall, at a
time when about half of the testing had been completed. Although ;0
I distictly remember an unpleasant feeling attending these tallies
I quickly put it out :of my mind with the rationalization that the
subjects were too few in number to expect stable results at that
time.
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A7-6' and AD learning. gixteen groups learned the gaMe
list, four different.grotips on each of four different-days. The groups'

"I would Subseqnently be differentiated on length of the. retention
',./iitterval and tYpe of recall. The mean numbers of trials required to

reach one perfeet trial on the AB list vere 12.64, 11.46, 11.25,
12.54 for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thuisday, respec-

t velly. 'the first conclUsion, of qUe0Onable profundity, is ;that
d y of the week is not related to rate of learning. ,

The mean numbers of trials to learn AD as a function of the ;
daY of the week (Monday through Thursday) on which.ALB was- -

--learned were--8:71;"8:149-.04,-and 8.82. The four contn51 groups
averaged 9.10 trials to learn A:D, the meani ranging between
8;44 and 9.81. Although the values for the control groups ,were
sonieWhat greater than those for the experimental groups, the
difference was not statigtically reliable. Thsprotocol§ Were examined
for intrusions of B terms during fhe learning of A D, as a function
bf the tempOral separation of the two lists. The number of _subjects
(out of 72 possible) contributing intrusions werre 12; 11, 8, and 7 as
the interval between ALB' and AD increased (0, 11 2, 3 days).
The Corresponding totahrlumbers 'of intrusions wee 18, 22, 16, arid--
10.

'eThe A and AD lists were analyzed to de rmine the reliability
of pair difficulty and the relationship between the difficulty of the
AB paiis and the colTesponding 'AD pairs. A rank was determined
for each of the-1-2 A D pairs for 1,44 of the experimental subjects
and an 'equivalent set of ranks for the remaining 144 experimental,
subjects. The correlation was .98, indicating very high reliability of
pair difficulty. The correlation between the ranks for the A B
pairs (summed across 288 subjects) and the ranks for the corre-
sponding ifD pairs (as determined by the stimulus identity) 'was'
.69. Clearly, the common stimulus terms in the two lists were sub-
stantially involved in determining pair difficulty in both lists.

Paced recall and- relearning. The number of correct A D rec
spOnses on the paCed" recall trial were transformed to percents.
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EXPERIMENT 6 '55

A (Using 12 as a base). These are shown in Figure 7. The dotted 1Mes
'I'm-present the recall for the two control groups (gel and C-4), and

,the SO lid lines the; recall for the experimental groups (E71 and E-4)
after the same' reiention intervals. Although it is ,clear that there.

,

was heavy.proactive inhibition in recall after both retention intervals;
the Unexpected finding is that the amount .of proactiVe inhllg,tiOn

,

0 1

Days Between
2 3

Lea rning AB and AD
F,IpURE 7. Paced recall as a function of the temporal separation and length or
the retention interval. C refers to control groups (not having learned, A B.) and
E to the experimental goups. The number appended to E and C represents
length of the retention interval in days (Eixperiment 6).



was unrelated to the temporal separation of AB and ATh the
reoall, was essentially invariant as a function of the day on which A-B

was learned (F .12). The esseKttW results of the earlier'study,-which
prompted- the current one, were shiown in Figure 6, the present'

_ result§ obviously fali to replicate the earlier findirig:that a differeriee
of three days between AB and AD Markedly reduced-Proactive
interference. It has been said that eiperfinental: pSychologists fre-

quently.. have good reasons for demonstrating tendencies ,toward
alcoholism; it is now evident as to why this might be true.

(difference betsVeen E and C)appears to be aboukequivalent after
7 - one -day and after-four-days, and this was_ supported_by statistical .

teats. this Means, therefore, 'that the proactive inhibition observed
had readied its maximum Within 24 hours after learning AIJ:

.;, The relearning scbres for 'AD- (trials to reach one perfect) did .
not differ as a function of the interval between AB and 44,,,D
learning for either retention interval, Nit there was clear evidence of
proactive inhibition in relearning. The mean numbers of ;trials to
relearn for Groups C-1 and C-4. were 2.78 and 3.78, respectiVely.

r, For groups and (the two groups with a zero inierlist
,intervaLdiAdng learning), the means were 3.83 and,4A4.An analysis 2

of variance indicated thal.relearning was more rapid for the control
groUPs than _for the experimental groups, F(1, 68) = 5.02, p < .05,

. and that relearning was slower after the four-day 9fterval than after
the one-day interval (F 4.56), but that the interaction was not
reliable In summary, the data yielded no evidence that a temporal
separation between AB,and AD produced a temporal differentia-
tion, which in turn resulted in a reduction in proactive inhibition
in paced recall. For all separations, the amount of proactive inhibi-
tion was statistically the same and, unlike most previous studies,
therelearning was retarded by the proactive effects.

The degree of differentiation between lists has- frequently been
indexed by ,interlist intrusions during recall and relearning with tfie
,greater nuMber of intrusions being associated with low d4ferentiaL

tion. For the groups having the one-day retention intikial; the
riuinber of subjects producing intrusions and the total nuniber of
intrusions produced both decreased directly as the temporal separa-

I/ I I I 1 I I
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*Oh ,between A -B increased, The numbers of subjects
Out Of :n POssilile 18j producing intrusions were 13, 11, 7; and 3,

2, and 3 days, respectively, The cOrresponding numbers 6
intiUsioni were-34, 21 ;11, and 3. As indicated earlier, it was expecte

.._that,, _with a. constant separation between. A-B ;and A-D learnin
he _teniporal discrimination between the tvvo lists should deer

-aS the retention interval increased. The intrusions for the four-day
retentiOn interval 'support this expectation; however,' the temPoral
separationin the,learning of the twofists became a relatively minor
factor at Abe four-day .retention test. As the separation variable
increased, the ntiMbets . of stibjects prodUcink .intrusions were 121,

___L14,:-E-1-2,--and--1-21-1the-cotresponcling--total-nunibers-of-bittaidoi-7-
1. were 3441, 25,,and
A ,The intrusion data provided no obvious coherent pieture relating

retcall 'and the teinporal separation in the learning 91 B and A -p.
The intrusions ,(at the'one-day interval) .clearly in i ted that filtruT
sion, likelihood and temporal separation were inversely 'related.' Yet,
recall was UninflUenced hY the sep ation. Several-pOilits will be
made:about this.situation.

... note a theoseticaLcontr n-between-recall-And-intru----
sions is not new (e.g., UnderWood & Ekstrand, 1966); it raises the
issue of whether intrusionjare to be viewed as indices of an under-
lying causal factor'in fo fling, or merely as concomitants of for-
getting.

2. Intrusions may be epiphenominal in that across the separation
variable ; there is a change in the criterion set by the subjects, for
responding with the B terms. With a long interval separating'A-B
and A-D, a subject may realize that the B responses are not dppro-
priate tthe second-list recall; therefore he sets-a high criterion for
respon g. With a short interval, this.knowledge may not 1..) present,
and a lower criterieig4g responding may be Set. In effect, this
position-arts ItatAal*fc;was7-aztenaporal-disciiininatiork that las
directly related tO 'the* epiiiifh.tglkif-tliiS was true,
why was not reCaltirrifiienced?'

3. Another pssibility i that the A-B associations were forgotten
over the interval, so that, 'th the three-day separation, there would

z"-



'be .feWer available responses,to intrude than would ,be the case with
the zero Separationrn. Both in the Present experiment arid in experi-.
ments to be reported later, thete is a great deal of evidenee that,.

,
would deny this position. For example, if this was the only faCtor
involved, intrusions- shoUld be fewer in number after the four-djay
retention interva1 than after the one-day interval.

, .

4,-1 think that, at this point, the most direct eonclusion is that
differential temporal coding of the two lists was- hot appreciably
influenced by -the 'separation between AB and AD, and that
the, differences' in the-.number of in.trusions associated with the
separation xariable4,,resulte0 from_ the criterion. _differences._These',

..criterion differences' r(it .may be cOnjectured) were associated with .#

the,relatively superficial knowledge that the lists had been learned on
-different days. The criterion eStablished-by the subject for respond-
ing decreased as the two lists learned were closer together in time.
With the four-day, retention interval, criterion differences were
-negligiPle.

MMFR. For this test, the subjects were given the ,1,2 stiniulus
terms and were asked to supply the appropriate response terms in
two cogimns, the_ first_column for the B response -terni'S,--the
for the 'D terms. A stringent scoring procedure required that an item
be counted correct only if paired with the appropriate stimulus in
the appropriate list. The results for this type of scoting for the
unpaced MMFR test are shown in Figure 8., Since AB was also
recalled, a comparison between proactive and retroactive inhibition -
becomes possible.

At first glance, the data in Figure 8 fippear to present a rather
complicated picture. However, statistically the picture is relatively
simple as far as the separation variable ,(days between AB and
AD) is concerned. All of 'the `lines for both A.B and AD maY.
be consi ered to have zero slope, which means that the time between
4B an .AD did not influence the unpaced recall,T(3, 136) =
2.52, p .05. Also, the separation variable did not interact with any
of the other variables. NeVertheless, it ,might be argued that, in spite
of the lack Of statistical reliability, the fact th,at performance gwas
,better wiih the zero separation interval far all four cases Cannot be
completely ignored. If not to be ignored, it might be suggested that,
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EXPERIMENT 6

40

A -D.: 4

0 . 2 .

Days Between Learning AB and AD
' FIGURE 8. Unpaced recall (MMFR) for A--B and AD when scored strin-

gently in that an item was counted correct only if paired with the correct
stimulus in the appropriate list.(Experiment 6).

again, criterion differences may lead to a greater humber of responses
being produced-with the zero separation than with the other separa-
tion intervals. The MMFR test does not guarantee that the subjects
will respond with all items available to them.

Figure 8 makes it evident that there were heavy losses in the
retention of both lists when the performance of the control groups
are used as reference points, Furthermore, although the A D list
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,.ilioWs less Joss aflter one day than does the AB list, the positions
:are:- reversed after the four-day retention interval. The statistical
analysis Air the eight eXperimental groups shoWed this interaction
.to- be highly, reliable (F = 3 27). In fact, if retention of 4-B is
considered to_ reflect retroactive inhibition and the retention of
AD to reflect proactive inhibition, and if the contrOl groups are
used as reference' Poi* retroactive inhibition decrea s as the
retentipn interval increases, while .'prdactive inhibie n in reases.
This :interaction obtains to a greater or lesser de ee, regardless
of the day on-which A-B learning occurted. Perhaps m st unexpected
Of all was the verY heavy inViference'that occurred the MMFR
tests. Summning across the .temporal separation variabl and using
the control groups ,as a base, proactive inhibition Tin MMFR was
18% after one day, and 25% after four. dats. The corresponding
values for paced recall were 27% and 2 l%.

An evaluation was made of the MMFR results when the scoring
pwas not stringent, that is, the criterion that the reSponse terms must
be in the appropriate ligt was *llrninated. If Proactive inhibition is
largely a matter of the subject's iliability to identify the appropriate
list first or second) for the response terms, it should have disap-
peared when this criterion for the scoring was! eliminated. This
.Was clearly not the case. Althoi.0 pefforMance on AD was higher
than:it was under stringent scoring; there was proactive inliibitiorb
for all eight groups. Again the separation variable had no reliable
influence. The major consequence of reducing the stringent)/ in
scoring was to produce about equivalent amounts of retroactive
and, proactive inhibition after four days (approxithately 58% recall
versus 70% for the control). Finally, when the scoring involVed only
the production of response terms, the fesult was mtiCh the same as
when. only correct pairing was required. The number correCt increased
sornewhat for, all conditions, but 'again, proactive inhibition was
evident in all eight conditions.

WHAT HAPPENED?
Ito

The failure to replicate one's own research does little to nourish
thesspirit. Even at my relatively advanced age, there were fleeting
thoughts about joining My brother in his established ,business or

3
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WHAT HAPPENED? .* 61

a au opening a sniall antique shop on V corner. In so doing, I
iwould leave the whole bloody mess to my more stable colleagues at

.

..--,B rkeley, StanfOrd;torontO, Oregon, and Colorado. .

What had happened? After seeing the need for a carefully done
p ametric. experiment to tie up the loose ends on.the-role of tem7

-pfrmal coding in proadtive inhibition, I waited three years before
undertaking the needed experiment because the Outcome seemed
Obvious and the cosis"wete'sulistantial. Finally, deSpairing that no
.1 ne else had Sufficient interest .t6 do the study, it was doneand

ow the despair arose from another source. I had failed to replicate
n effect, whidh- by our usual,:sStandards was enot:inous. What had

- happened? It clearly was not a case 'in which natite had shown a
fickle side; the results: of the stUdy were stable raria-:oiderly;- they
simply did not correSpond to .exppctations, based ori previ9us results,
nor upon a crude theory of ternporal coding. Most im,Ortantly,'
the results shoy,40 that a ternporal code, different fpr each list,
was not establiiliid by the Procedures used. Or, if established, the
differences in the temporal codes were insufficient to influence,
performance on either a paced or unpaced test of recall after 24

, ,

i,hours. .

The experiment did produce evidence that proactive inhibititL in
the AB, AD paradigm, can occur in heavy amounts even with the
MMFR test and that, in long-term memory, proactive interference

, may be as powerful or mocre powerful than retroactive interference.
. ,It is a very rare case to show proactive inhibition in relearning;

clearly, the AB task exetted a strong effect on the recall and'

arlier. It as vesi tempting at airs juncture to turn my attention to
f learnil .41)--D, even when AB had been acquired eight days

hiS topic (proactitte inhibition) and forget about the cenLral theme,
amely, between-list temporal coding. It was not to be. I will leave

the implications of the results of Experiment 6 for forgetting theory
to another time. In following the central theme, I must face directly
the reason for the failure, to replicate earlier findings, but in doing
so, proactive inhibition is seen primarily as a vehicle for the study of

/ between-list temporal coding. In looking for possible reasons for the
failure- to repr'oduce the earlier result, attention must be directed
toWard static variables, which differed for the two experiments. One
or more of these variables must interact with the interval between

6
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AB and kb in determining performance. In assessing the likeli-
hood of such an interaction for a given variable; the Work. of other
inVestigators on between-list tempOral codihg beComes of' some
interest.

POTENI44.. IN'TERACTING V'A.RIABLS

Liits

One Of-, the obvious differences Vrtween our earlier exprimerir
(1968) and 'the preient one was in the lists used. Both sets of lists
are Shown in Tabie ipr reference purposes, I will call the lists I
used in our earlier;study the. 1968 LiSts, thoSe. in Experiment 6,
the 1971 LiXs.. The 1968 Lists were.used in a still earlier stUdy on
proactive inhibiitiOn, in which the major variables were degree of. .

A B learning and the massing or distribution of AB learning
(Underwood & Ekstrand, 1966). The three-letter words used as

relatively---low7-and-hamoge-neousfreqtrency in
the Thorndike-Lorge (1944) tables, the average frequency being -
approximately 13 per miaion. The two-syllable adjectives used es"
response, terms Varied widely in frequency, from 2 per million to
one.AA word. AArough average is 25 per milliop. The use of the
one-syllable worcif as stimulus terms and the two-syllable words as
respOnse terms was inten.ed to minimize the problem of discrim-

, inating between stimulus an response terms.
The words in the 1971 ists were all of two syllable, AA fre-

quency, and constituted a gan om sample of such words. Almost all
of the words serve more than one function in the language. For
example, the word second occurs as a noun, adjective, adverb, and
verb. However, the most predominant usage of the 24 viorcls is as
nouns.

It .may be asked why the '`)(;`) Lists wer nc tor Experiment
6. The reason tj nt n w 11,, 1968? Lists was that some f the
words from Lile lists were Deing.used another expe- cing
conducted at the same lime as Experiment 6, and, since a subject .

might serve in, both experirnents, we did not Want a repetition of
words across experiments. It is this fortuitous set of events that

,
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APRBLE 2
ListS'Used in the 1968 si4ifand in Experiment 6 (1971 Lits)

-19.68"Lists 1971 Lists

A-B AD
cot--gloomy cot-plaYful listen-degree listen.-city
lid-absurd 'Idsturdy outside-meeting outside-army
elm-haughty .elm-angry member-supply member-felloir-
tug-dirty tug-barren. doctor-enjoy doctor-question,1
niar-Wicked mar-lazy daily-sudden daily-human
bug-empty' bug-double second-:ipirit second-golden

kin-iniane modern-decide Moddrn-stigar
jaw-constant jaw-frigid market-island maikeiL-heiself_
sly-7fruitful slybaihy1 . single-heaven single-suggest
hani-remote ham-rotten express-gentle express-effort
gum-speedy gum-cheerful children-river children-toward

. wig-Tanquil uncle-honor uncle-flower

surely mUst have changed the direction of our research for several
years. I am convinced that, had we used the 1968 Lists for the 1971.
experirrientr(Experiment 6), the results would have.been as expected',
and they would have shown a clear decreasing function betWeeir the
*punt of proactive interference and the avs separating A -B and
A-71) learning. ks it ,is, we have stumH sonle variable that has

. .

a faqir profoand effect on between-fist discrimirtatim. But whether
thiS Ariable is one associated with list differences or is iquite of a
different nature 'remains to be seen. I have long believed that as a
reseirch strategy it Is not a good idea to keep static v bles-ck
stant across experiments when the- es are not primary
interest, and thi, P, true in particulai when the roles of the static
variables are not understood. To hold static variables constant
across experiments may prevent the discovery of critical interacting
variables, and it may also prevent usfrom determining that some
variablemre irrelevant for a given phen menon. In fact, hoWever, I
do not normally follow my own belief iii this matter. It is easy and
convenient to use the materials that 'are already available, to use the

D
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sanie length of list, to use `the same intervals', and so on. It i quite
apparent to me that had we been able to uSe. the 1968 Lists in the
1971 experiment, we Would have done sO. Our lives Would have been
less jolted and restructured, but we verY likely would not have Made
the dikoverY We have made, whatevpr it turns mit to-be.
' -A question concerning the choice bf lists.for the 1971 . experiment

still remains. Having found it necessary to construct new lists, why ,
were the 'high-frequency words chosen? My notes do not give an
ariswer ter-this question,. Perhaps like the mountain, the random pool
of two-syllable, AA words was there, and having no reason tO belieVe

that a en 'cal choice was involved, I proceeded to use them .

y one of the obvious differences between the tWo sets of
liStS is. e frequenCy of the words. The 1971 Lists contain all AA

Awcirds; whereas" the 1968 Lists include a wide range of- frequencies
(although the stimulus terms are quite homogeneous with respect to
this characteristiC).. Furthermore, it would seem that there is a .4f#
theoretical reason Why between4iSt differentiation-might be more
difficult as word frequency increases. It .has been known,since the
work of Deese (1960) that high frequency words have more (and
perhapS stronger) ,interitem associations 'than dcr- low-frequency
words.. Thus, a word in A B might be associated with a word in
A D (e.g., human and spirit in the 1971 Lists). Such associations
might:produce problems in establishing different temporal Codes far
the- two lists. I have not found a directly relevant study,.,on this
mattek, but a study by Winograd (1968a) is suggestive. He found
that when words in two free-recall lists belonged to the same cate-
gory, the subject was More likely to be wrong in lift identification
than was true when the words in the two lists did not belong to the
spie category. Interpreting the differences in the effect of temporal
# .-separation on proactive inhibition in terms of frequency differences
for the two sets of lists" hence, differences in interitem associations,
remains a possibility, but there are at least three arguments against

such *interpretation.
1. In an earlier study (Underwood 'ez Ekstrand, 1967), we testbd

the idea that, across successive lists, the proactive inhibition in 24-
hour recall should build up more rapidly for listS of high-frequency

. words than for lists of low-frequency words, the reasoning was
D
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_exactly- as indicated above, namely, that interlist associations among
e high-frequency WordS should prothice greater interference than

Would be present for the low-frequency words. The subjects learned
four lists of paired associates, a 24-hour recall being-given following
-the learning of each list and before the learning of the next list. We

--were-not able to demonstrate a difference in the amount of proactive
inhibition acrOss successive, lists for the low- and high-frequency
words, although proactive inhibition did increase with each -succes-
sive list.

2. Winograd (1968b) made a direct test of list differegtiation as a
function of word frequency ysing the free-recall format and two lists.
He found that-the identification of words with lists was poorer' for

-frequency words than for low-frequency words on an immediate
test. HoWeyser, if level of identification was equated for tlie two
frequency-levels on an immediate test, Mere was no difference in the
number of errors on identification after /4 hours.

3. Even if we grant that word frequency may-be involved to some
degree in the differences in the results for the 1968 and 1971--Lists,
it is difficult to see how- the temporal- separation in Experiment 6
could be so utterly without influence on performance, if distinctive
temporal codes for AB and AD were established: Surely, if they
were established, we would expect some, residue for the groups
having three days separating the learning' of A B and AD1 To
suppOse that differentiating temporal codes were -established but
completely lost .within 24 hours remains a possibility, but if this
is true, temporal coding becomes of little consequence for long-
term ietention.

Are Ihere other differences in the characteristics of the words in
the 1968 and 071 Lists that might be involved in paiducing the
puzzle? There is the 'obvious difference in the, ability of the subject
to discriminate between stimulus and response terms'in the lists, but
I have not been able to go from' this to an account of the results.

:There is still another difference, which is suggestive. Evidence from
'the work of Hicks.and Youlig (1973) suggests that subjects may be

. better able to discriminate! among adjectives in two successiv6 free-
recall lists than to discriminate among lists of nouns. A distinction
between adjectives kid nduns as response terms has some validity in
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distinguishing between the 1968 Lists and the 1971 Lists.'Still, in
otkr 1968 study; we were able to destroy almbst completely;the dis-
crimination between the two lists (with adjectives as response terms),_

I -when some of the AB pairs were Carried over to the ArTD list, a r
procedure which approximates the one used in the 1-kieki-SYOung
study.

At.,._tlus point in our research, I could not fmd Odence that
seemed at all convincing that the differences in the resultObf.the two
expeanents -were tied to the differences in the Characteristics of the
words used to construct the lists. KnoWing that wOki differ on so
Many different characteristics, I Could tacit but feel'"a'lack. of confi-
dence in this cOnclusion.

.,f
.

Level Of AB Learning

In the. 1968 study, the subjects were given 32 anticipation trials or.1,4!
AB; in the 1971 stu'ily, the subjects were carried to one perfect trial
on AB. The difference in the number of trials was about 3 to 1; ,

level of learning on AB in' the 1968 Study was far Iiigher than the
leVel in Experiment 6. The decision to carry AB to a relatively.low
level of learning for Experiment 6 was made on the basis of preNhous
evidence (Underwood & Ekstrand, 1166), indicating that, beyond -a
relatively lowIt level of AB learning, proactiVe'inhibition aid nOt
inaease as the number of t1i1s on AB learning increased. I do'not
remember why we utcl'32 rials in the ,1968 study because the,rea-
soning applied to the 971 study could have been as well applied to
the 1968 study. Having donewhat we have done, the question is
whet4 Or not the villain variable is the leyel of AB learning.
That fevel of AB learning is not a critical variable was a cOnclu-
sion rAclied using the 19,68 Lists; we Must fe possibility that
level of learning as a variaBle May bi tied'to ar lists. .

Is level of learning a factor in studies of Ii8tArAcriminatiOn? The ,,;!
answer is decidedly "yes," although as Atit11972) has pointed
out, the problems Of measurement and other -emblems do nat make
this variable a neat one with which to work. One problem involves,
-relative strength of the items between two (or,..inore) lists as refkied to
the absolute strength in either list. NevertheleSs, in What may' be a.
.simplified conclusion, it seems that both relative and absolute
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trOhgth (defmed- in tents , of nuniber of trials) enter into,deeisiOns
, as iti:tlie list 'membership of a given item on tests for list differentia:
tiOn,(e.g., Athi, 1970;.Hintzman& Wateri, 1970; Winograd,;'.1".9686).
- Assumethati as in-the 1968 St Udy, there was a large difference in
the number of trials given AT-P ancrA D. How could s40..a dif-

, fererice ,mediate a temporal dIscrimination? There seems ti* two
possibilities. First; the greater the number of trials the, greater the
Span 'of time aver which 'a temporal code (howeyer acquired) might',
Persisf as an A B code. Second, nuinber of trials sper se might be
used as a discriminative cue between the A B ,and A D list., For
example, in the 1968 study, the AO response.terms may have been
associated with the list given mane, many trials, while A D response
terms were associated with the list given relatively few trials. This .

is'to say that a frequency discrimination serves as the basis for
4ifferentiating the tVvo sets of response terms.-.There is some indirect
evidence that, with a relatively small number of trials, such a discrim-

a inatIon is. possible and, when possible, reduces proactive interference
(UhderWOod & Ekstrand, 1968, Experiments III and IV). If fre-

.

quency-discrimination differences are responsible for the present
puzzle, the rdasoning about them might be somewhat as followS:
In the 1968 study, the numberS of trials on A B and A P were'4

41:4612 .(440;tth1y).; in gueriment 6, the learning of both A B
'Ad' A.-Lni'was. carrieh to one perfect t *al, the means being rolighly

1.2, trials. and 8 trial's, respectively. Th fo er difference might well
be discriniinable on the basis of fr quency; the latter 'difference
might.'nbt The problerri with this type of explanation is that there
mat be some concomitant assumption about frequency discrim-
inations as a function of the temporal separation. In effect, the
assumption would be that, when two fists are learned in immediate
succession, the frequency qiscrimination *breaks down as a means
of differentiating the response terms in the two lists, whereas,..if
the two lists are separated by several days, it does not break down.
This does not seem to be a reasonable assumption; indeed, the
opposite assumption would appear to he a better one; but it would
simply not mediate the 1968 results.

Without much theoretical or empiricid backing, it can be said that
it is possible that the number of trials on A B may in sOme way
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interact with. 'the . type of words,,Used to .coitstrtIct the lists and
that, as a cbniequence;' the effect of a temporal segaration boweep
A B aiid. 41-1) on Rfoactive intefference will'. only emerge when
A B learning is'carried to a far higher level than was true in Exper-
iment 6. An experiment to test this pc&ibility will be seported as :
the first experiment in.the -next chapter.

Other Findings

With &only one Aception, the- studies on estabilishing lempdral
codeson .list differentiationhave used the basic method as given

4in Experiment 3, described in Chapter 1. That is, free-repll lists
have been the major vehfcle. Furthermore, the nurnt5er of learning .
trials on the items has been low, relative to,tumber of trials
we aie dealing with in the ,experiments that got eshed the,

present puzzle. Although we might like to -beli that principles .

of temporal coding should supercede any particular type of task or
level of learning, our ignorance on such matters is such as t`o lead to
caution. The puzzle we are dealing with concerns lists formirig the
AB, AD paradigm, and 'the lists .were given fhany learning trials.
The one study that used this paradigm and asked directly about list
differentiation 'Was perfoirmed by McCrystal (1970). His Mated*
were very similar to those used in the 1968 Lists, Tkie stimulus
terms weftigh-Association ,,alue nonsense syllables and the response

terms were7wo-syllable adjectives. The learning of both A B and
A D larning wa carried to one perfect trial in immediate succes,..
sion. List differentiatibn tests were given a five lifferent intervals
up to seven days. For the test- or list differe t. tion, the subjects
were given the response telims from the two lists, one at a time,
and were allQwed I r. seconds to make a decision 'concerning the
list membership. The largest decline in correctidentification occurred
over thp first 20 minutes following the learning of A D . After this
the decline °was very gradual up to seven days, but even at seven

41.ays'iperformance was clearly above chance. McCrystal. points'iout,
'however, that, with time, a measurement problem may lead to an
thaderestimation of 'the loss of differentiation. His. reasoning 'i§

-1that over tee, if _forgetting oc;curs, guessing becomes more and

.7
sf-
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niore, prominent and that, therefore; the number correct. for the
longer retention intervals is more influenced by guesSing than is
the nuniber eOrrect at the short retention intervals.

One possible interpreption of Experiment 6 (mentioned earlier)
is that, for these lists, the loss of diffeientiation:lover time pl.&
ceeds very quickly and that, even with a three-day separation between
A-B and A-D, differentiation is completely lOst withfn the 24-hour
period: The gradual decline shown by Mc Crystal would certainly
not suppo,rt this notion, even for lists learned in immediate succes-

- 'golf. But caution still must prevail; it remains a possibility that
the eharacteristiss of' the 1971 Lists are such that loss of differentia-
tion°is extrpnely rapid, and that the lack of differences in recall
at 24 houA for the different separations between A -B and -D
reflects this rapid loss.

In Ciapter. 1, I pointed out the powerful influence of reeericy
of stimulation for limiting the response attempts to the appro-Oriate

, response pooh It should be fairly' evident that had the retention
interval for The paced recall of A -D in Experiment 6 been a minute
or two, there probably would have been little proactive inhibition.
Just hoiv long the' recency principle extends in tittle is not linown
although McCrystal's study suggests a fairly rapid drop initially. I

_think that /his mechanism should be kept quite separate from what
-I. have called differential temporal coding of two fists. When the
memories foD two lists are diffef6nhated by temporal coding, it is
presumably accomplished by' mechanisms discussed in Chapter 2.
I have vie'wed the resUlts of Ekperiment 6 as indicating that differ-
mtiating temporal codes for, the two lists were riot established, or
irso, were completely lost within 24 hours. A study using a short
retention interval, for example, 30 minutes, would seem to be
indicated. For two reasons, such an experiment was not done.
First, even if the temporal separation of A B hd A -D was found
to be associated with differences in recall, the interpretation would
be unclear because such a difference might be produced by a recency
principle rather than by differential 'temporal, coding of the two
lists. Second., the basic pu4zle between the two experiments would
femain: Why would temporal codes for the 1968 and 1971 Lists be
lost at different rates?

7
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Ttltete_iS One final matter,: In.discussing the design. of ,EXperiment

.7 .14- '.that' I belleVedtherse 'were two intervals' of itripOr-
. .'taneeln,determiltliCtlie amOnnt 'of 'differentiation ,between lists,

naMely;.. the IA B and. the retentiOn interval fol-
lowing the learning -of Insaiir4s; proactive .interference is
determined by loss oflist one,.an piedicted froM
the .otfier. It seems 'fair to saY that the rifost gendial4Aerpretation
of proactive inhibition rests squarely, on loss of tempdra-1 coksjopl
the lists, and' the., two intervals in question, are the critical ones
determining loss. Hintzman and Waters (1969) varied these two
intervals using two unrelated lists presented for.one 'trial...each, The
outcome was .as expected; with 15 minutes between the presenta-
tion of the tio lists, differentiation was better both immediately
and after 51 nutes than when the two lists were not separated-
by an intervaL presentation. Over 24 hours, the advantage of
the separationir appal-ed. Correct list identification fell to about',
55% after 24 hours, whereas (disregarding the separation variable)

it was approximately, 65(7c on the immediate test. In concluding
their report. Hintzman and Waters indicate that their results strongly
support current theoretical account,s of forgetting, with particular
reference to proactive inhibition; proactive inhibition is due to loss

of information concerning list membership. To" attribute some
proactive interference to a learning deficit of A D may be appro-
priate (e.g., Hasher & Johnson, 1975), but certainly the loss of
temporal codes over time is of basic importance.

THE PUZZLE SUMMARIZED

Two experiments hovolgiven quite different outcomes with respect
to the, role of temporal coding in proai:tive interference. In Lvxarnin-
ing thTse two Oxperiments; two different static variables have been
identified :cis possibly being involved in the interaction, namely,
the .characteristics of the words making up the lists and the level or
A B learning. .lhere were, of course, other identifiable differences

,in the,,conditions .for the two studies.- The data were collected in

7 2
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differeiit:years, and, by different eXperaenters. The research asSist-
ts who supervised,..lhe data C011ection Offered. The subjects giving

us data iffevki, We must agsume that sUch factors are not
iresporisi e for the puzzle; to assume otherwise would make the
task of solving it hopeless. As we will see, hopelvsness is not without
some meaning, even When dealing with variables which might rea-
sOnably be involved.

v
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The Chase

In this chapter,several experiments will be rePorted that were
conducted .in an effort to discover reasons why the 1968 study
§howed that proactive interference was sharply related to the length
oithe interval betweenlearning 4B and AD, whereas no relation-
s* was° found in Experiment 6. It will be seen 'that there was a
certain 'amburit of thrashing around as attempts were made td
develop flew techniques for examining temporal coding diffrences.

EXPERIMENT 7

The first experiment was an examination of the effect df the level of
A B'learning. In the. 1968 study, the AB learning was c.arried for
32 anticipation trials, whereas, in ExpeTiment 6, the learni4Df AB .
was carried until each subject achieved a perfect perform"a4e (a*bbut
12 trials). In Experiment 7,,the 19.71 Lists were used with 'A'Bilearn-
ing" carried for 32 anticipatiln trials. The temporal separatidt4,.`1.ween

learning 'A B and:learning A O was eithe:r zero days otkeAays. A
paced recall test for A- D was giyen either 1 day or 4 day0011:3Wing

AD learning.

Method

The above design required four groups of subje'cts identified as
0-1, 0-4, 3- 1, and 3--4; the first number refers to the, number
of days between learning AB and learning AD, and the seeond
number refers to the length-of the retention intervaJ in days. All
procedures were,exactly the same as those used in Experiment 6 for
fhe paced-recall groups, -except that, for all four conditions, the A:-B
list was presented for. one study trial followed by 32 anti6ipation
trials. The four Gonditions were block randomized and 18 subjects
were assigned to each.

72

'44
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A-B and A-D learning. During the 32 A -B learning trials, 70
'of the 72 subjects attained one perfect trial. The two remaining sub-
jects were arbitrarily assigned a value of 32 trials and the mean num-
ber of trials required to reach one perfect trial Aas determfned. The
means for the four groups varied between 10.94 and 14.39 trials, and
did not differ statiStically. The- overall mean (12.67) w'as quite
compaiable to that repofted for Experiment 6, where the, mean for
the J6 groups mas 11.97 trials. Across the 32 A -B trials, -tYie number
of tortect anticipations of the total possible(averaged 83%. The mean
number of trials required to reach the criterion of one perfect,trial
on A -D Varied between 7.10 and 9.22 trials, with the Means not
being statistically different for the four groups. A Ain, these values
were quite comparable to those Obtained in Expeipr4n t 6.

Reca// Figure 9 shows the percentage 'recall f r 'the fçur groups
plotted as a function or the separa.tion of.A -B and A-D and as a
'function .of the retention interval,. Changing the level or/1 -B learn-
ing did not change the-conclusion concerning the separation 'variable
given by Ixperiment '6. AlthAgh there is a slight slope to the line
depicting the Friday recall, an analysis of variance showed that
only the retention interval produced a reliable effect on performance
(F = 24.18); all other Fs were less than unity. Differences in relearn-
ing reflected ..the differences in recall.

A word, of caution is in order about interpteting the absolute level
of recall in all of)he experiments inv.olving the basic methods of
Experimerits 6 and 7. In an ide4 world all subjets assignecrto such
an experimord would be naive to/laloratory studies of verbal learning.
This prevents ask)ciations learned by 'the subjects in.previou$ labora-
tory experiments from beOrning sources of interfer'aice in rec.all. As
a practical matter, conducting eXperiments with this restriction is
very difficult within the system used in our kiboratory. As a part of
t4,e course requirement for intrp .ctorY psychology, students musttti
geil/a certain amount of,experiene as laboratory subjects. To require

(ithat subjects be serving in their first expetiment when they contract
t

4a
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Days

FIGURE 9. Percentage of recall as a func ion of the interval separating-.the
learning of A 4 and A --D and as a functio of the retention interval.(1 day and

4 days) (Experiment 7).

for experiments would essentially meL that naive subjects could
only be obtained during the first week or two of the school term.
To carry out the present experiments under,The ideal Nconditioris

would have re9uired many years. Therefore, we have'set only the
requirement that a subject must not serve in a different experiment
during the period required to t omplete an experiment such ..as

perirnent 7. This ,removes retroactive interference from other

0 3
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EXPERIMENT

6xperiments as a. source of forgetting, but it does not remove pr6-.
active interference from previous, exPeriments as a .Sourcp. The
upshot Of qhis is 'that the differences in level of re'Call among the
various experiments cannot readily be intetineted. For example

pfter 24 hours in Experiment 6 is somewhat higher than in
the present experiment. This might be due tO differences in the level ,

of A -B learning, but it is more probably that it is due to differences
in .experimental backgrounds of the subjects used in the two experi-
ment. Eor present purposes, the critical finding lies in the slope of
,Pte recall curves. We have concluded that, in Experiment 7, the slope

these curves did not change as the leVel of A -B learning was
changed from approximately 12 trials.(Experiment 6) to 32 trials

\?\ (Experiment 7).
The numbers of intrusions of the B terms during" the recall and

relearning of A -D were again shown to be related to temporal
, separation. The numbers observed were 44, 24, 5. and 30 for con-

ditions 0-1, 0-4; 3- I , and,3 -4, resPectively.

EXPERIMENT 8

It was concluded that the results of Experiment 7 eliminated level of
A -B learning as a possible cause for the discrepancy between the

- results of tile 1968. experiment ,ancj those of Experiment 6. What
next? In view of the two potential interacting variables-discussed
in previous chapter, having eliminated the level of A -B learning,
the olifferences in the characteristics of the words making up the lists
might have become the next candidate for pursuit. I chose a different
alternative at titis point. This resulted in part from the fact that A
had not yet seen a cOnvincing way to attac.k the list-difference
variable and in,part front the fact that a completely, new possibility

,began to nag at me.
The critical data in the 1()08 study were based on- a difference

between two groups of subjects. It is tiiie that other conditions in
the experiment fit conceptually intO the basic finding. It is true also.
that studies using the distribution of A B learning over several clays
had produced almost precisely the same quantitative results as found

7 7
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iri.the 1908 study, where all 4-B learning.occurred on a single day.
It was myinterpretation ,that the':same outeome fdr the distribution
of AB trials and the separation of A B and AD, both resulted
from a cominon mechanisin, namely, high differentiation of th4
teMporal codes for the two interfering lists. This ihterpretatiorrcould
be incorrect; the distribution of A 8 and the separation of A B id
"4",D by three days may have produced the same essential outcome

*sLuite different reasons. Howeier, if the two sets of resultg occurred
41.:riquite different reasons, the basic puzzle confronting us still
irliMned, because of a contradiction between the results:for- two
grOupS of subjects in 1968 and the results for tbe many groups
involved in Experiment 6.

Many, many experiments are conducted in our laboratory, both
by faculty and by graduate students. Most of the experiments use
random-group designs. If the statisticians are correct on the matter,
we would expect Periodically a statistical miscarriage, in which
reliable differences pccurred by chance. Gould the results for the
two grouPs depicted in Figure 6 of Chapter 3 have been the results
of such a miscarriage? This was a debilitating idea, but when strength
returned, the necessary,experiment was conducted. '

Method

The purpose of ExperiMent 8 was to .conduct a replication of/the
two-group, 1968 studylln,the 1968 stud.y two, groups had ,32 trials

while the other group 1 ed./17D immediatfly.°For both
,on AB. Then, one gro4waited three days before learning AD,

oups,
recall of-A D waS. takerrafter 24 hours. FQJ Experiment ',We
duplicated the conditions for these t'y o. grogps as'closPely ake
possibly could, using, of course, the 1968 Lists. My reiparch a stailf:,
at the time, Charles S. Reichardt;proposed a possibility tffat
our testing two additional gro,ups. Suppose that the entire puZ4-1
resulted from .unusual characteristics of the particular words of the
1968 Lists. Even if we cf rirrreplicate the 1968 study, it would- ndt
be strong evidence for the generality of the fihding. Reichardt's -

proposal was that we consti=uct another set of listt having e.-s e
general structure as the 1968 Lists but differing in te

7 8



ttdtiarticular words employed.,Such om could not be ignored, and
ioTa second id of 04tielt as constructed-7Set 2, a opposed to the
.Oliginal set, which lhe called Set 1. Three-letter woi-ds were used
airstimujus ternis, atid they' had an average ThOrndike-Lorge (1944)
frequency Of 14 per million. The response terms were, as in Set .1,
two-syllable adjectives with heterogeneous frequencies averaging
about 19 per million. . 4

- To suMmarize: Four groups of 18 subjects each were used.,Two
of the groups learned the A -B'and A-D lists identified as Set 1;
two learned Set 2. Two grdups ,learned A-B on Monday for 32
anticipation trials; two groups learned 4-B on Thursday. All groups
learned ATD On Thursday (to one perfect trial), with recall and
relearning of A -D occurring 24 hours later.

Results 0,v ;

A-B and A-6 lea'rning. All subjects attained one perfecrtrial
on ../17-B within the 32-trial limit imposed. The mean numberg of
trials required to attain this criterion were 8.67 and 10.06f fop4he
two groups learning Set 1, and 13.50 and 11.28. for the two groups
learning Set. 2. An. arilysis shoived that the el -f3- list from Set 2
was more difficult_thanAhe_correvuding list from Set 1, F(1,:68)

4.5 1, p < .05. The difference in the diffiailty of the sets was also
obskyed in the proportion df correct responses'given cross the 32
trials, ave'raging 88% for.Set.1 and 83% for Set 2.

Differences.in set difficulty were likewise evident in arning A-D.
For Set 1, the two means reOlesenting the numbers trials to reach
one perfect trial were 7.00 and 7.83, while, for Set 2, the values were
11.44 and 10.56. The difference was reliable, F(I , 685= 7.69,p < .01.

reason for the differences in difficulty of the two sets wds found.
Nevertheless; because of the differences in difficulty,lt could be
argued that the results have greater generality than would fra4e been

diffjt*ty er pot p4seata

Pecall .,The peint.recill-1 of ALD for ech of the four groups is
Plotted as Figure 10dtlf§?Wre aff'drent that recall is better with
the temporal separation beewSen*Te learning of A -B and A -D than
without such separation, an* tIffs is true for both sets of lists. The-
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FIGURE 10. Recall as a function of days septrating A--B and AD learning
of two sets of lists (Experiment 8).

temporal variable was the only reliable source of variance (F = 13.69).
We 'must conclude that the original 1968 finding was not the iesult
of atstatistical fluke; the present findings in seneral are the same' as
the original finding, although level of recall is lower in the present
qperiment, and the slope of the curves is somewhat less.

The number of trials to relearn did not differ. among the four
groups. As in the previous experiments, the number of intrugions of
B terms in the recall and relearning of A was far less with the long
teniporal separation than with the zero separatioir. For Set 1, the
otal numbers were 13 and 61, 'a,nd, for Set 2, the'y were 6 and 52.
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still usually foUnd to be quite highly correlated. It becomes impos-
°. sible tO determine-44e inauince of one characteristie without-con-.

famination by at least one; other. The logic of the puzzle that con-
fronted me indicated that the answer must lie somewhere in the dif-
ferences in the characteristic's of the words im tIV two sets of lists,
but I resolved not to be caught in the word-characteristic trap', even
if it required abandoning the chase. No only would such a pursuit
lead into the Geritpl years, but even a favorable outcome would
lead to a conclusion such as: "Temporal differentiation in an inter-
ference paratligm differs'..as a function of -the adjectiválness of the
words in the lists or sonie characteristR(s) associated with adjec-
tivalness."

Believing that the evidence pointed to differences/in task cliarac-
. teristics as the cause of .the puzzle, yet choosing not to pursue the

matt r at this level,obviouisly posed a dilemma. Yet, there were wsys
to atack the problem wittout getting involved in the characteristics
of he words per se. For example,. perhalis the critical difference
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.
between'the two sets :Of liSts lies in the differences in discrivinabi1ity1;,
Of ihe Stimulus and response 'tarns, this: discriminabilitylp eing Iugf
in. the.1968 LiSts and 'lbw in the 1971 Ligs, The effecI of this
variable could be .e5camined without concern for the charaCteristics
of the words. I was unable to develop reasonable theoretieal reason
as to why the discriminability of stimulus and response terms should
have such a profound influence on lemporal coding, and, at this
point in time, preferred nat to.study this variable. .

Another line of research in our laboratory was indicating to us
that Unlearning differences in the A B, A-43 paradigm were in some
way related to the form class of the words used in the lists. By
unlearning, of course, I mean the loss of information about items and ,

. assaciations in the A B list immediately after the learning of AD.
.4n; xperiment 9, therefore, we asked about 4ferences in unlearning
13etWeen the 1968 Lists and the 1971 Lists. The thinking was that if
lAt'could find another phenomenon associated differentially with the
t4VO sets of lists, the analytical steps might be much 20.sier to .take
than 'those required in.studying the separation Variable. Furthermore,

wat' knOwn that lack of discriminability between lists in 'the
dfr-TB, A D paradigm did influence the amount of unlearning. It
.'sdenied, therefore: that a test of unlearning might be important in u -

direeting sub'sequent 'experiments designed to resolve the puzzle.

Method

Two gro 4 of 18 subjects each _were assigned randomly, one to the

1968 Lis , and one to the 1971 Lists. The A B and A D learning,
which occurred in inimediate succession, was carried to one perfects
recitation, using the anticipation method and a. 2:2-second .rate.
Immediately after learning A D, the subjects were given an unpaced
IvIMFR test in which they were requested to produce the response
'terms from . both lists and assign thern,to' the appropriate stimulus
terms,..placing them in one column for the first list and in another
,column for the second list.

9esults

For the :first time, Ixperiment 9 supplied valid infor ation on the
relative difficulty in learning t sets of lists.`The ean numbers
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OttrialsritqUired to learn A B and AD frorq the 1968 Lists Were
8.50 and..6.75, Jespectively. For the 1971 iists, the corresponding
values were 13.22 and 7.33. For AB and AD combjned, the 1971-
Lists were ;More difficult than were the ,11,968 Lists, F(1, 34) = 4.93,
pts- ..05._Piffeyences in learningA -TB and A4 ivere clearly apparent

28.80) for both seti of lists, but the interpretation is unclear.
because-the A:B-and AD lists were not cotinkerbalanced and may
differ in intrinsic difficulty. It is of soni.portnce to note that the
mean number of trials reqUired to"learn e A-4) list was approx-
imately .the same for both sets of lists. This a`i* that the interval
between the end-cif learning AB and the MMF test Was about the
same for both sets.

The performance on the MMFI,Utest was scored stritigently (cor-
rect pairing and .torrect list). For the 19'68 Lists, the mean forAB
was 9.28 and, for the 1971 Lisls, 8.61 (F .1). Recall of /1,7-D was
essentially perfect for both lists (11.67 and' 1 L83). The conclusion
was clear; these two sets Of lists did not prciduce differences in
unlearning, and the atteMpt tgicliscover another phenomenon associ-
ated with the lists was judged to be unsuccessful,in this,experiment.

E.4.13E131ME,NT 1Gt

In reporting .the results of Experiment 6, in which the 1971 Lists
were used, it was noted that the difficulty of the AB . pairs was
substantially correlated with the difficulty of the corresponding
AD gairs.!69). Thi correlation was calcalated by first summing
-the ngmher of coyrect iesponses (across subjtcts) for each AB pair
and independentlY summing for each A D pair. The Correlation held
between the 12 A-TB scOte:4anC1 the 12 A D,scores aligned by the'
common stimulus terrAhough not reported .earlier7`thi- same
relationship was observed:in Experiment 1,:the correNtiOns.va
Oetween .56 and '.80 for the four Aroiops. One implication is that the
stimulus terms in the 1971 Lists are prgrtarlly involved.in determining
pair difficUltyithe response WM plays a less prominent role. 0 .

We examined the experiments in which the 1968.Lists had been
used to determine the role of the stimulus terms on pair difficulty.
In 8xperinient 8, ihe correlations for the two groups given Set 1

41)
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were .28 and..29-.,In EXPeriment the correlatiOn-,Was --,=.11.(in the 1
sanfe' ekperiinent, the Correlifion fot.the 1971 Lists;was TheSe:, "

,correlations,(t28., ,29, maY, be cOnsidered zeiO, statistiCally..
.Withcciut .

presentink the, evidence, -we Will simply . assert .4.kat f114s
..:fack. of .relatiOndiip is .not due .to the lack _Of teliability-qrcitem

difficulty.. It may also be noted that the lists called Set 2 in E'xperi- ,

merit .8.(constructed in the same manner as the,148 ListS.bUt using
different worc1) shoW-pd the ,same lack of relationship ie the diffi-
culty, of 4-11. and AD pairs. It appeared, therefore, that the response
terms fOi the 1968 Lists were largely respOnsible for pait-diffiCulty

'Whereas the stimulus terms were largely reSPonsible for pair difficult
,

:in the 1971 Lists. Is this diffbrence between the lists' reSponsible for
'the plizZle? In this case, it -was possible to work Cita a theory to
explain why this difference between the 1968 and 1971 Lists could
produce the different findings in proactive interference, is a funCtion
of the temporal separation of AB and,. D learning. The reagoning.
behind the theory was somewhat tortuous, and, in Viefw citithe fact,
that the experiment did not provide us with the nece-ssaty'evidence
to support it, P will keep the presentation at the empirical level.

As. described, the item correlations for the 1968 Lists indicated
that the response terrns (two-syllable adjectives) largely determined
pair difficulty, With the stimulus terms (three-letter words) con-
tributing much less. Now, suppose we turn these lists oy,er and use
the two-syllable adjectives as stimulus, terms and the three-letter
words aS responSe terms. If the reasoning has been sound concerning
the source of .it difficulty, the first expectation is that the córrela-
tion between AB and AD pair difficulty should increase substan-
tially. This follows because the two-syllable adjectives determine
pair difficulty, and, in the turned-over version, ffie two-syllable
adjectives become the A terms in both lists.

If the first expectation is realized in the data, the lists will now be-
come like'the .1971 .Lists in terms of the sourCe dif pair. difficUlty fOtr
AB and.AD. And, if this represents a critical differenceibetWeen the
1968 and 197.1.Lisithe 19:68 Lists shotild, now behav.elie the.1971
Lists. This is to say that the temporal separation betWeen AB end A
-LD learnirig sliould become irrelevant to °proactive inhibition ifi recall.



ethott

..The stimulus. (A) terms tor thd ;e14--B . and A-1D-ti§ts were the. two-,, . .

. -Syllable :adjectives Used.as 'therssPonse terMs (B) in the 1968 A
list Xsee.:table in previous chvte.fl:The response terms forA.=-:B werd..
th 0. three-letter words used '4,siiinulus terms in Set 2 Of. Ekperimeni
8: The response terms for the A--Olist were the "threedetter WOrds
Used as stimulus' terms in the 1'968s,fAstS".,

.Two groups 'of 20 subjects eaCh werd assigned'Ao the tWo condi-
tions, these conditions differing only in the,length'of the temporal.
separation (0' ,and 3 days) betweenA-43 and A-7D learnhig..The .

.Monday--,Thursday 'schedule fol.:44-...4 and A-D Was used for the)
: thtee-day separation, and both lists we're learned in immediate suc-
cession on ThursdaY for the zero separation. Recall and relearning

. of A occurred on Friday, 24 hours following its learning. The
learning of A-B consisted of 32 anticipation trials, with: A-D
learning carried to one perfect tnal: The other cletgils of the pro-
cedure were the s,lie *as in the prthous experiments.

Results

The group learning A-B o onday required 15.15 trials to reach
on perfect trial, and all except one of the 20 subjects readied this
criterion within 32 trials. For A -D1earning on Thursday, 9.65 trials
were required.to attain one perfect trial. For the group learning both
A-B and A-D on Thursday, the mean numbers of trials to real'
one perfect on A-B and A -D were 12.55 and 10.30 respectively.
An analysis showed that only the difference between learning A-B
and A-D was reliable statistically. For the Opp with the three-day
separation between A -B and A-D learning, the correlation between-
the lifimber ofciarrect responses for the A-B pairs and the number
'correct for the corresponding A -D pairs was .50. For the group

6, having no separation between A -B and A-D learning, the value was
.31. It had 13een arrtripated that A -B and A-D item correla'tions
would increase when the two-syllable adjectives becaniethe stimulus
terms. 'It is apparent that they did increase, but not to the level of

.8 5 ,
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(ID

the 1971. Lists. (.69), and neither would be judged significantly
different from zero, by conventional tests. On this matter, then, thee
results are somewhat ambiguous:

The reckll results are shown in Figiire 11../tgain, the three-day
separation produced a considerable influence on recall. The 'differ-
ence between the t'Wo graups was reliable, F(1, 38) = 8.88,p < .01,
and .the magnitude of the difference .is almost exactly the same as
found in Experiment 8, as exhibited in Figure 10. The difference

40
Co

cc

a 30

Days Between Learning AB and AI1
'FIGURE 11. Pefcent recall as a function of the interval separating A B and:
AD learning (Experiment 10).
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ECONOMY STEPS WHICH FAILED 85

ifi'ltreariiing14-.65-ttials--an-d--310-trials)--A--,---D--to-o per t-trial
:reflected the differences in recall but was noP-statistically re bk.
:*ith the three-day separation in learning the two lists, theretwere
.only%; 8 intrusions in recall and relearning, whereas, With the zero
_interval.between the two lists, the intrusions totaled 57.

7

It must be ,9onc1uded that the use of the turned-over versions of
the 1968 Lists has changed nothing fundatnentally; the effect of the
temporal separation for these lists cannot be said to have been
influenced by switching the position of the stimulus rid response

. terms.

- ECONOMY. sTEP's- WHICH 'EgILED:

TechniqUet fa studying,# short4erin pie. ry- have the potential. of
. exhibiting the pherioMena, bf long-4km Memory, and ill so, doing,

they cak reduce .days to,mipates;.ws hoUrst to: secondsit was.pite
. :.riatUral 'that we .Shbuld turV4TOrliie -;lise Of shtiTt:term tecimiquts

r,... in:bur chase. Indeed, it .sornetipies seeLink010''S0..k.a move was '
abscjutely necessary if we were: goinit-0;:be...:able. to look back on

. .

the 4cade of the, seventies as one AI- luolwe ii.d..maiie. some Itivd-
way towarthUnderstanding the KO or the puzzle, a- puzzle lilt-

..' , ..,,, ...

see ed to have gaintd fu onal a#torioniy as a driving force in
ou research. Among the variou hort-terim memory techniques we
trie two Were found tO be prec.edurallY sound, and a sufficient
ntimber of subjects was tested to eteimine the outcomes

Th0first ...aliproach was t if we could reproduce the baSic
'findings exhibited by the 968 ists: The -B Dist was given for a
study trial and a single anticipat in trial, the pal Ioei presented at
a 4:4-second rate. The A ---D list was 41)ilitn-qn precisely the Same
way. There were two groups. For one &imp, A -D tearning,followed
immediately the learning of A -B ; for the other group,la five-minute
interval was inserted between the learning of tt two lists. The
retention interval (time between 4-4) learning'an its recall) was 5
Minutes for both groups. Terk,Subjects were tested under each of the
two conditions. The stkbjects worked on.the pyramid puzzle during
the five-minute inteivals. 4

.
4, ..
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he mean numbefsof Correa anticipations in learning were 7.2
and:7.9 for A ;--; 13 and A D, respectively, for the group.with no inter-
v etween AB and AD !gaining. For _the group with the five-

té interval between Ag and AD learning, the corresponding-:-,..
nswere 6.2 and 7.7. After 5 minute,'/ID recall averaged

correct responses, when there was no interval between the learning
.of AB and A D, and 8.8 when the interval was 5 minutes. TItus;"
there was no eVidence that proacti4e interferenCe was reduced with
the temporal separation of AB and AD.

In the second study a Procedure patterned after the Braiin-Peterson
technique wag emploSted::-The subjects were presented the AB pair-

. for 1 seCond, followed bit the A=D pair for 1 sevid,
backward number coUnting for 20 secon.d§...kf e erieOrthe72.0....."'
seCond period, the subjects were asked to recall either the firSt.-pair::-..":

..presepted (A 7B) or the sec6nd pair (A D). The subjects weri- fully
informed as to the requirements. Each subject was given 24 pairs
Of pairs, these being the AB and AD pairs from the 1968 and
1971 Lists. The pairs from the two lists Were ordered randomly. A
further random order was constructed for the recall requirements
such that, on half of the tests, the subjects were asked to recall
AB (the first pair shown) and, on the other half, to recall AD
(the second pair shown).

The purpose of these procedures was to seP' if the Memory fcir
der of the AB and AD pairs from the 1971 Lists would be.

oorer than the memory for order of the pairs from the 1968 Lists .
denerally speaking, the memory for the correct pair (whether AZB
.6r- AT-D) was somewhat better for the 1968 Lists than for the 1971
Lists, the six subjects tested giving an average of 6.83 and 4.83 cor-

. rect response0, respectively. :4 the subject did not respond correctly,
would have resulted from the failure to produce either the AB

.or AD pair, or by giving,4gB when Ap was requested, or vice
versa. Such ,,instances would indicate a breakdown in the memory
for temporal ordering. There were 13 cases of such breakdown for
the 1968 Lists and1 1 for the 1971 Lists. Even adjusting.for differ-
ences in number' of correct ,tonses, it appeared to us at fhe time
that the technique was -notza .41Ciently encouraging to pursue it.

,-

tz.
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EXPERIMENT 11 87

EXPERIMENT-II

This experiment was designed to stlicly temporal cbding, the 1968
and. 1971 Lists by.use of a within-liSt design. In the basiccondition,

. the study list consisted of 48 pairs representing all of tte A=p,
pairs from the two sets of lists. In the study lists, the lag between,

and .AD was SystematiCally varied, there being 3, 6, 9, or 12
er pairs' falling between the occurrence' of AB and the occur-
ce Or A--D. On the unpaced test, the subjea were given tile 24 .

of A-,43, 4.130 pairs arid were asked to: (1) indicate whether
B ofA-,--D had occurred Most recen'tly in the list; and (2) judge

hoW rnanr Other pairs'separated the two, test pairs in 'tile study list;
(lag judgments),

As is apparent, the central purpose was to see if we could detect
differences in temporal discrimiriationither by recency judgments ,
oi lag jUdgmentsfor the items in the 1968 and 1971 Lists. Given -
that we.cOuld, it would then be possible, perhaps, to turn to studies
in which certain of the differences in item characteristics could be
examinedja very efficient way. The full description of Vie experi-
ment (to be given shortly) will show that in addition to pair differen-
tiation we asked also about itanulus-term discrimination and response:,
term discrimination in independ t conditions.

A secondary purpbse of tF6 experiment was to inquire into the
ree to which a. te'ripora1 discrimination can be acquired

multiple training and test trials. It was noted in earlier chapters
within-list temporal discriminations are, in any way of viewing

th results, very poor after a single inspection Wal. With long lists
of unrelated vdrds, there is sometimes no evidence that any tern-

iiporal discriminations were established (e.g., Hintzman, Summers &
113lock, 1975). In EXperiment 2, reported in Chapter 1, lists of 32
unrelated words were used, and there was evidence of some discrim-
ination in both the recency and the la$ judgments, but many subjects
performed at a chance level. Across the four lists given the subjects
in that study, there, was no suggestion that t1*§abject learned how
to become proficient.iii,rrtakIng wit "n-list diCriminations. Insofar

b
89.
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have heen 'able to discpver,716-investigattor:has previtiirslOgiOsi
46out the conrse of acquisition of a temporal diScrimination oVer-
trials when a single list is given multiple trials.',How raPidly will
:subjects become proficient in Taking lag judgments and in in

=i4-6ency decisions? H 0-

Metho41

.

In desciibing the experiment, it will be useful' ta sliow the basic
' study list. This ma'Y'Ve seen in Table 3. An inspelit'of the.list,Will

show ..24 AD pairs, 12 from the 1968 Lisi d 12 fioki the
1971. Lists. For each list, three AEkAD pairs haV:e a lag of 3,
t-hree a lag oi'6, three a lag of 9, and three have a lag of 12. (In fact,
problemS in establishing appropriate lags resulted in_one AB, AD
lag 'being 4, rather than 3, andone being 13, rather than 12). Roughly,

. an AB and AD pairlit. each lag occtu4 in each third of the list.
-.Two Other points about the list construction 1ild be made. First,

ds

of _

cot-141o6my

'jaw---codst t
tivatside ing

°

e

ehildre river
bugempty.
unclehonor
doctorenjoy
cotplayful

TABLE 3
lipid Study List Used in, Experiment 11

_

41angry
'Cieflower

outsideamiy
wig-zmodest
jawfrigid

doctorquestion
bagdouble
hamremote
children-:toward
marketisland
listen-rdegree'

. hamrotten
sly!-fruitful
exiirl-tgentle
daily--

wigtranqu
_ marwicked

expresseffort,
slyhealthy

:listery-city .

dallyhurnan
marketherself
secondspirit
tugdirty
moderndecide
membersupply

fg9Icipeedy
lidsturdy
singleheaven
tugbarren °

gumcheerful
memberfellow r.

uggest.
moder --Sugar .

/second olden

Note: The 48 pairs were pre5nts,clin a single list, not in three groups.
.
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EXPERIMENT 1.1 89

-.se-eoofpnk 4 :-..,4, 0 is 6.. d ia which-the,positionsOf the-pairs-for:the .
968.4nd. 1914.Lists`Wefe interchanged; `so'that 'aCroSs the twd forMs
ornhineii:Pdtitions wei:e exa y the sarne forthe two sets of-liitS.

sarne tune, in gong g tiit second 'form, diffeient A.-.:-..B.,":
i- . .. . ,. ,

._:.:pairj._ Wee 'Vied to rep en t -diffe r e rit lags (as refereliced by the...,
fiLstApiiii),,./. so that, across- theAVo forms., six different AB, A D
.3.9...C_Cluriedat each lag. S,ecOn*A4,:one buffer pair was Used at the

... : - .

beginning -(doudy-urn) and one lkii, was used at the. end,::(4ck-,
mityyP--,-

With the list shown in Table 3 as a reference, we may 46y/ describe
the'five, condilions of the experiment:

Conditiori'PP. The study list (pairs presented:, Pwas arShown
AgTible :3,, and pairs (P) were tested. Thus, on the tes the subjects

ipxe shown.24 pairs of pairs and were asked to cirCle the Mott recent
ct

pl&i.r.,in-,.ea6. pair of pairs. TheV were also to ,circle one iiiiinber lit
the. seri s 1 ihrough 16 to indicate the lag. For eXamPle:::

cotpl yful cotgloomy 1.k3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

The subjects circled the pair they judged to have most recent in,..
the list and circled a number to indicate the n /Tiber of othtr pairs
falling between the two test pairs. .9 -

Condition PS. The study list was the same as.for COndition
PP but-on the test only .the 24 stimulus terms (S) were shoWn, and
the subject§ made lag judgments: _That is, a judgment wgs Made of '.
the number of pairs falling between the two pairs in phich 'the
stimulus term appeared.

Condition PR. The study list was the same- asor Condition
PP, but on the test the subject was shown 24 pais of response

: terms (R), -. each pair representing the tw6 words oc rring with a
,cominon stimulus word in the study list. The subject made a repency
judgment and a lag judgment., ,,........

Condition .ty the stimulus terms were presented for
'study .(the order beiPfthe saine as in Table 3 for that form), and on
the 'test the 24 words occurred singly with the subjects required to
make lag judgments.

9 1
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ondition-13;--11.---Oply7ther.--48-fespon§e-wbidt-Wer ented forA
dy (the order being the same as-in Table 3 fo that form). bn tle

test "the subject was fested as in 'Condition PR.
Under all condjtipns the iteing'were pitspnted fdr study at,

,secol1 4 rate. Th.e teSt was;.unpaced,WAPV.ibject was requited to
nitiie a decision for all Reins. The order-of the test ,items wall:random
With respect /El study order and was subject only td the restrictioho
that each of the four lags be repfesented once in each sUccessive four
test items. When recengy judgments wefe required on t test, the
most recent item or lairocchrred first_half the time arid ncl. half

.The time.
.

Under all conditions, three study-test cycleS were given: The study-
t and the test fist were exactly the same o.lthree trials. B'efore

the tudy:Jiit and tlic nature of 'the' teTit4o-lA 'Aftef 'first
first TtUdy trial, the sUbject was' fully infq' :c1 the n re Of

tes1,.the sUbjects were informed dial Tfity woiAbe gwen a Second
gitcltrial and test,which were exactly .the Arne as the first. This
.instrAtion was repeated after the second test that

Five independent groups, of 20 subjects eacfi, were used to repre-
sent .the, five,conditions. The subjects were assigneA to conditions
by a block-randomized schedule. All subjects we're tested individually,
a -memory drum being used to present the item,s Grl the study trial.

Results

Recency jUdgments. The recency judgments given by the sub-
jectS in three of the conditions ( P, PR, R-,--R) will 'be exarnined
initially. First, it i-jAjj.e7,reported t t the nuniber of correct recency
judgments did nciagfre,,for the 19 8 and 1971 Lists, and these lists --
did not interact with any of the oth r variables. Therefore, the items
from the lists were pooldio. examin lag and trial effects. Two plots
are shOwn.in.Fifire 12, the upper one howing the percentage of cor-
rect responses as a. function*f condition and lag, and thelower one.

_showing the percentage of correct responses as a function of trial
lag. Am unexpec,te(d finding was the lack of influence of lag on ire'
recency judgments. Although there was a small upturn suggestal at
lag 12, lag As a, main effecot fell appreciably short of significance

9-2
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F I GU R E 12. Per entage of correct recency judgnentsa s a function of lag and
condition (upper cpanel) and as a function of ag- pnd trials (lower _panel)
(Experiment,'11).

7

(p acid it did not interact with any ariable. There was
a siggificant effect of conditions, F(2, 57) < .05i- How-
ever, tested independently, neither of the two sets of adjacent con-

.slitigrksdiffered reliably. The significant effect was largely due to
P P over the other twd. This indicates

that the presence of the stimulus terms facjlitated,. the ecency
judgments.

40
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- The lOwer plOt sliows thai there was learning across th three
'alp, but: the ainbunt df leafuhg, from trial to trial did not c1ffer as s.

a: function oklag, No cinteraction between two variableS ev ap-
'proadhed statistical. reliability+ Alithoughciparning was apparan, , the
'amount should not be exaggerated, Of the 60 subjectS,in the three
conditiong combined, 8 sCored below chance in'terms of total correct
resOonses ,adross three pials, and wernay presume that an equal num--
ber scOred above chance even though they responded randomly. As
may be seen * Figure 12, on the first ...trial; the_szores were only
slightly aboVe Chance.(50%).

, .Lag judgments .. five conditions fetp.iiied' the subject to:ritalte
lag judgments. -In Order ,to establish the proper PerSpective on theSe

,

judgthents, a prot of the overaTh res4ts. js showri uSing a scale for
the ordinate that is .aPprOpriate. for 'The true lags. This plot is shoWn
as Figure 13, Statistically, there owas a lag function sumniing across .

the 100 subjects (p = .00 1) , but when plotted as hi -Figure 13, it is
almost not discernable. Furthgrmore, there was no Increase hi' the.
slope of the lag function. THat is, there was nO learning across the
three trials. The judgments at *short lags are a little lower on T1-ials

.41:*1 3 as should be expected if learning- wd.oecurring; bUt with
lciiielags, there wano correspOhding increase across trialsin the lag's
assigned. In short, in this situation, subjects do riot givear capable
of learning lag differeriees.

The.next steps were taken to simplify the data somewhat for more'
detailed presentation. The data shoWed that lag judgments would not
be a tatisfactOry way to distinguish be"tceezi possible discriniinabilitP
differences of the 1968 and 1-971 Lists. n none of the conditions wgs 4 °

there a difference in thg slopes of the lag function for the two sets of
lists. We may therefore collapse across this yariable for further 7;
examination .of the data. 3ye may. further eliminate Condition RR
and Condition PR since the lag functions for these two conditions
did not approach statistical reliability, whereas in all of the other
three conditions the lag-slope was highly reliable (p < .0 in each of
the three conditions). The distinction between the tWo sets of con-
ditions is that: iethWthree conditions in which a lag functiori .Was
obtained. (PP, SS, PS), the judgment Could be-made on the

9
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/TrUe Lag

FIGURE 1/4k,
and trials (Ex"pe

basis of a repeated item.(repeated
basis of rivo different items (thee res
and Cotdition RR). This differernc
of other irpesitgators (e.g:, Hintiman

'The lag functions for the three con
bility' are plotted in Figure 14. Al
from trial to trial, there is at bes
of the lag funCtions become consi

12

g judgMents for all onditiohs comtind as function_of lag
ent 11).

ratherlhan on the
in Ccraditionz..PR

s previous findings
Summers, & Block, 1975):

ions showing statistical relia-'
ough the Mean values May differ

ineager indication that the slopes
ntly and appreciably steeper
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t-
,across-trials. It is not apparenr,Wh3f, in orit4se (cond
the yaluei 'assigned t 1 lags tefid to decrease -a-crqss.trii.lsj and-

Tanbtriar,theY tend to itArease..(.COnditIon P I-S)
We Ilad-h-o0ed ,t6-relate reeency judgMents -and j dgmeicts in, .

the tliiee condition.in thich 1*th rest.orlk4 were raj geld:- ilow4-4.
ever;:slope piOsures FiWI. fat:Individual Su1 b ecti werelcOfhpletely .

tunreliable.- We'tlien exaMined tag jUdgInent of.'suNectg'itltrii-orly 4
OrreCri r,ectitcy responSes and cornpared thein-WithIlie lag judgmenIs, ,

-.:foi.subjecti:havirig a low'number of correO.t recenr*sponses,The
I .Slopes did -not 'differ in 414IC exj3ected flainter. We -eNatuinethdiffer-
-enOet in judgments for items occurring. in ,the'various seCtions-Ottlie.
sStud56Iist and*uld find no evidenci.--6f,a serial-pOsitiv curve oriny,
-..-Other. relationShip that wasikstematic.a-nd cornpanable across 0.11-, :

-:,,ditioris.- This is to say thaf:..ifOne7of oUr.inten-kariflaIyses helped in,-:
understanding the results as presenthd in Figures -12,, 13, and 14...

9ur; Seirch for differences in, ternpOrkk, disCilMinations for --the.,
l'968` and ,1971: Lists was not aided by this expefinlent) but Ny.2.

discovered two facts which we. haVe found-sutprising:.FirSta subject.

will lealn, within-list redency relationshigs across' trials, but this
learning,is, Completely independent Of lag and occurs Slowly. Second,.
lag jidgments im*ove very little acroSs trials, and, with unrelateth',
ebrds true lag had no influence on lag judgments on any trial. These, ,
fa.ets Must ,necessartly enter the picture when we attempt to sum-
mariie Yale implications of bur *ork in the last Chapter. For the time
being; the central chase dontinues with a further expertnIent.

I

EXPERIMENT.12

-)feferred tO a possible errOneous conclusion drawn from
4 eXperiments in which.AB had been distributed civer' iseveral days

(Underwood .84 Ekstrand 1966),In Experiment 12, the validity of
this conclusiOn .was tested. In order to understand theilssue, three
different conditions must be kept4in mind. Assuniing that 32 trials
Will'be given on A.--B,' the three conditions may be shown as follows,

9 7



ndaY TuesdaY W6d day. Thursdayz, .11 u Friday.. 1--

illassed,-3 days 4 -44,--13, 32",-
. -

Massed erd Al " .

Because .-thdf recall Perforinance under the' first two schedules. ,

-.esientiallk s'afii,e: and beeause liotri were much higher-than lee
' under the; 'Ciehedule, it' had been coriCluded thai tilt s

nichamsn ..4ris'.;44,is1yed in 'the teduCtion in aCiactive iiibition
That is; SO4,for(n of tenworal.diScrimination was established.hen

.learn'iniviaseither initiated or coMpleted on Monday, and this
differentialiQif, be,ing much higher than for the third condition,

7 ,reSUlted .in,:.gieIarge difference in proactive interference between the

= 441:14 ;ti.YO'reaVtditiciris and the third. Of course, these findings
or-ilk:for the::Y968 tists. ' =

OUr 'SubseqUent studie§ have shown that it iS not advisable to corri
pare quantitative values aerdSs:::experiments when the eiperimental
Aisfory 87...the SUbjects is ndt controlled.:The,samp qUantitative out-
.sOme by the different proe9dures maY have been quite-fortuitous,

/ and thtunderlying mechanishis may be quife different. Or, it may be
'that there 'is. some overlap in the Mechanisms, bilt it is incOmplete.
F'inally, it may be that the original. deaision that both of the first
two.Conditions outlined aboVe bring in the same temporal discrimina-
2tion .w,as the correct decision: ThT results for the 1971 Lists Showed
no effect of the temporal separation between AB and A D learn-
ing. :in Experiment 12, the A-43 learning for these lists whs spaced

'; over days exaCtly as indicated in the .distributed condition above.
)The ashal ferd-int'enial control Was used' (the third condition above),
in which A -43 wavitamed on Thursday, followed _immediately, by

the learnin of AIf recall does not differ for the two conditions,
it will be' concluded that the original decision was correct. If a
significant slope is found, it will be 'concluded that the original
conclusion was incOrrect. Further, given the later outcome and,

to some extent, depehding Upon the magnitude of the sl9pe, a con-
.

oe.
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usion may be reached that/ t
phenomena are quite different.

It Vtould be noted that this ex
the Oliltion of the, 'puzzle/that/4;1'A
theless,T a' positive:outcornd

. , .

scope of the itriplications oftJe J1

[r.

1.PERNENt 12

Wks, underlying the t

Method

4s nett ainied directly at
our attentiOn...Ne er-

ntOnt would Teduce: the

cThe n)ethod ha Freen 09Op
20 Siihjects in the

=--B at the rate o
'thrOugh lthmediat
te.red on Thursday, ,th: (*-
learning being one ptrfcct tria4 The 20 subjectin.he JO Group'
were' given all 32 ,t 'als .on A on Ttiursda31., f'llowed.iminediately
by A--D; Both grOups had pa ed recall of on-fridar, 24 Ijoeurs
after learning. All other proce ures were the' anie.as.in tfkpreiriplis
'experiments:

,e/iThe 197,14Lists were tfed /The
re',riiVen 32. anticipatiOir trials on

'for 4-6 1.11:. -stied ssivei'lays, Von d ay .

after the/8 A7B adrninis-
list was given, wlivrthe criterion of

Results

The learning of AA for 'th two groups ok skbjects may-be corn-
pared- on the first 'eight trials. The' paean tttal correct re§pOnses
were 58.45 for the MP: Gro4p, 67.60 for the DP Grour: The:cor-
respondirig mean numbers tif trials to learn 4.4D to ohe perfect
trial were 8.90 .and 6.20. Both sets of scorgs indicate th4.1 the per-
foimance of the subjects in the DP Groups wls better than that for
the subjects .in the MP Groups. HOwever,-Ineither of the differences
was reliable Statistically.

The mean nuMber of correct responses on the recall, trial was,
4.95 (41.3%) for the MP Group, and 5.50 (45.8%) for'the DrGroup:.
(F < 1): The correspor4ng mean numbers of trials to relearn -were;
4A0 a'nd 3.8 (F < 1). The subjects in the MP Group produced 15
intrusions in, recitil and' relearnin'g of AD; the subjects in th.e DP
Group produced 3.

. ,
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d
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ys; produce any'. z,

elh types of opera:'
.24-.7p for th&1 968

It/has beeiaid that- ever) sOme WhO: participate m the exhilaration.

'Of a foxhutt 'are,Secretly difighte:d when the fqx`ehicles the hounds,
arid .c.*,eps,away to be, tye object of pursuit another day. I find that
mnçd emOtions attend the en.1 of the present chase; It would`not be
c9y4ed.t,q*y ihat I arri.'idelighted that Our atteMpt to solve the Case
of h Missing slope *as eSSentially a failure, At the same tnne;/-
tho/#is,,ome positive-affect r.gtending the follo*ing twO conclusioris: :

.? I yond reasonable:rfitonbt, one (or more) of the differepces
-am'png the characteristice- that distinguish the f1968. and 1971 Lists

FOresents a-4onnidable variable in determinhig temporal coding,
'hence in determining proactive interference. In One case, memory
for the order of -the twO lists was an integral part of the-overall
memory for the words in the lists; in the other case, thi part of the
memory was never eViderit in the recall performance of the subjects.

2. The attempt to develop short-term procedures to investigate

..more efficiently the influence of differences in word characteristics
.for the 1968 and r971 Lists was not fruitful. Yet, Experiment 11
(whi4i was the major experiment using short-term techniques); pro-
*iced, two surprising (to me) discoveries. First, recency judgments

.:
.

un
-

proVed iacross trials, but the mprovement,was,independent of the
separation of the two target Woras (Or pairs of target/words) in the

Secgnd, the subjects were found !a be incapable of learhir g
,(over three trials) the degree-to which the target' words were §epa-

/ rated in the lists. These findings, plus some of those to be 'reported
in the following chapter, have allowed me to repress to some extent
the memory of the failures described in this chapter. -

t%
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piiond-..the Puzzle,.
..

It -has been noted that, although ourinterestin temporal coding was
generated by the puzzle, decisions had been made to extend our'
:research beyond that instigated by the case of the missing slope. In
Chapter 2,.varibus attributes were discussed As-possible vehicles by
'Which temPoral coding might be eStablished. One of:these, which

:haS figured prominently 'in theoretkal fOrmulatiobs for various
phenOmena, is context. Simply Stated, :different 'contexts. may I

Income associated with different target memories and 'these contekts
"May be more easily remembered than the targets. But, to-repeat what

Was said in Chapter 2, there seemsto be no easy way to get context
memories to mediate tem.poral discriminationS, unless the contexts
have calendarlike properfies or are associated with memories with .

such properties. It does not seem that contexts, (no matter how
mtmorable, can'45roduce temporal ordering simply because they are
remembered better Still, as has been seen, soine experiments -turr0

very unexpected findings, so the issue should not be severely pre-
judged;

Three experiments will be reported on context effects and their
role in temporal discriminations. The first two involve between-list
manipulations, while the third involves a within-list approach.

, fourth study looked at temporal codiag-es'a function of the number
of different eVents falling between target items and at the retartior.:
ships among temporal coding, frequency assimilation, and associative
learning:

EXPERIMENT 13

It' has sometirnes been suggested that. ,"internal" context represents
the most effective type of context Manipulation when dealing with
relatively short ternpotal intervals. This internal context might
include covert thoughts, moods; or emotions of the subject.which

99
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le

occur'. at the time.the-task is giVen: In EZperiment.-13, ahexaftiinàtion'
was made;Of the'.influence df a somewhat different type-of iriternal
cOntRa. For lack-of-a better term, I will call 1s procesS con'iext :or
mechanism context; The approach Carries the 1assumption that the
learning:of "different-verbal tasks requires (to same degree, at leasi)

'different proesses or rneehanisms. Insofar as-these procesSes- diff6;
*they wili:produce a different interniti cdniext for the Words occtiri.
ring in the differen4;taskS, .

There is some eviderfce in the literature:that could be iiiteipreted
to Mean that process Context can Serve to differentiate tWo lists. For
example,- Shuell and Keppel (1967) asked about retroactive inhibi--
dim when the tWo lists- were learned as serial tasks, When both were
learned as free:recall tasks, .or when one was learned as a serial task
and the-other as a free-recall task. In short, the independent variable
was the same or differeni type- of tasks. These investigators found
that retroactiVe inhibition; was less under the -different conditions
than under the same conditions. They point out that the interpreta-
tion of the fin'ding is not- without ambiguity. It may be that the dif-
ferent tasks preed i3ettr tempOral differentiation 'Under the
different condition than Under the Sa e Condition, or the resuld
could be interpreted to be a ccinsequenc .of differences in unlearning..
Nevertheless, the results of this exp ment are suggestive of the
potential of process context as a ¶neans of prodUcing ternporal
differentiation, ,

In the present experiment, ,the subjects learned four successive
lists, following which they were- askedto:indicate the list member-
ship for eaCh word in all of the lists. In the different condition
(Condition D), the four .lists were constituted as .four different
tasks: a verbal-discrimination list (VD), a paired-associate list (PA),
a serial list (SR), and a free=recall list (FR).' kri the Same condition
-(COndition S), all four lists were of the same class. If procesicontext
differences aid .ternporal coding, list identification should be superior
for the subjects given Condition D than for those given Condition S.
Two features of the experiment should be emptiasizect. First, we
'went to some extreme,to be sure that the list numbers (1, 2, 3, 4)
occurred several times during the learning ef a list. The purpose kf
this was, of course, to establish opportunity for associations to \

4..0



e*etOp among Contexts, itegis, and -a simple, ordering sjtstefh.,
we :gave. three 'acquisition tsials on, all lists in order that it'

become Ilighlj,:improbable that a subject would fail to recog-:
thus. Of the list-identification test:-

ettidd

ists gach of the Tour, lists.was made Up.of'16 wolds. The 64
words-reonstitutedr.a:-YandoM sample 'of a larger- random saniple.of
w0-sYllablq words With frequencies of from-1 to 10 in the Thotridilit
Orge :tableS-(1944). The 64 words were assigned randomly to one

_ /
of.fouilits.of 16-Words each, and the nuMbers 1 through 4 assigne

. .
to the Iiits. For all conditions of the experiment, the order of the
lists was 1 through 4, as indicated t y the aliove assignment. For each
et .216 Words, the four types of lists were constructed._ These,

consisted 'of 8 pairi of words for Pei and' VD and 16 single iterns
fof F.12, and SR.

Copdipons..- There were six conditions, four representing S
coridiaons arid two reDresenting 1D Onditions, With 20 sgbjects in
eachOf the six groups aSsignea to conditions by a block-randomized
schedule.:pie four S conditions may be-identified as VDS,,PAS,
4SR-7-S, and FRLS, In these conditions, a given grotip learned four
successive lists of the same type. There Wbre tWo',D conditions, which
will Oe identified as-D1 and D2rIn Condition DI, a subject learned

' fOUr different types of lists. 'By varying the order of the lists,Within
subgroups, leach list tyipe occurred equall often (five times) at each
of the four positions, Xvhen vieWed adfoss all subjects. Furthermore,

no-:. case did a VD_list and a PA, list ocCupy adjacent positions'
withirt-the series k.four positions. Likewise; FR and SR lists neier
occUPied adjacent positions. It seemed possible to us that the lists
might be disiinguished on the basis of pair presentatiOn versus
single-item presentation on the study t *als.'In ConditicenDl, there-
fore,,,:this confounding-of adjacency o ist pOsition- and Context ;

simllarity was. avoided. In 'Condition L2, this Confounding was
present. The Order of the lists was apan ed so thiat the SR and FR
lists were always adjacent (POSitionsl md 2 dr Positi9ns 3 and 4),
and the same 'was true for the PA and-ND lists. 4..s can be seen;

13..



. .
hOirever, it Ava 'S. still. possible to maintain the rule that, acrosS the 20
Subjeets, 'each list type occurred equally often (five-times) at eaCh of.,

... the four positions in the 'Series. _-- i. :, * - .:. ;,. :. ''f'

ffrdeeddre.:'"Thetie . were three stUdy-test cy'cle.** for ea.-Ch. list: 'On' .

- the study' trials, the,rate of presentation on the 'Memory druna Was i
iF

. 4.. seconds per 1).-.(4.1.Q.and PA) or 'two seconds peL item,AR: 414
'SR). The tesf, for learning, given after each trial, Was linlitee. one
Minute,; during: which tit subject wrole.his7responses. For tests On
the:SR lists; each recall sheet contained"I6 numbered blanks, and-.file'

(.-Subject was asked. to write the words in the correct position. Eor.
: tests on the FR lists, tile sUbject.wrote,his,responses, on a sheet with -

;116 Unnumbered-blanks. For PA, the 8 itanulus terms Were presented,
with ,a blank after each, and the stibjelt was asked towrite in .the
appropriate ;response terms. For the VD tests, the' 8 pairs were

,
sliown, and the subjedt was reqUired to circle the member of the pair

. that had be-en UAcierlined (correct wOrii) on the study trial. The order
of the itenis or Pairs.differed for each stUdy trial for thy VD, PA: and

,
FR lists, .but, o.f Course, 'the iorder was always' the' same for the SR -

IiitS. A single order bf the, Pairs was,used for the three test trials for
the PA and YD tasks:

In the initial instrt ,ictions the subjects were formecf thaf they
Would be given three study-test trials on 'ea'c Our lists. The

. nature of the tests for learning were also described. The experimen-
talist always referred to,each list by the approp'riate number, and-
the list number was mentioned before each study trial. Furthermore,
the list number appeared on the memory drum tape before each
study.trial and on each test sheet for each trial. At the minimum, .

therefore, each list number was given nine times, three times by the .
experimenter and six times .6y the notations on the tape and t\--' est

. \
sheets. .. . .

For the D conditions, it-was necessary for the experimenter to .,..
.-give new instructions for eadh suticessive task. we abbreviated these

instructions as much as possible. To 'keep the interlist interVal about
the same for the S conditions as for the D conditions; the experi-
menter simply ,repeated the original instructions for the particular
type of task after the comPletion of the learning for each list in the S
conditions.

,
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After the third trial on the fourth list, each subject was given five::
Minutes to work on the pyramid puzzle. Following.this interval, the
instruationS for the list identifiqation task were read. At no time-
befom this point had fhe subject been informed that sUch a test
WOUld be given: The teSt was paced at a 51seCond-rate, and the sub-

; jectsfiterefOrced to respond to each word with a number.(1, 2,. 3, .

r 4);to indicate the list membership of each of the 64 words. The
order ,of the item§ on the test was randomized, subject to the-restric-

'ton that one Word from each of the four lists be represented,in each
successive block of foUr Words.

Learning. ...As a measure of learning, the mien total number of
correct responses for three trials was used. FR Conditions S-,--PA
and SI-SR, performance from the first to the second list improved
toniewhat (learnin -to-learn)and, then remained roughlY constant for
the three lists be ond -the first. For Condition SFR, the learning:
was -raughly:const t 'across all four lists,.and this was also true for ,

.Condiiion Svp. Indeed, performance on the VD lists Was essen--:
daily Perfect on I trials. Of the 20 silbjectsin Conditio-0-VD, 13
failed to"make. an error across the 12 trials, Summing acrosS the four
lists, the 'bean t tal correct responseiwerlia were 2374,
21.58;: and 26.0 for VD, PA, SR, and FR, respectively, with a
maxiMum 'of 24 possible for VD and PA, and 48 possible for SR
and FR. After c mbining Conditions D 1 and D2, the mean correct
reponses per lis corresponding tci those for the S conditions were
found 'to be 23 58, 18.40, 19.78, and 28.38. Essentially, then, the
levelk of learnin achieved unde) donditions D and S were the same
for lists of a given _type.

List identification. The mean numbers of errors made on each
if of the four lists for the six conditions are shown in Figur& 5. For

each list,. the maximum possible number'of errors was 16, and sheer
guessing should have produced a mean of 12 errors. The resultS for
the four S conditions are in,the left panel of the figure, those for the
two D conditions in the right panel. It maya, first be noted that
summed across the four lists, there were fewer errors under the two t
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FIGURE 15, Ilst.identification enors on the four lists as a function of learning. the same type of' listk

different types of lists (Experiment 1,3),
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D conditions th4n Under the four S conditions, the Means per list
being)8.84 and 6.71, respeatively (t = 3.96). This finding, indicates
that whit I have calleel:prOcess context facilitated ternporal,discrim-

.
illation. : -

Looking at the left panel, it can be seen that there avere differ-
ences in. correct identification as a funttion of type of task,.F(3, 78),

- = 3.44, p < .05 .. Theeffect is primarily to be attributed to the
relatively good .perforinance __under Condition SPA on the first
two lists and poor performance,under Condition SVD on lists)"
and 4. -The- nurriber of errors was also influenced by the position of
the list in the series of foUr lists, F(3, 228) = 4.53, p < .01. Generally .

speaking, there Were primacy and recency effects for lists,_but these
Were not neat and clean 'for all list types. Although the figure

sho

-sug-

ll l.of an acceptable level oi si ificanet (F = 1.40).
,gests an interaction between type of task and list, statistically; this

interaction fe
The mean total errors across the four lists were 32.40, 38.55, 35.00,
and 35.40 .for PA, VD, SR, and FR, respectiVely. .Two subjects, c
both in Condition SVD; scored worse than chance (48.00).

As, seen in., the right panel of Figure 15, perfOrmance on the-first
two'liSts tor the D conitions was about at the same level aS was that
-on the first' two. liSts Or Condition SPA. The most noticeable
influence of, the cOntext differences occurs on the last-two lists. In
recording the data from the D conditions, it becaMe quite apparent
rhat many of the subjects had error scores that were well-Avithin)
the range of scores for the S eonditions. A distribution of the 40
stores shoWed evidence of bimodality. The 40 subjects were divided
at the median and, the means for each subgroup determined; these ,

values Were 15.80 and 36.00 total errors. The latter value approxi-
maps the mean of the 80 subjects in the S condition (35.34). As

...,would *e expected in view of the above facts, the standard devia-
tions differed.for the subjects in the S and D i:)riilitiOnsl-tieing 6.30
for Oie 80 subjects in the S condition and 12.67 for the 40 subjects
in the 6 conditions. To describe these results in sfiariiest terms:
About half the ,subjects in the D groups were markedly influenced

h_e,bi the contekt manipulation; about half were not, influenced t all."
r. We may ask about list-identification "errors as a funétio f type

::of list for the two D conditions combined. There were 40 subjects

1
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, ..
.,' for each type of list,.-arid Since hit 'type was counterbalanced; it is,..

....: .

pe i sable to look at the four means representindlist types, eadh

b based on:40 -subjects. The means .wete 6.15, 7.10, 6.68-, and
.7.05 for-PA, -VD, SR, and FR; respeytively (F< 1). Thus., the facili-
tation- produced y context wA'' about the same fOr.all tyPes of lists:

. The next step iS to a'sk about error sOurces: When an error .was
made on a gived word; With What list was it identifted?-The irianipula-

'tions; in this experiment involved three kinds of siMilaritY, eaoh. of
which could .be a potential source bf .cOnfusion. There is ;first the
similarity produced by the differences in temPoraf.closeness.of the
lists; adjacent lists ,,are more similar (closer together) than are non-
adjacent lists. .Lists 1 and 4 represent the exireme (least. close).
Second, the manipulation of prOcess' context in Condition D1 'was
aimed at :reducing the deleterious effect of temporal closeness On
list identification. Third, with respect to Condition D2,' insofar as
pair presentation versuS sin e-item. preisentation. in the lists can serve.
as a discriminative: cue, e or sources' shobld be influenced: .The

_)1.

pairsingle variable miAt influence performance either because of
the superficial pefceptual differences or because there is a coricorn-
itant process difference, or both. We'have already seen that the total

I. number of errors did not differ for Conditions D1 and D2. It remains
to be seen whether error sources differ under the two conditions.

When errors -op each list were plotted as a function Of the list .

identified in the error, the plots cloiely resembled tempbral general-
ization gradientS. The closeness of lists was clearly seen to be- a''

X determinant of error frequency.. These gradients do not, howeVer,
provide the best means of depicting the differences in error sources
for the various conditions of the experiment. An alternative Method
is shown in Table 4. These data show the percent of total err rs .
produced by an interchange of errors between all combinations f
two lists, The values for the four S conditions differed very and

were therefore combined ineTable 4. The percestages for ilditions

4
DI and D2 are shown.separately. ..- .

A comparison of DI and D2 shows that adjacent lists cons ructed

of pairs (Lists I arid 2 or Lists 3 and 4) and adjacent lists iA which

single items were presented produced two consequences irst, the
errors increased between the two adjacent lists, and, second, the

- 1 C 8
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errOis between the, figt two lists dnd the last two lists. decrealed. The
'first result is- given by a cOmparison of Lists 1..and 2, and List443 and
4 acroSs the twO conditions,. A domparison Of the two condition4n
all of- the yemainitig combinations Ofes the, suppott for thesecond
conclusion Thee effects are prec:isely what should ()Cat If- the-

maniPulation wt a relexaa 4.."41" u1ation4To
rat ,closeness
rid VD lists
e' tempOral

produce these effect4, 'of, Course,
\ be 'involved.. In effect; the simil
-and the SR and, FR lists increa`
closeneSs.
a There is at hest only- suggestive eddence that the pair-single
variaille had an influence when 'not.' supported by the highest lever

-of temporal closeness (adjacencYr. In -Condition DI, the pair-single
4

varihble should, &effective, have increased the inter.change of errors
between Lists I and 3 and Lists 2 and 4. Comparing the percents
for Condition DI with those for the S conditions shows that the
.errors are greater for Listsi and 3 for Condition DI than tbr the S
.ponditions, but thiS is not true for Lists 2 and 4. It must be empha-
sized that the error stores in Table 4 are reciprocal within a con-
dition: if one category has an increase (relative,to that category in
another condition), some one or more other categories mirst shoW a
decrease. We might presume 'pat ,the relatively high value (Or Lists
I and' 3 in Condition DI results from the pair-single variable, but
since'most of the decrease occurs for Lists 3 and 4 tas,..6pposed to

TABLE 4
Percentage of Errors between Pairs of Lists (Experiment 13)

List
combinations

Conditions

151 b2

31.7
19.3

4.3

13.9

7.2

23.6

4

s

20.7
13.7

5.6
27.7

109
21.5

1.& 2
1 & 3
1 & 4
2 & 3
2 & 4

& 4

24.3
20.2

4.5
26.2
10.7

'14.0
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being spread over all combinations), we cannottbe sure just what
is respOriSik: Nevertheless, NA/t can be sure that the comparisons
for Conditions DI and D2 show that the pair-single variable had
an influesace on error source_..,s

Leitnia0 and temporal discrimination: S conditions, 'We .will

.now: examirie.,the task§ used in the S conditions to seek relati6n-
=ships between performance in learning 'and .perforrhance on the

.
list-identifiCation test. Each task will be ex in turn, starting

with the PA lists.
There was a relationship between the.total. orrect responses in

PA learning and errors in list identificatid en viewsd by sub-
jects. The correlation for the 20 subjects was -.46 (p < .05). It
might be expected that the act of responding (writing) a word
during the study-test cycles would lead to better list identifiCation
than not responding. The only "cleatt- test for this was to ask
about differences in the identification of stimulus terms:, versus
response terms. The Mean number yf errors on the stimulus terms
was 16.30 and on the Tislionse tei'ms, 16.10. As a second way of
looking at this matter, asked if thert was a cprrelation between
the number of errors made On stimulus term's and the nuMber made
on the paired response terms. This correlation for the ,32 pairS.was
.25, a value which i not significantly different from zero. Thus
there are three conclusions regarding list-identificafion errors for
Condition S PA. First, subjects who are the better learners tend to
make fewer errors than those who are the poorer learners; second,
association of items with lists is not dependent upon responding in

learning: and, third, the basis for errors made to the stimulus term
and to the response term in a pair is different. We have not discov-
ered any reasonable explanation of why the performance dn the first
two lists under Conctjtion S PA was better than the performancNo
those lists under the other three S

The learning of the lists under Condition S VD was so high tl
little variability existed. Therefore, a correlation between total cor-
rect responses and list-identification e.rrors across subjects or, items
would have little meaning, However. we may ask whethcr the errors
differed for the underlined (correct) words and for the nonunder-
lined (incorrect words). .1.1le average number of errors made on the
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correct words by the 20 subjects was 17.75 and, on the incorrect
wOrds, 2680.: The. `differenCe was reliable (i =23.08). There is reason
to believe that, in. learning...a VD list, the experienced svbject will r °
develop A strategy of attending only to the .underlined word an

.,,the Study trials. If.this lcurred in the prese Study, the subject.
'may :nOt even have reCognized a word an the.iest trials.that had 'n$t
been underlined on the study trials. If .the strategy.Oflgrioring these',
Wards develops with 'experience in learnineVb lists, it wduld be
anticipated that the difference in list-identification errprs for Correct
apd incorrect words should increase across the :four lists.. Thi, in
fact, occurred. On the/f 'lists, a total of 189 errors was-m,ade
to the underlined o 190 to the nonunderlined or
incorrect words. T g values for the third and fourth
lists cornbined were . This difference probably accounts
for the'fact that the overal number of errors on the VD lists' (as
seen in Figure 15) remains high on the third and fourth lists. The
decrease in the number of 'errors for the correct words on these two
lists (relative to tigsafirst .two) is less than the, increase in the number
of -errors for the incOrrect wards. Had we required the subjett's to
pronounce both words n the VD study trials, it seems very...ificely
that the results for the VD lists would have been much the same as
for the FR and.SR lists.

Turning next to Condition 8--FR. we first correlated the total
correct responses given in learning the four lists by the 20 spb-
jects and the number,of errors made on the list-identification test.
This correlation was on1,1/ -.12. We then determined the number of
times that each of the 64 words,was given correctly (summing across
subjects) during learning and correlated these values with the number

.oflist-idehtification errors for each word. This value was --.24, which
is of borderltne reliability. Thus again, it appears that the association
of words with list numbers is not influenced appreciably by respond-
ing with the words during learning.

FinallY the results for_Condition S -SR (serial lists) will be exam-
ined; The total correct .responses given in learning the four lists for
each subject was correlated with the number of list-identification
errors. This correlation was .15. As a next step, 'serial-position
curves were. determined 14y summing across subjects and lists to
obtain the number of correct responses given at each serial position.
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Tliese',Values were ;their rnsformed 'to percentages 'based on the
totar,doireot responses across all pOsitioni. -Then,the number of 1
errorSlin list identification made On words,at eaCh serial position
was determined, again sunnning across subjects and lists, and these
values were transforined to percent errors at esch position baSed on
,total eittors atall positions. The relationship between these tWo sets
r. Of valiies is shoWii in Figure 16. It is very evident that the Usual
boWed, Skened Curve for correct responding was found for these
lists. It is eqUally clear that errors in list identification have little to
do with-corredt responding during learning.

Taken as a whole, the results of the 'above analyses for the S
conditions a arkable for the lack of riktionships between

11
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CORRECT IN LEARNING
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FIGURE 16. The relationship between the number of correct responses at
each position of a serial list and the number of hst-ideatification errors made for

the y/ords at each position (Experiment 16).
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6 learning measures and list-identifiCation errors, whether viewed
subjects or by items.. Learning ability and ability in making ternpbral
jUdgmentS were moderately related for the PA lists; but this. reltiOn-
ship, was not evident for either the SR.Or,FR lists. The number
t2nes an item was correctly tecalled in learning was not relatecl
its likelihood of being.correctly identified With its list:On/the 't
poral test:

_

Lea,ning and Temporal discrimination': D Oondaions. W n the
'7 4 0 subjects in the two D conditions,were divided at the m dian of
the distributiorirpf error scores, 10 subjects from each condition fell
in the sh h-error group, and..10 fell in the low-error group. ln pursuit
ofi&t,eher

k
vidence,,which might distinguish between these two, sub-

groups Who differed so. markodly as a, 'function of process context;
we have made,a number ' f analyses ins/olving learning measures using
these two subgroups ot 20 subjysts. At the same time, we made other
anMyses that involved all 40 Skibjects.` The results-of some1 of these
analy\Ses will be described briefly as a series,of points.

os

I. Tile correlation betwee total coruct responses in I
four lists ana number:of errors made on the temporal test
for the 40
stalisticall
obviously
learning sc.
errors, All
(r =

subjects. Although this correlation would be ged
r.liahk (p < .05), Iniount of sha .ed variance is'
kite !ov?.. ihë correlions Were_ cal dated between

eac.-: task (exccAng VD) an hst-identification
-.egative, but oni, one, that for SR. was relLhle

2. If thc ,,4"2.ses. or mechanisms underlying th learning of
the four tasks ,lifferent (as assumed by tpe.fiotion of 'prOciss
context)., the for number of correct responses in learning
the various 7.1.,1,..,k.; sti...L- be. low. Of the three possible correlations
(again, --the \-1) t Nas not inclUded), only the one between PA

'and .VR was :-.' different from z"ero (r = .45), suggesting that
these two t live7.inore in common than do the other combina-
tions. The. L.4:ors..iffade in list identification ,for Condition D I give
little .suppoi-' )1 kis ,:ommonality. In identifying items from .PA
lists, the dis.,-wt.r.toti (- errors was 3o).6%, 24.3 and 36.0% from
FR, VD, and:- respectively. For errors 'cientifying
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iterns from FR lists, the values were 32.4%, 35.3%, and.32.4%, from
thePA, VD, and SR lists, respectively. .

Tire Correlations between learning scores fon the three tasks were.,
.41s6 calculated .separately for ,the two stibgroups, which had in:Ci7

duced many and feW errors in liTidentificatiOn. Both groups showed
PoSitive'correlations between PA -and FR learning (.38.and..27), btit
the .onlY s4bstantial CorrelaSion was .a negatiVe relationship .bet-Ween
learning the PA and SR list's (--.5.:7) for the subgrdup that inade.few
list-identification eirors. When thissOrrelation was first -calculated, it
se6emed obvious that an.,errbr in,calculatton had occurred. Recalcula-
tioni and a scaler plot showed otherwise. The correspondifrg correla-
tion fqr the high-error group was .04. It appeared that something
unusual hail happened and that.it should not be swept under the rug.

A negati4 correlation between learning "he- PA and-,SR lists for
the subjects making few errors on temporal coding may be inter-
preted in a. number of \yays. The '4frrioSt direct and least theoretical
interpretation is merely to say thatr, aniong these subjects, the
possession of superior skills for performance on one task is aceorn-
panied by posSession of inferior skills for .the performance on the
other. Since performance on either task did mit dviate aPpreciably
from the perforinance of other sqbjectsr, it does not mean that the
subjects as a group were good performers on one task and poor
'performers n the other. Rather, roughly speak4ng, half were good
performers on PA learning and poOr performers on SR learning:
for the other half, this was reversed:It may he noted that the order
in which the, PA and SR lists were learned was of no consequence.
Indeed, because of some learning-to-learn from PA to SR, and from
SR to PA, the true correlation is somewhat underestimated when all
20 subjects were used to eStimate tlie correlation. Looking onl_y at.
.the subjects who had the PA list before the SIV list, the correlation
was' .65 ; for those who had the SR list before the PA list the:value
was .70.

A strong . negative correlation could imply high discriminability
between the words in the two lists. Or, such a correlation might;
irnply, a posit ive affect for one list and a negative affect for the other.
Or, it might imply antagonistic processes or strategies for the two
lists. If discriminability is enhanced.. error interchange between the

I ,;
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. a.

iwo types.of4itts (S nckcPA) orkthe list-identificati4 test should
be nlinittial..Withsome.trePidation,1 will repOtt that this expectation
is gi,ien Strong Suppot ..by the data. When an eitor in 'lift dentifica-
tion made on'a Word front a PAAiSt,. in ohly,8.8%. of the cases .

..Wat _:it.:assigned the,:nuinber of ::the SR. list. When 4n 'error waS..inade..
:Word fronf..;an SR Hit; hi 6n15j 14.1% of.the-paseS vias,it assigned

the.'.ntiniber of the PA°1ist. The' *corresponding iralueStfor the high-
errdt subgroup Were '24.7% ahd 31.6%: The' two value S. for thq
low-error group were the two sinallest values in the tab1e-of.24 values
showing error sources for all types of litts for the high- and low-error
roups.

I simply do not understand why sUbjects who make few errors on
listidentificatic:i for all types of lists showed a. negative correlation
hetween PA and SR learning. In addition to being quite uneralight-
ened with regard to the negative correlation, I arn not confident That
an'expectation of fewer interchange of erroisfor the lists is proper. ,

Nor am I sure that the results could be replicated. Still, perhaps the
finding represents a lead that will eventually 'lake. someo.ne to.Stock-
holm. It cannot 'hel-ol,lwed further in this book.

3 The two subgrol_ns showed he same relative riumber of list,
identification errors on all four type:, of lists. The interaction between
subgrouns and errors on the four -vpes of lists was less than, unity.
aood subjects were god on all 11-.t. types; poor subjects were poor
on all list types.

4. Plots for the 40 subjects showing errors as a function of posi-
tion in the serial list matched al.,: results for the S conditions as
shown in Figure 16.

5. Pe7forrnance op ._e undeilined (correct) and nonunderlined
(incorry:20 words in ill, VD hst did not differ for either subgroup of
subjects. This suppom le idea tha: a subject must learn several
successive VD lists bet-(,w he will start ignoring the nonunderiined
words.

6. Neither subgroup iiffered on the num er of errors made to
stimulus terms and to re!-:nonse terms trom t PA lists.

7. Performance on each of the tour successivNquarter of the
test list was examined s,eparatt, y for the two subgroups. The sub-
group .with few total errors howed a reduction in error. from
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- quarter to quarter for words frdrn all four lists. The subgroup with. ,

many total jrrors showea a small decrease in number of eriorsgrony:
..the first to .the Second quarter, followed by successive increases for

the third and fourth quarters. This interactidn between subgroup's
arid quarters was reliable, g(3, 114) 7.335, p < .05. It Was as if :the-

. ;,.stilijeCts?;in the subgroup making few total errors were- learning
..:something as they Were being tegted..The increasing ,differences
, letween the two subgroups 'from quarter to quarter shoultlnot. be

overblpim; the two groups differed widely even on the first quarter.
G

Summary.

The-11_
ences can se

AkT:-
1-

f this experimerft indicated that proce§s context diffv-
e to establish differentiating temporal codes for memo-

ries formed a ifferent points in time. The ability to distinguish"the
ternrotal order of items in the foUr lists Was markedlY'enliataed by

il. .proess context for about 'half the subjects and was relatively iMpo-
tent for the other half...This .bifurcationirray suggest .that the .infor-
mation available to the s-..Logroup of subjects might n 'ffered

k

greatly but that there were°'differences it-t .the utilization o the
informatign. However, -:lis ekperiment was na analy 'cal with!

Iregard to this issue. The ATerencesivetwe,m th-; e tWo subgroups may .

mean that the asso'cia:: : Dfpcesses differed and that the, -test did
e--!(tract most of the inf:rn,Aio'n avail'able :0 the sut*.:cts cOncerning.
taelist.membership of :rie words.

Another rinding to -ot: ::_ept in mind is thal .tne relationships
b.etween measureS of lear'.ing and measures of list identification
were, at .best, 'weak. 'We -,--III, haw an opportlinity to look at this

4natter in subsequent ,.._txpe7Ments and thereby obtain some idea of
the generality of the findi!.,,. It 's .to be hoped that 'when all of the v.

.experiments. are evaluated :n .th dnal olitpter, some general princi-
ples may be educed. We 'd y e ..oin to turn immediately to Experinient
14. in wiiich the between-hq context marliultation differs from that,
of 1-1-Aperiment 13.

) 0'
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". EXPERIMENT 14

..:This-experiment was designed with three Purpo'ses in mind, purposes
:t1p,.t. may best be Understobd,by describing the tasks given the sub-
,jects..All Subjects were .given eight successive sliort free-retall lists
'After all eight liSts.had .been giNen, the silbjects:Wole given Wurds
'from .each list and Were -asked (une ecteclly) to identify-
(I.through Whicii,th%&Ords had 1eared .

The first purpose was: toe.term* ira diitinct semantic Context
for eacii.lis ,Would influence liq identification. These semantic

;contexts wei indticed by having- all J,the word.s, in a list mem-
bers of a sirigl categOry: with -!ight different categ Nies/represented
by the. eight lis s. Each list was twostiidy ia1s and.one test
triaLThe assumption was that... *gory names riould be elicited
implicitly many tirnes in the aworkarning and calling each list.

. Therefore, the 'memory for the category name si-aould -be far more 4je
memcrablethan the Memories for individual words: The memory
for the 9rdering of the eight category names (if present) should
mediate the ordering of the specific words. To eliminatethe concept°
name as a potential ordering code in other conditions. instances of

. each concept oceurred in all eight liSts. ,

. The second purpose of the experiment-was to determine if exter-
s nal tasks that were different frOrn. eJch other and distinctli, differtnt

frorn the free-recall task could serve as effective temporal coding
contexts for the words the free-recall lists. Thus, 'in some con;
ditions, eight different tasks were given to the subjects, one after
-each of the eight free-recall lists. These tasks will be.described la

control conditions, the sarne external tak Wjis,g* oiler ch-of-

the fr.ee-rec'all lists.
The-third purpose of the stirdy was to determine if the two types

- of contexts 4ernaiitic and external) Would summate or interact in
any way in their influence on temporal coding. To this end, condi-

': -tions were included .in which no eZternai tasks were administered
between the iuccessive free-recall lists.

In summary, there were three variations Of the extt..rnal context,
same (S), different (D), and none (N) Under eachilsf these three
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contexts, there were two semantic context cc iitionst one in which
'all Of t ii list weft instances of same cont.
unmixedtrc, ii in which instances.of text occurred
in each list . The six conditions may be.identified by
two letters; the 'first relibresenting the semantic context, the second
representing the aternal conteXt: UN, US, U13 MN, MS: MD. If
both contex,t manipulations are effective, makimal list-identification
performance should occur under COndition UD, minimal peiform-
ance under Condition MN.

Method

Li ts. Eight categories were chosen &OM the Battig-Montague
(1 9). norms, and, for each category, 11 of the Most frequptly
given words were selected. The eight categories were: alcoholic
beverage, weapon, sprt, fruit, metal, 'four-footdd animal, kind
of cloth, and Occupation or profession. Eight of the 1 I words in each
category were chosen randomly to form the eight lists tol4 learned
as unmixed (U).lists. A single random order 4f -the, eight lists was
used for all subjects in the learning phase, the order being as listed
above. The three words not used in the lists were used as new words
on a recognitiOn test given at the end of the session. From among
the eight words in each list., three were chosen randomly and used
as .test words on the list-identification test 'three additional wordS
were selected randomly and u(sed as old words on .the recognition

agotest.
The mixed (M) lists were formed of eight words, with one word

from each category appearing in each list. These were the same 64
words that were used in the unmixed lists. The mixed lists were
constructed so that the 24 W.-identification words (three from each
list) were 'exactly the same 24 words as tetited from the unmixed
lists. The same requirement was imposed for the three words from
each list used op the recognition test.

External context tasks. The' cicht tasks used in the external
context manipulations will be described hriefly..1.111. order in which
they are described represents the order in which they were given to
all subjects in the different (1)) conditiow,
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r
1: SymbOl cancellation. Ten different nonletter tYpeWriter

characters or symbols were Tandomized in horizontal lines of 30
symbols each. In front of each line, three of .the sy*ols were giveri

as those . to be. crdssed out in that line. The three`target symbols .
--' differed from.line to line. , ,..

2.. Anagrams:. The 20 scrambled words all consisted of names of

.. ..cotintria, and t4vsubject w, as nformed of this,,

i
3. Arithmetic. Simple addition of sets of eight, two-place ium-

hers. . .

4. Stroop test. A version consisting of five different ,color names
printed in inappropriate colors of ink. ..

S. Search Task I. This task was patterned.after the one described
'by Kappauf and Payne (1959). Pairs of two-digit numbers (e.g.,
"39-64 were printed in 'a long column. The experimenter gave the
:subject a two-digit starting nuri)-Iber to be found among the numbers :

to,the left of the hyphen. When the subject found this, the number
to the right of the hyphen designated the next target number to be
found among the numbers to the left of the hyphens, and so on.

"6: Alpflabet printing. The subject printed the letters of the
alphabet upside down, moving from the right to left on the page.

7. Mirror star tracin . The five-pointed star was a double image
with a border six milli eters wide around the edge. The subjects
viewed the star in a mirror and, starting at the lower fight-hand
point,. moved their pencils in the border, going counterclockwise.

8. Seareh Task 2. The numbers 2 through 75 were randomly
positioned on a sheet of,paper, with the number 1 in the "(Tenter of

the sheet. The subject circled the numbers in order. .

As 'noted earlier, all eight tasks were used when the external
context was different for each list. For the same context condi-
tions, a subject had, the same task after each of the eight lists. Three .
tasks were chosen from among the eight ,(symbol cancellation,
Stroop, mirror tracing) to be used for these S conditions. An equal
number of subjects was assigned to each.

Procedure. The subjects were info _ed initially that they would
be given several short free-recall lists to learn. Those subjects assigned

to conditions involving external-context tasks were further told

119
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that they would be giveri,pther tasks for the purpose of discovering
how well people can do different kinds of tasks. Each eight-word
list was presented for two study trials, at a 2-second rate, with a -
different order of the miords on each trial. Following the second
study trial', a 30-second recall trial was administered, during Which:
subjects:were told to Write the worck.in any order they chose..IC.,:*
aff external-context task was called for, 30. seconds were allOttid
for instructions, followed by a-60-second test on the task;Although
the instruction time may ,. have varied somewhat, the 60-second
performance test was exactly timed. lmnTediately after the test
on the 'ex-ternal-context task, the next free-recall list was given for
two study trials, and so on through the eight lists.

In the two conditions where the external context was not given
(Conditions. UN and MN), a 'problem of method arose. Ideally, 90
seconds should elaiSse between each list to correspond to the time
required to administer the external-context tasks. What activity
should the subject be given during the 90-second interval? A pure
blank interval might have led to rehearsal of the lists. Filling the
interval with some innocuous task was precisely what was done in
the S conditions. The decision was made to omit the 050-see'ond
interval. Thus, after the recall of a list, the experimenter immediately
gave the study trials on the next list. The consequence is that the lists

'were more temporally bunched under the two N conditionsi(MN and
UN) than under the other four conditions (US, MS, UD, MD) in
which external-context tasks were used.

Following the eighth external task (or following the recall of the
eighth list for the N conditions), the list-identification test was given.
This was an unpaced test. There ,were 24 words on the test, three
from each list. The sLibjects were required to assign a' number.<
through 8) to indicate their judgment concerning the list membership
for each word. The subjects were told that all words had been in the
lists, but were not tolddthat the'test included three from each list.
After this test, the recognition test was described to the subjects.
They were told that some of the words had occiiired in the eight
lists, and that some had not (were new words). The 24 words from

and the 24 new words produced a 48-item test, and the sub-
*'V-.were required to make a YES NO decision for each word. As

.;..

I
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described earlier,he list-identification test and .the recognition "test
were identical foCall six cOnditions.

.0ne particulaaspeCtofthe_protedures of this. experimënt should.
.be eMphatized..In contrasttO the:method used for Experiment 13,

neVer ,used to ;identify the. lists. -If a calendailike
ordering .deVice .wds..to develoP;Ii -had tO.be supplied' by the subject..
SinCe the sUbjectS.did riot knOW that' a lia-identificatiOn test 'Nras to.

be giyen;..there is..no reason to. beheyethat 'they wOuld deliberately
-'setabOut to-de4se ab Ordering system.

Si.eibjeOts. A blotk-randomized schedule' Was Used, to assign 24
college students to eaeh of the six con'ffiticins..For the two condition's
in which the'satne external task was used throughout (Conditions US
and MS), eight subjects were assigned to. each of the three tasks.'

Results
A

Learning. It would be expected that the resail of the words from
the unmixed lists would be higher than the recall from the mixed
lists. No clear expectations had been developed concerning 'a possible
role for the external context- tasks on the free-recall learning. The
total correct responses across "the eight lists was determined, and
these are plotted in te ns of porcentage of correct of total possible
in Figure 17. As can e seen, performance was better on the mixed
lists than on the u mixed (F = 38.45). The external tasks had no
influence on.the unmixed lists, but a clear negative influence was
evident in the recall of the mixed lists when no intervening task
was given between lists (Condition MN). Under Condition MN,
performance remained about constant across the eight lists, whereas
in all other conditions, performance increased across the lists. The
interaction between the two variables was reliable F(2, 138) = 4.66, J
p < .05.

Performance on the recognition task (given after the list-identifica-
tion test) vitis also better for subjects, given the unmixed Jists than
for those given the mixed lists. Neither the misses nor false alarms
differed for either type of list as a function of the external-context
manipulation. The number of false alarms (4.2%) was identical for
the Mixed and unmixed lists. The misses for the 72 subjects given'

7
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90
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70

None Same Different

4External Context
FIGURE 17. 1. earning of the eight Inixed and eight unmixed lists as a function
o'f the external context (Experiment 14).

the unmixed lists averaged 4.0%, for those given the mixed lists, the
'corresponding value was 9.1% (1; = 22.79). Roughly speaking, the
subjects in the former group failed to recognize jt one of the 24
old words,kwhile the subjects in the tatter group failed to recogniZe
two old words. It should be noted that the deficit present in recall
under Condition MN was not present on the recognition test.

List identification, On .the list-identification test, the 24 words
(three from each .ist ) were scrambled, and the subject was required
to circle a numher tt, indicate the-list membership of each word. The

122
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initial response measure Used was errors, there being a maximum,of
three for each list under each condition. The complete .data are
shOWn in Table 5. The first step is to reduce these data to a more
manageable level. An eXamination of the last column shows that the
external context tasks had no 'influence on list identification for
either the mixed or unmixed lists (F < 1). Therefore; this variable ;
may be dismissed fromiurther consideration. In doing so, hoWever,
it should te noted that, alihough the recall of the ,stibjects unaer
Condition' MN.,was less than for the other conditions, list-identifica-
tion perforrnance was equivalentAO that for the other two conditions
involving Mixed lists.

The mean yalues for mixed and unmiked lists show that, across all
-eight lists, perfOrnapnce wa's better for the unmixed lists. For the

first and last unmixed lists, list-identification was e§sentially perfect.
On the other hand, with the mixed lists, the sUbjects committed
about 50% errors'onirellrst and lastlists.-Fozr-thdists-ir-Ftlre-middl
of the series, perfPrmance was only slightly better than chance for
the sUbjects having learned the mixed lists.

ye- had anticipated that list identification for the unmixed lists
woUld reflect all-dr-none decisions by the subjeCts for the three

TABLE 5
Mean Number of List Identification Errors (Three Possible)

as a Function of List Number and Condition
(Experiment 14)

Condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Mean

UN .17 1.13 2.08 2.21 1.75 2:13 1.29 .04 1..35

.25 1.21 1.75 2.08 1.92 1.88 L63 :13_1.36
UD .13 .46 1.83 2.13 2.17 2.17 1.08 .13 1.26

e

Mean: .18 :93 1.89 2.14 1.95 2.06 1.33 .10 1.32

MN 1.54 2.33 2.21 2.3A 2.29 2...25 2.25 1.21 2,06

MS 1.38 2.42 2.71 2.33 2.42 2.21 2.33 1.33 T14
MD 1.50 2.13 2.33 2.38 2.38 2.50 2.04 1.33 2.07

Mean: 1.47 2.29 2.42 2.36 2.36 2.32 2.21 1.29 2.09
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words- within a- concept. That is, the three instinses of a _concept.
viOuld all be. assigned to the same list; hence, all would be correct
Or all would be incorrect..Of the 72 subjects who learned the unmixed
lists; 78%... showed this pattern exactly. The assignments by :the
rernaining: stOjectS suggested that they intended to follow this -

_pattern but simply made a few careless errors in Carrying it out.
. One problem -we had not fully anticipated was produced. by the

behavior of the subjects given the mixed lists...These subjec,ts assigned
more words to the lists in the middle of the Serfes Of eight than to

_. the lists on the. ends. It was as if they assigned_middle-list numbers
,When in doubt: For reakins that'are riot clear to me, this tendency
differed %OrneWhat for ihe sUbjeCts in the three mixed-list conditions:
The central-tendenCY effect was most exaggerated in Condition MN:
There the mean numbers of words assigned to the eight liSts were, in
order, 2A6, 2.38, 333, 4.08, 3.83, 3.63, 2.42, and 1.88. The tend-
ency was minimal in Condition MD, where the values were 2.83,
2.75, 2.96,338, 3.13, 3.46, 3.17, and 2.33.

Various scoring procedures were used to make adjustments for the
different number of assignments made to the lists. In fact, no .sub-
stantial changes resulted from these adjustments. The only clear
effect was to increase by a small amount the number of errors for:-
the lists in the Middle, but this.increase did 'not result in any clear
differences in performance for the three mixed-list conditiOns. No
conclusibn was changed. Therefore, I will use the error scores as
given in Table 5 to examine in somewhat more detail the differences
between the performance on the mixed and unmixed lists. In Figure
18; the error scores for the three mixed lists combined and for the
three unmixed lists combined have been plotted to provide a visual

of -theinfluence--of the semantic -context:The Talues-are-given---
in terms Of percent errors.

It seems beyond doubt that for the unmixed lists "first list" was
associated with alcoholic beverages and "last list" with occupations.
Some subjects also had knowledge of the concepts involved inthe
second and seventh list, but beyond this temporal coding was mini-
mal. If the subject had knowledge of the list numbers associated with
three or four of the concept names, performance on the remaining
lists would not be judged to be a great deal better than chance. In
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.FIGURE 18. Percet
versus unfitted lists,

5 6 7 8

LIST

Trors on list identification as rela/ed to mixed
inction of list position (Experiment 14).

, fact, it seems recv:-..):, ,14,1..) assume that the differences between the
mixed andunmisceo for dieifideldle four lig& may be due to
differences asse,zatte guessing. Given that temporal coding for
the end lists :Ter r the mixed and unmixed lists, differential
probabilities cc L.11-1 aiessing automatically follow. Sernantic
context influet, -ral Coding for the initial and final lists,
but beyond thir: :ffn),Ice Was of little corequence.

It might be the subjects having unmixed lists had an
advantao over -,74%.1703-_tcts having the mixed lists. With unmixed
lists, the subjec-, rY,A.,, that a single concePt was represented by the
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,

.1.t.tgiatds in a given list, and any one of the three worials could be used
=lake the decision for all three words: If a subje ..-_:t knewlhat one
mistaisce was in List 2, for'exaM-ple; the' other twc stances would -
111110/i;r1w along." I doubt if this hatipened: the nutjor unit of memory
:Sr list .identificatioi was the ,zoncept -,:raMe, Tic,: t1)P ..nstances.

to s4y thathsof --y a ::_f'ngle inst,ince of eac!,\'unatept been
11.e:... the results would not 1- iNz...i changetd.-Nor wollI4 the reSults

ianvt ..44nged had the eight c ,,,,, =.pt nayns been giircil ora the test.
ains possible, howe .,:::_.7.. that the test given for the- miXedT

d have placed thest -iubjects at a disadvan -4elative to
en :the unmixed list:. Suppose that, on the t e-subject

'1,fs en eight groups of three 'words each, each gro etentirm
wer- from one of the lists. The subject is told thatt!! e ho=
04 group were Ln fact in The same lis:. In this Cast f one of tit

was known to have --fien in a particular list, lh.t.)other two
4-uid. "follow along." In ,-,...-Ixospect, I rather believz lilt this,pro7
-L'A:arre Would have been 111.0Te appropriate as far as r...a.Mi-g the tests,-
ecEwialent for the mixed and unmiked lists. But if iLle reasoning is -.
corxt, such a test could only reduce the differen betiveen the
two types, of lists, thereby reducing the magnitude o the ehect of
serrmitic cOntext on temporal coding. Also, it should i--e remembered
thp the two types of lists represented two extreme conditions:
727-oubtedly, as a subject went about the learning of the mixed
:is concept names were implicitly elicited. These names would be
cp.,-,e. useless for temporal coding and may have d the devel-
ont of interrelationships within.a list, which woi d occur had
o. ,i;ht lists been made up of unrelated words.

tig _ .
yrrelational evidence. In :~xperiment 13, we found at best only

\A, - Ak evidence that the ability to learn the tasks was related to the
..st.1-..---'ishrnent of valid temporal codes. In general, the same conclu-
s,:0,1 ,ras reached for the present experiment. For the unmixed-list

-::_litions, the correlations between number of words correctly
r,,,....111ed and the number of list identification errors were -.09, .18,
an- .15. none of which is statistically different him zero. For the
,,..:xed-list conditions, the values. were -.37, -.36, and -.34. The.
_onsistency argues for a reliable relationship. It may be remembered
::at such a relationship was not found for the free-recall lists in

eriment 13.
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--,Antert t had no influence on tentrenmi coding. I
Would- Mat the no apparent reason why .W(;..ie external
contexts t 14 have in uenced the temporal coding ir The Word
Wits:Even if ibit...ets midi to themselves, "Oh, that won. -!rom the
list".that c tht aftrer that mitror-tracing fask," the 41 addition
Would need ow care mirror tracing dame in the se-Fles of eight
tags, if the w was t- -115 e correctly idmtified with its

I have argu -that t true magnitude of the influence of semantic
dontext on ..-*r=gorul ding is difficult to determine floin the

= preSent data_ 1-.t se_41i- reasonable to conclude that -.!-ffen. was
present, la-rn-t;y-firmi,ed the first two and last tWo lists.

EXPERIMENT

The purpo. rniEzipe,-irn-sunt 15 was --ze, study the'-influern.:e c f seman-
tic conteit temporal coding The subject was presented
lists of 2 -±7 Avanis single stnay tii1. Irnmediateiv after the
presentatiw... of a. !..x.irS of words we7.., shown the subjects, and
theyttirvere requesstti. Oloose the most preemnred word in-
each:pair_ Of tief tt :lairs, only one w.s critical in e,vaitiating the
influence of semaar.-_--.1.: _Amtext. The 'Logic the ex'pe7iment will be
described wiTh To these cnal pal;

The twc: t..arzt WO= in the test pairs w-tm aiway s ne.rsal with
respect to zhe :a1772-'-!*,1 "Mnipulation. These o worc-3: alv-,_13;s occu-
pied posit= ill the 5-word lists. Dritext as introduced .

:-.-n-i-the-sam-e-Tdencx.--or-c-a-tz.zory around--
target worn.. wfitz -vn lreceding the target NW:Td: and- 7,NC following
it.. For ex=nple.:. ..-,tzler would -e coats, socks, ,-.171-zen, pants,
shoes whe:-:- z vas one of th two target vv::-.ds. :t may be
assumed tL rhe name this casq, clothing) would be
implicitly Aimes and, th.-:refore, would be more
readily ,ered ar would tbt target word. The neutral target
word may with the concept name. lf it does,
'there are two rti.a seurces of positioning information: informa-_

tion associated the target word as such and information associ-
ated with the :,coneep:f name. Thus, ,acrierel on a pre bability basis.

1: 7
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pOsition information may be better than if the conte aere
apt present. Furthermore, if both target words.were by,
dfistinctively different contexts,,thé position informed° Of
tile words should be enhance&

If conceptual context can facilitate acquisition of iyosielirn nifor-
mation for a. neutral word, then it should be possibie -#.& produce
interference with this informat4on. If both target words we= air-
rounded bY instances,of the same concept, any.Positive eillIfeci-mf tie
context would be neutralized, and poSition inforniation utLtave
to be based on information accruing to 'the target watillsv=:se.

The above analysis determined the four basic conditiutcm:ct- .the
experiment:

COndition 0: No context around either target wcr.i.-
;Condition 1: Context around one of the target -word;
Condition 2D: Different context around each tamt wv
Condition 2S: SSpe context for both target wor=

The four conditions were represented ,by four indeauntrtrit *yaps
of 20 subjects each. For eath cOndition, the subjects wie.-rt 44= 10
successive lists. The first list give& the subjects in the furea. onthiions
illustrates the differences in Est structure for the fom.: 3onoltioxis.
These lists are shown in Table 6. It should be notee...that *Ise two'
target words (book and river) are the same for thc four lists. In
Condition 0, no conceptual context is presented fo- .;17- /ler target
word. For, Condition 1, four context words (kind ,-)) L-Ah) are
positioned by the first targr word, but there is no nnattx7 ;br the
second tget wird..For Condition 2D, both target i=0=-F: set in
conCeptual-contexts-but-the-t-wo-co-ntexts-are-diff -L-.nds of
cloth and .birds). Finally, it can be seen that, for Coi i± 25, fotIr
instances from the same Category surround each target .v

4t
Method 4

List construstion. Eight words from each of 20 dif-.---:nt catego-
ries were selected from the Battig-Montague (1969) nc:---,s. In most
cases, these were t e eight most frequently given res=ses to the
category name. Thiie worclq ,from these 20 Categories ,r7.-e Used
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iABLE 6

tmni:tirviENT 15

Illustration of the Lists UsecAl fle Four: Condit/tons of:Experimentil5

(licandition Condition 1

1. engine emine
orter Qyster
forms:mad forehmai
rea=ri , recital

5.. blazer satin
6. lion linen

(hook) (book)
11. pledge silk
9. telescone rayon

M. ghost ghost
IL monarch monarch
L2. algebra algebra
13:- disaster disaster
14. meadow meadow"
15. worrn worm

`-.16. party party
17. caravan caravan
18, (river) (river)

1-9- flag flag
20. ay1igt. daylight
21. quart quart

devil devil
23. goblet goblet
24. charter charter
25. pressure presstrze

Conthfion Conditior

emOrkt

oy:xed
fone6nd
rectal

litea
r s.can

(b=x-

monarch

entike
oysten---

..foreleme"-,
recita.

lfrzer

stair

(horir.)1
. silk
rayon
ghost
manarch

-.algebra aloebra
isaster:- disaster
:meadow meadow
-worm worrn
:uluebird carton
rtawk milorz

(river
:olarrow, wool
gagie: thacron'i.

qaart
QeNil

goblet
charter
pressure

eriti
goblet
charter
pressure

Note: Critical test words are in parentheses: context words are in italics.

Lmplement the contex7 manipulation. A further 20 category aaimes
were chose:i from the -lorms; from 5et of responses, a t:±rigle
high-frequency word was chosen. These 20 words'were used a: the
20 critical 7arget words.

The lists for Condilon 0 were cantructed first. As a firs: .atep.
the 2 f.: cn-ical target words were _zsisined randomlyto a ant.
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nr.710ne of the .two position.s (7 -...tr 18) within the lists. Froni a- Variety
..;..o.sources, 230 other worls wen; bvaught together:and-mere assigned.
algerizmily. AO the...230-posiorns.remainim in the 10 lists. :These .230- .
vm:Its had varying frequencie.. -..:13:::: were Of sever,a1 form classes. A
lama_ was not Used in.the poOl if 1::. fit into one of the-40 categories

to obtainthe target wnrds .md c.'oritext words.
The lisrs for-Condit:kin re constrncted next. From the sets.of

1.....ixotjnstatices for -each -7-.'...:,.-11111 concepts. '10 were chmen randomly,-

21 tt. ..,jten four words tiorv._....4.-,.'-ch set wer2 chOSen rarrnamly. For. the '.

ü"it Or Ljondition 1, the -,:iir--- woTds from a .concez... reOlaced-thé.
..-!:oxdr neuti-ai words.for Carcriun.0 around .one of thr,:target words..

as may be seen-in TE:e 1..,.,.t. the four kinds of clr-:.:: were inserted ..

sitions 5, 6; 8, and c -.m five of the 10 li.:?-7-z.. for Condition 1,..Itlf.-. cnntext words were 11,4:1., aruni the second.-.,,,,,,_ -word, appear-.
iing-1:tri positions 16, -17, I ' --in-c-L-20-,--A-c,i-tass4he_..a.'ii. .fnr Conditio.L. ,

1, the context surrounded .11'2t :target word in .1=ration-7 or posiiion
-.:i.s.foillows: 7, 1.8, 18,.7, ...-- . --, 7, 18, 7, 18. . ,

an ecostructing the conte.r. for the lists piCannition 1, 10 of the .'.

czz..-...e..pts via-e 'used: In maziLt-, up the lists for Condition 2D, four
instam--ses from egh of the -7.7.frzaining .10 concenz .werr . used to. pro-.
1,--i-J.,.- tx context for the IC =get words not &Alv ;:7-nte.).: in -the

ria:L .,:if IT ondition 1. Fina,l7. , for Condition 2.':-Ilrf-T-T additional
i ...r..ns..-..es of the T.:0 concert: ..ised for the context .2.7 the' lists of
Cozafition I wer.... placed ar-2u7..1 the target words n-:: :-.Tven context
ill C-c-ndition 1.

Lidy and test. procec.- All, subjects were given a practice
cy-rz he-10--:x-r, ts-74-he-subjec-ts-w c 7c-fully-instructed
all ....t5pect-_-: 1- " -0 ce ure . Th_ty were a,.,...Ked to r,2peat the

"g.L.::" of ie 11151-m1c:10m -o le exper=enter to be there was
mistinclersta:idil: as ;;.-nat w2.,= 7neant by the recently

te.: wore tions did nr :n.jude anY
.nf- of corn. , Dtually in the

77.re fo- thi sin. study tria a: a 2-second
1rnmedia::L. la LT. word the list shown, the

s.:-aeet for --.t.aat list to ttneaubk(7t. This
7217 :f w-.17rds, anc lubject -:Tas rec.ired to
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circle .the:most recently7presenredi wtard in each pair. The order o.f
..the:five .pairs On7the- test sheer was .mndom, as were the 1irig1tt
-,positions of the mOst;recent wog& in thie pair. As scion as the subject

..completed -the .unpaced test far u 1i4t. the next. list was ,presented..
'and the .steps.were repeated :for ser of lists.:

Onke Pair On each test sheet vras. crff course, the:critical test ,pair_
However,.the. other test irs re r:oit'without interest for under-
stahding temporal codh t. anw t-hzr-. characteristics will now 1.-,tr.
deScribed.

1- Long lag. These pairs inc,tddiezi _word from nezr the
..ning_of the-list and-one -from of the list. These long,dag
pairs were separated by 9. 20, oi 22 other words_ These words
were :identical .for all. cOnditions. 'The nair tested, from the fast lists
(Table 6). consisted of oy5ter,.and ciavil, the lag being 19.

Was 0; 1,-or 2---.other words._
and -these test Pairs were idenr ic.. for ali four types of lists.
two . words Were always taken m lear the middle of the .fzt;
for example, algebra and rnonarcn on1 the First lists:

3. Within. Within refen to recy tests for ro words from the
same concept. The lag w_as three. and' always involved words from
päsitions 5 and 9 or po..tions 16 ad 20, with. five 'from each across
the ten-fists. Of coUrse, Condtn 0, these tests could nor: invoive
two words 'from the sarTte concern:. but the test for words in cor-
responding positions for Thnditicn 0 served as control tests for the
influence of concept inriTy cr_n_i recency judgments. For- the lists
in Table 6, the for Condijor 0 was Iele.scope and butter.
and., ffó all other lists. pa was --ayon.and satin..

4tween. Between .t:;!fc_to,...reQericy tesits.for: two .words .ha:L.dg
a- lag of 10 and boi fAhnii within thz: positions occupied by the
contexi words. The it,'ST came fram either posttions 6 and 17
or p-itions 8 and beim: ised fOr five lists. Ag. the
tests =ay be illusi .1 um !liven .in Table 6:
O c:.7a--;ar C _z_r_lvan and linen; Co7-_-_-c1tiz-r.-
2D, iia--.47.: z L '7 ; ion and Egen. The--=-e te

allow ::otanarison :f rec-acy judemenii: for two words wit:- a lag.
af 10. when wc:rds are from 7Z: t: -same concept or are from
different. concepts. .ud,-,....nients of, :he ntral words with a laz Df.10
-f-rom Coradition 0 provide._i control baseOzrae:
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? Results

The mean numbers of 'correct recency judgments for all item types

under each condition are Shown. in Table 7. Because each mean is

based n. 10 testS, the values may be changed to percents by moving
the decimal points one place to the tight.

The results for the critical test pairs me given in the first row.

, Although the mean fEr the control (Condition 0) is lower than the-
other three means, statistically, -.the. differences among the -four
means were not reliable; F(3, 76) = 1-.30, p > .05. Even the largest
difference (Condition 0 Versus Condition 21)) was not reliable
statistically (t -= 1.82). Thus, although the juftments were correct
about 75% of the time.. the semantic cocatext had no influence on
the recency judgments for the pairs of neunal target vords...

_Table 7 shows that judgments for longlag target pairs were far .

more accurate than for short-lag pairs, the latter-being -stiffly-Slightly--
,

better.than chance. The short-lag pairs provided further information

. of interest to wiLich I will return at a later p int.
An examination of the results for the within- and bettfen-item

types shows that they are a little comple and it Will be wel to look

at the statistics of the matter initially. Wh'n the fonr within meami

were tested, the differences just met tine .05 level of significance, .

TABLE 7

Mean Correct Fincy judgmer.s for Corni-tions and Item Types
(Experiment 15)

Item types

Conditions

0 ZD Mean

Critioz._ 6.8C 7.65 7.80 7,38

Short lag 5.75 5.30 5.60 , :.--,___.._ 534

Long lag 8_1_ 8.33 8.75 I_Si., 8.60

Within 6:2f,, 7.60 .60 7 .15 7.15

Between 7.06 7.50 8.70 7.70 773.

Mean: 6.86 72:8 -:.69 7-:28
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F(3, 76) .------ 2.80. The difference among the four. rrieans for the
be type .Of tests was also -reliable .(F.--7 3.32). However, when
bot types of itenis were -inanded in an analysis, the interaction
be een item fypes and coriditions was far from significant (F = 1.33),
although, both main effects were reliab4e1
, There are two facts from the abcive tests that are judged to 'be of

systematic importance. First, in the within' tests, performanCe was
enhanced when a recency judgment was 'requested for two test
words from the same concept cluster (Condition 0 versus the other
three conditions): I believe this finding can be best understood in
terms of..serial learning. It &highly probable that a subject rehearsed
therclusWr of four related words in serialorder, and the first word
was usually known to have been the first word in i he cluster. Given
this knowledge, the fact that 'performance under Conditions 1, 2S,
arid a) was superior to tile performance under Condition

- 0 wci-uld
. _be anti-a/Teed.

The second fact concerns the between type of test iteMs-. Per-
qormance under Condition 2D was far better than performance under
Condition() (t = 3:09). This must mean that-the two concept clusters,
occurring in different sections of the hst, facilitated the temporal
coding of the instances of the conpepts. That is, semantic context
aided temporal coding for the words'making up the context. The fact
that interference was not observed in the between judgments for
Condition 2S is taken to mean that the two clusters made up of
instances of the same concept-must have had ordering labels associ-
ated, such as first and: second occurrence of instances of the same
concept.

Changes in perfOrmance across the 10 lists were examined in
-,--tetaib--T-he-only- consistent -finding -that- emerged invOlved the short-

Lag tests, where performance on the first five lists wa-s at a chance'
, ievel (50.8%) but increased to 60.0% on the last five lists. The short-

_ag tests included five tes-N of zero lag and five tests of pairs having
lags of 1 or 2. The change in performance between the first five lists
and the second five lists was examined separately for the zero, lags

. and for the lags of 1 and 2 combined. The former increased from
: -21-5.6% to 62.5%, the latter from 54.2% to 56.3%. Overall, the'per;

formance 'was essentially equivalent for lags of zero and for lags of
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I and 2. This.fmding again suggests that serial learning may provide

valid inforthation for recency judgments. Whether the increase ire.;

perfOrmance over lists for pairs with lag zero was due to an inten-

tional strategy of serial learning is not known.

. Summary, 4 .

The within-list manipulation of semantic contekt produced no effect

on the temporal cading of the neutral e:arget words. This was true in

. spite of the fact that there was evidence that the concept clusters

aided the temporal codinkof the instances of the concepts within the

chisters. The logic of the experiment leads to the ciinclusion that the

neutral target words embedded within the concept clusters did not

become associated with the concept name. If s&\11 associations were

established, the subjects,did not use this information in making.

gmen s or lie-rreutral-target-wercls---_______:_________1___

EXPERIMENT 16'

The- final experiment to be reported had two purposes. In Chapter 2,

it was pointed out that no studies on within-list temporal coding of

verbal events have been donein which the number of different events

falling between two targets was the independent variable. Of course,

the usual lag manipulation represents a variation in the numiier of

different events, but such manipulations are confounded with the

true time between the targets. The first purpose of Experiment 16

was to keep the time between Tl and T2 constant while varying the

----number _of_ different verbal events which occurred between them.

Basically, this is a ManiPulation-of event frequency-to-see-if recency

and lag judgments are influencedithereby.
One of the classical findings of research on the judgments of the

duration of short temporal intervals is that an interval filled with an

activity0s judged to be shorter than an equivalent unfilled interval.

Loosely speaking, filling an interval with many occurrences of the

same .event wouldrcorrespond to ia,n unfilled interval, and filling an

interval with many 'different eventss even of the same class, could be
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Onsidered a filled interval. Whether the analogy is appropriate_ is
_clearly debateable. In any event, in the present experiment the
number of different- words falling between T1 and T2 within a list
was the independent variable, there being three levels. Using the
word repetitioti to indicate mUltiple occurrenCes of any frequency,
we may speak of the density of repetition as the independent Vari-
able, and, in the present experiment, the three density levels will be
called low, Medium, and high. Following the presentation of the list
for study, the subjects made recency-judgments for T1 and T2, fol-
lowed by a lag jUdgment. The empirical queStion is whether .these
'measures of tempo'ral coding will change systematically as a function
of 'the densiiy of repetition of the words falling between T1 and T2.

The second _purpose of this experiment was to study the inter-
relationships among performances on three different memory tests

. taken after the study of a list. The memory tests, in addition to the
temporal tests, included recall tests and frequency-judging tests. I

e po V. I .1

.differences M theory formulation (Underwood; 1975). In the initial
stages of our studies on temporal coding, we attempted to implement
.this approach. Two experiments were. done on what we have called

. the integration of distrete units in recognition memory, 'when 'the
units were presented at different points in time. For example, the

. two words thothbrush and heartache Were presented at different
positions in a long list. On. the test, tho subjects decided whether or
not the word toothache had been presented in the study list. It
had not been presented, of course, but could be derived from the

* elements (tooth and ache) of words actually presented. It seemed
reasonable to presume that the likelihood of a subject accepting the .

derived word (a false alarm) would be related tO the separation (lag)
of-the- two-inducing words- in -the- study list.- If-this-were so, we -

reasoned that subjects with good _temporal coding would produce
fewer false alarms than would subjects with poor temporal coding.
The test of temporal coding that we constructed at that tiMe was
.reported in this book as Experiment 2 (Chapter 1). As Was noted,
we were unable to demonstrate reliability in our measures; hence, we
were 'unable tO proceed with the plan. As it turned out, tlie lag in the
recdgnition studies was not a relevant variable anyhow, and so .the

ave

4.

sew re iscusse en

13'a

I
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-entire approach was completely aborted. The recognition data are
presented elsewhere (Underwood, Kafelak, & Malini, 1976).

.- In Experiments 13 and 14, learning measutes were at best only.
Margiiially related to between-list temporal coding. In the present
study, Ve are asking about the relationship for within-list measureS,
with the recency judgments used as the index of temporal coding. If,

,as we were beginning to suspect, recency judgments Were based on

satire- form of associative learning, a relationship between recall
and recency judgments should emerge. If the density variable vas
found to irdluence the recency jUdgments, the magnitude of the
effect among subjects may be related to the accuracy with which
individuals perceive frequency differences..

Method r ,
,

The task given the subjects may now .be described. They were pre-.

sented a list oi1Swoid -triads-Ce.g., ough-t-elfm&funny)_for_a_single

. study trial ar the relatively slow rate of six seconds per triad. TwO Of

the 18 triads 'Constituted the criticl ones. (TI aro T2) for deter-
'mining the effect of density oS repetition on recencY and lag judg-
ments. These two target triads always had a lag of seven; they wre
separated b y seven other triads. The density of repetition varied,
among the words used to construct these seven intervening triads,

the number of different words being 19, 14, and 9 for law, medium,

and high density of repetition, respectively. The fully instructed
subjects were given 10 experimental lists. After each list they:
mnde recency and lag judgments on two sets of two triads each (the

critical target triads and two others having varying lags); (2) made

freauency judgments for three single words, with true frequencies
--being-0;1-, 27-3-, and 4- when tests_ ac+ss all lists were considered;

and (3) -tried to complete a :riad by recalling the missing word

when two of the wbrds were used as cues for recall.

List construction., The manipulation of density of repetition

between T 1 and T2 produced a difficult decision bedause of a

potential 'confounding. Consider the difference between high density
and low density of repetition' among the 21 spaces in the seven triads
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. .
. .

falling between T1 and T2. If density is varie'd Only among these
:triadS,:ind_held constant among all others,'theny-of necessity, theI , -

Ot#1 .intnithei:of diffeFent words in the lists would vary. A proper
6--solittion would .requii-e (at the minimum) an orthogonal manipula-

tion Of the density:;of ;rePetition,among the seveh-critical triads
betWeen T1 .and T2 and the density of.repetition among theyiads
outSide the seven critical ones'. Because I did not.dhoose to undertake
an:e4trigient of this' magnitnde without having some feel for the
effeCts bPilhe'iAependent .variable, I decided tO live a little danger-

) ously. The number of different words in all lists was kept constant
for all conditions. With t-he condition of high density between T1
and. T2 '(List II), therefore, the density of repetition among the
other triads wis low. When the density of repetition between T1 and
T2 was low (LW L); the density of repetition among the other triads
was high. It was hoped that the results for the condition with medium

nsity of repetition (List M) between T1 and T2 would be of such
n ture as to help decide the source of the density producing differ-S,

endes (if such differences did indeed occur). In List M, the-density of
repetition was the same thoughout all'sections of the list.

The practice list and each of the 10 experimental lists contained
18 triads (54 spaces) made up of 40 different words. A total of 446
five-letter words was selected, Of these, 421 were all of the A .and
AA words listed in Thorndike and Lorge (1944), except for con-

°tractions. This list was prepared by my colleague, Carl P. Dtrican, to
whom I am grateful for its use. The remaining 21 words had_frequen-
cies of 40-4:9 per million. Orthe 446 words, 440 were required to
construct the 11 lists. The remaining six words were used as new
words on the frequenEy-judging tests for six of the lists. MI assign-
ments of words to function, list, and position in *ads were done
randomly. The only reStriction was that a word could not occur

_

MOre than once within a triad. Repetitions, therefore, always occurred
among triads.

Within each list, there were at least eight unique triads; in that
each word in them occurred only once in the list. Two of these
eight Unique'friads occupied positions 1 and 18 (4rimacy and recency),
and two were used as T I and T2. These Four 'unique triads had
identical functions across aH three types a lists (L, M, H). The
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.ppiitions of. the four 'remaining unique triads differed for the three ;
.types Of-lists, as will he described shortly, The unique triads, including

primacy and recency triads, were used in recall tests. arid .recen
judgment .tests. L,

It will be; helpful to exainine he liSts. The firSt experiment4 lists, .;

of.the three.types areisbOwn in table 8. The cOnsiniction of fi§t
wilt be" desdribed .firstithe eight unique:triads were first pladed intO, .

pOsition;..these included the priinacy, and rec.ency triadS, T1:aria T2,.:
and four Others falling in the seven positions between T1 Nand T2.
Then, a single word (about in. Table 8) was positioned three times in
the" remaining nine vacant spaces of the 21 falling between T1 and
T2. The remaining six vacancies were filled by six different words.
Thus, between T1 and T2, 19 "different Words occurred, of which
18 appeared once and one appeared three4imes. It was an intuitive
belief that, for List L, the seven triads between T1 and T2 should s
not have zero repetition; thus, one word occurred three times.
As a fmal step, the remaining nine words (of the 40 requited for the'
list) Werd used to fill the 21 spaces in the seven triads occupying
positions 2, 3, 14, 15, 16, and 17. In doinfg this, two words were
used .four times each, two words' three times each, two words twice
each,: and three words once each. This provides a. high densiiy of
repetition among the triads, which occuried before and after T1

and T2.
List H was constructed by simply moving the triads of List L.

The triads in positions 5 through 11 were moved to positions 2, 3,
13, .14, 15, 16, and 17, and those occupying the latter positions in
List L were moved to the positions between T I and T2. List H,
therefore, has a high density of repetition between T1 and T2, with
a low 'density among the triads occurring before and after TI and T2.

A_slightly different metho:d was used in the construction of tist
M. The primacy, recency, T1 and T2 triads were exactly the arrie as
for the other two lists. The other four unique triads were positioned
so rthat one occurred in the positions before T I , one in the positions
after T2, and two within the seven positions between T1 and T2.
This left .10 trrids (30 spaces) to be irierted in the list, with five of
the triads being between T I and T2, and five before T I and after T2.
The 16 remaining words were used to fill these spaces, with two

`sc
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..\TABLE 8
The First Experimental Listlfor Each of the Three Conditions of

Experiment 16

List List M List H

I. oughtclimbfunny oughtclimbfunny oughtclimbfunny
2. matchtablefresh shorematchfresh earthsharpabout

.3. fieshshorematch flocksceneevent aboutflock-revent
4. thkkchecksmall thickcheck--small 'thickchecksmall
5. earthsharpabout treatflockwatch matchtablefresh
6. aboutflockevent awakechosegrief freshshorematch
7. throw-7cleartreat humoreventtreat 'awakeearlygrief
8. plaincauseabout flockasidethrow matChshorefresh
9. enter&cenewatch tableearlysteel matchshoregrief

10. humorasidesu r plain,--Sugarclear awakechosesteel
11. neverblesstooth eventthrowenter shoreawakechose
12. carryroundempty carryroundempty carryroundempty
13. awakeearlygrief causeneverplain throwcleartreat
14. matchshorefresh eventclearenter plaincauseabout
15. matchshore grief aboUtearthsharp enterscenewatch
16. awakechosestee6 blessflockcause humorasidesugar
17. shoreawakechose throwtoothclear neverblesstooth
18. underfieldlinen underfieldlinen underfield linen

Note: The critical target items, T I and T2, are in italics.

words occurring four times each, two words three times each, four
words twice each, and eight words once each. The result was thatcthe
density of repetition was constant, throughout the list as a whole,
with the average number of words (across lists) used in the triads
between T1 and T2 being 14. Thus, Lists L, M, and H had 19, 14,
ancL9 different words, respectively, falling between T1 apd T2.

For the lists in Table 8, T1 and T2 occupy positions 4 and 12. To
avoid the remote possibility that the subjects might learn to expect
a recency test for the tw-o triads in these positions, positions 5 and
13 and positions 6 and 14 were used for'T1 and T2 in other lists.
This was randomly determined. Positions 4 and 12 and positions 6
and 14 were each used in three lists for T1 and T2, and positions 5.
and 13 identified T1 and T2 in four
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Tests. Recency tests (and the corresponding lag judgments) and
recall tests were always conducted using the unique triads. For the,
recency tests, T1 and T2 were always tested, of course. In addition,,

'two other triads were used to form'a second.recency test .for each.
list. The lag for these varied from list.to list across the 10 lists,and-.'
also differed for Lists L, M, and H. Three triads were used in the
redall -tests for. each list; hence, a total of 30 correct response's' was
poSsible. Frequency judgments were made for three wordsin each
list (in six lists, the third word was a new word). Across the 10 lists,
the 30 judgments were made for six words at each of the five fre-
quencies (0, 1, 2, 3, 4).

P._ test sheet was given the subject immediately after the last triad
was shown on the study trial. The tests on the sheets we,. ways in

the order of recall, re-cency and lag, and frequer6c. ver, the
subject could make the decisions in any order he chose. For the
recall tests, two words were given, with a blank identifying the missing

word: noise- -stood. For the three triads tested after, each list,
the missing word occurred once in each position. For the recency
tests the subjects were asked to circle the most recently occurring

triac and then to circle a number from 0 through 18, to incicate the

lag 'The order of the two triads on the tests varied random.y. Three
.vere given for the frequency judgments, with the sUbject

rey :d to circle a number (0, I, 2, 3, 4) to indicate the number of
had occurred.

T e tests were unpaced, but a maximum of 2 minutes was impoSed
to rrevent the subjects from spending an inordinate amount of time
tr-irig to recall the missing words. It should be noted that the tests
for a list never involved the same words or the same triads; that is,
the words in a triad given for a recency judgnjent never occurred in
either the recall or frequency tests. For some of the recall tests and
for some of the noncritical recenc.y tests, the primacy and recency
triads were used. In effect, then, the subject could expect to be
tested in some mannv for words from every trciad in the list.

Procedure and subjects. Complete instructions concerning the
nature of study lists and the nat9c of the tests were given before
the practice list. The subject then rep ated the gist of the instructions

71 4
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to the experimer' .r ),fter the tests on the practice list, any further
que-stions were ansi4e.t_i_ an e st y tn or t e first experimental

. list followed. Ti-a- Aitire procedure required about 50 minutes.
Three groups- oi 3(,) subjects each were assigned to the three lists

, by a blocicrandon:schedule.

Results

CHtital target words. Each subject made 10 recency judgments
for Tr and 'T2, these target triads being identical for the three list
types. The mean numbers of correct judgments were 7.25, 7.75, and
8.05 for Lists L, M, and B, respectively. These values suggest that
correct responding increased as the density of repetition between,
T1 .and T2 .increazid, but the effect lacked statistical reliability,
'F(2, 105) = 2.36, p ' .05. Although it is remotely possible that
contrary effects could have been produced by the reciprocal density
(as discussed earlit2.:- the most reasonable conclusion seems to be
that the repetitior ...,riable was of little consequenc. :)r the recency
judgments.

bc zitical ',al-get words was sevt:-... The mean lag
3, .54, anc 5.52 for Lists L, M. and 1-1, respec-

ludgmer:.:. were obviously not influenced by
An ex,-_-_-7.-:inaticin was --lade of the recency

iag judgr--trits from !is-. 0 list. The recency
_,Age in any systematic way across the 10 lists.
..:Icrtpsed a small amount, the increase being

''irst three !EIS.
0 recency u:agments for the critical items

_ : several and all point toward two
'7ague

The true lag fo-
judgments were
tively (F < 1). Th.::
the repetition var:,
judgments and
judgments did r: -
The lag judgme.
largely confined

The lag judgn
have been exam:

____conchisicins. The
and lag judgmen
lowing facts have

unrelate: tb recency judgments. The fol-
:Liese conclusions:

4. The standarc for the 10 lag judgments were calcu-
lated for each sul- :0 till' tl'ate 11:_t outcome, it was found that
.for List M sLiudard ,ticl4f. ,aried betweerri".03 and 4.03.
Individual zero and 18, the two extremes
allowed the
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2. Lag judgments wer essentially equivalent for cowt and
_ .

incorrect recency decision
3. On the sixth Hit, T2 ccurring as the thirteenth triad) con-

sisted of uppfir-birth-lover. For whatever reason, salacious or other-
wise, 106 of the 108 subjects gave a correct ecency judgment for
the pair of triads. For the fifth .list, only 7 of the 108, subjects,
made a corieOt recency decision for the crijjcal targets. Yet, the.
mean lag4udgrnents were alrdost identical for the two cases: 5.95 and

5.96.
4. The mean deviation of the lag judgments f11 the true lag

for each subject was correlated with the number
judgments. For the three lists the correlations 12, .17, and

.23.

Other recency and lag judgments. The subjects ato recency

and lag judgments for 10 other pairs of target triads. 50.7::: of these
triads had occupied the first or last position in the list. arn.._ the lags

varied from 1 through 14. For all of the lists cc-rnoint_. :mean

number of correct recencyjudgments was 8.09. 3-1ect a
'rank-order correlation was calculated between true I.:a ::---_timated

lag for the 10 tests. Of the 108 correlations, 8; Vif.-=' ..7'.7t and

27 were negative. The overall mean correlation wa,_ ;;;121.1e

reliaty different: from zero, does not indicate a ,-fr-y s.
nship between true lag and the lag estimates.

Each subject had the opportunity to recall 30 w 7:1. The

number recalled varied between. 0 and 28. With a mean 0.: 6

(33.9%). The three groups did not differ r.eIi. II: locus
missing word (first, second, or third posi-Lon Iliad) did not

fluence recall, .th .values being_33.5i 32.8, and 3- _ respectively,

for the three positions. An analysis of recall as a iwiction of the
it position of the triad in the series of 18 showed there -o be no pnmacy

effect. The recency effect was limited to the last tr.:_r_

Frequency judgments. The subjects estimate_ 71:-. rrequency of

30,different words, six at each of the five frequenc evels (0, I 2, 3,

4). They were required to restrict their .estimate to the values 0
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through 4. Overall, the judgments showed the usual Overestimation
7:7--forloVr frequencies andunderestimatiorrfOr high I'requencies-:--Tht

prOductmoment .correlation between true and estimated frequency
for the 30 Words was used to reflect each individual's sensitivity to
.frequency differences. The, mean correlations were :69, .69: aril :66
for:Lists L; M, and H, respectively. Only one of the, 108. subjects

-*had a negative correlVfon..

Correlations imong tasks: .It will be renieMbered that- each sub-
ject made 20 recency fudgments, 10 on the critical targets and 10 on
targets having varying lags. We had hoped that reliabiin:y of the
reCency judgMents could be deinonstrated by correlating the number
of correct" responses on each set of 10 judgments, although, we
realized that chance factors in the two-choice decisions cod mgke
this troublesome. The correlations were positive, but low (.28, .34..
.07, for L, M, and H). Nevertheless, believing that summing the
number correct for both -;ets would reduce the role of chance factors
in the individual scores. proceeded to determine the correlations
across tasks.. As indicated the total correct for the recency judz-nents
was used as one measse The other t: measures were total recaL.
and the productrrc-n-f.r orrelations :-.11ated &Om :Ile fr-.11.1en
judgments. Each 7- mdivi0,1a1 transform:
lf, a z' value before cak .1ating ations f )r The 'frequenc\
J....dgments across tasks

Initially, the correlati ..s among the .i:..7,res on the three tasks were
determined for each list. These correlations were then transformed
to the z' measure, averaged for the three lists'iand then retransformed
to r. The correlations will be given fol. ,;ach list in the order of L,
M, and' fl, with the average correlatioil in parenthesis: recency x
recall, .70, .56, .34 (.55); recency.; frequency, .37, .60, .27 (.42);
recall x frequency, .58, . ese a a suppo e conclu-
sion that within-list recency Judgments are mediated by attributes
that are yelated to those involved in recall and in frequency discrim-
ination, particularly the former. ft seems fairly certain tLat given
more stability in the recency scores for individuals than was true: in
the present data, the relationship between recency scores and recall
scores would be high.

1,3
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Discussion

,

The independent variable, repetition density, had no clear effect on
recency judgments..If,. as the cumulative evideLeiS beginning-to
suggest; ..recency judgments..are baSed .on assOciative learning; then
Perhaps the repetition density Would .nbt be; expeeted to be of
iMportance. I will leaVe i the ttext chap r some.Speculations aS
tOhow., associative learnin ay mediate recency judgments., It Was
Probably more reasonable ¶o be..leve that repetition enizty Would
influence lag judgments more than it would. influencf: recenCy
judgments. 3ut. 2gain. cumulative evidence is poinIng to the
'fact that lzz are largely guesses; lag judgmen:s cannot
be handled witt: any gre of precision by the memo': attributes
available tr.. the subjec=

SUMMARY

rhe description 11: i6 experiments designed to st . dy factors
infliaencing temp-1:4 ,.:oding is complete. it .seems tha a ghastly
aajpit afflicts rr experimental 7....,hologists Is the/ prepare

iese manuscripts arNsually sprinkled liberally
to use a clliche :th the most deadening batch of cliches ever

lsed in-Cbmgiunical- -ns among reasonably intelligent people. Some
examples: (1) "More research is needecr; (2) "The results are more
complex than anticipated- (3) "This is a progress report": (4) "The
exploratory nature .)f tI xpnment is obvious"; (5) "Future
xpeiments shoule tarir the matter." I herewith declare all of

these Eo be appropr for the experiments reported here.

to
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In theory, it would-:seeni, all research has natural, or logical ending,
that ,point at w4ch :the tmderstamding of a phencrnenon is

:complete. In. practice, ,there is no end to research; 'there are only
pauses.,. Solutions for nature's pluzles occur. at a given level uf analy-
sis, and, ,after a pause, the work moves in nev, directions V to dif-
ferent levels Of analysis. I rather daubt that any scientist ev became
unemployed because his understanding of a phencmenor a s com-
plete or total.

A pause in the research represents the natural c-Dint fo: the final
_researcheilfort, that of _making th e. find,7zs

public through the writtermepert. Yet, for many reasons (not
_of which are easily Vfended). `f search is freqUently published evcri
it it .has not reachec a logical 7-uint of pause. Sometimes we ev-u
commit ourselves to report bre we know fully about the chara.:-
teristiCs of the data Luon whic.T '.:he report is to be based. 1 menticri
these matters to reveal, my awareness of the fact that a pause, rat ,. fr
than occurring as natural or lc :ical yncling tc e ri e s oPstudies. Is
sometiines reluctantl declared...

This -final chapter will be concerned first wi:h a summary of the
basic fmdings in the three areas of temporal coding that have' been
identified: within-list, between-list short term and between-list in
the long-term studies using the -3 roactive inhibition paradigm. These
summaries will be interwoven with: (1) a discussion of-problems and
issues that seem to be associaed with differences in methods of
studying temporal coding: and -)rne -xpiana:ory rtions.

WITHIN-LIST TEMPORi- _ CODING

Mei:nods arid Findings

Three sets of dperations have been used to measure within-list
temporal coding. First, a list of words is presented for a study tnal
after which the subjects are asked to identify the position held by

43
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each item on the Study trial. Exper_hier:s 4 and 5 used this Ezethod.

ozi,"
tudy._ _the_ .sUbbjects are_given

pairs of words from the likt and are a.k.e..a. to choose the most recently
occurring word in each pair. In the present .::.eries, Experiments 2. II,

th

S; and 16. use4 thiS method, which I hdive called. the 4idiscretest
ethod. 'In the 'third procedure, the continuous-liSt procedure,-the

subjects -are shown a long serie of vords, and, Periodically during
e showing, are asked for recency judgments on pairs of words.

This technique was not used in experiments reported here. In the
second and third methods, lag judgrii-eVs may be reque!,:ted ip

Et riaddition'to, or in lieu of, recency jud ets.
One might think, as I -dicPoriginal Tplat these methods must be

.at least roughly equivalent for the pt.2-ose of measuring 'cmporf.
coding. Having :-.:ompleted the studie Lind having examined the_
results (hey produced in conjunctior -,-ith the result .,r other
investigators, I arn forced to ,:onclude that ' was sorn.-.-17,...- naive

about the matter. I should have known bette- Having 7--ttn trained
in a functionalist atmosphere. I had no reason to for: the oft-
repeated dictum, "The infThence of an indt::)endent v.iriable may
vary as a function of the methods used to 1.ivestigate :1." It now
,appears to me that one of the central prob&rs that emerges is that

these methods do not alrys yield equivalent e,timates o 1 the effects

of some independent variables.' I will review sonic e. '.'--_ -, jence

leading to this corclu,...on.
I have earlier desc:Tned the first pr - , -n When subje,:: ed

to make position jutigments of indr ido.ii words after - .T: is

giver for -;tui.1., ther decisions sho ., .: ear- relationsh::-

position. However, v. .ien pairs of w --cl r-c taken from -le - and

lag judgments requ,.!:ted. no relat. -is. .--, is evident ',le- ,,,i'f-i- the

judanents and tr-ue .4 tHintzman, . . rnri.,-.s.& Block, 19--
..

jects had knowledgi: that allowed tnen-
judgments, why cannot they mak,. re
congfqtely, if they could with some aLcui...
T I and T. v4hy cannot a difference scorc
judgment?

Obvious. subje, do not sech. II)

informati n for Iv item, into ha'

to mac relThbk acT-
:Hie lag judgments

identify the posr,
Jerived to

trans.at.
tO he
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the number of other words which fell between*T1 and T,2 iit meariNH
somethingAuiteAffermt from _bemaskedç about the kosition each
held in the list. In /conjunction with this problem, it should also be .

remembered that subjects do not opeiate logisally with regard to
, lag judgments: Logically, if a subject doesn't know whether T1 or
T2 ,was most recent, it would be proper to assign a short lag..That is,
it would belogical if thelsubjects !`believe" that lack of valid infor-
mation for makitig a lag judgment is because Tl and T2 occurred
close together. Either they haVe not internalized the presumed
positive correlation between apparent recency and lag or, if they
have, realize it is fallible.

A second prI)Olem arises because of the lack of relationship
between lag and lag judgments in our studies. It is true that our-
experiments usually showed a slight and statistically significant lag
effect (Experiments 2 and 11), butcto find that the subjects could
not irnproe lag judgments over trials mikes it highly likely that
the small lag effects are the result of correlated information. For
example, in Experiment 16, there was a positive correlation between
lag and lag judgments for noncritical items, but it seems possible
that this was due to primacy and recency information for the list.
Lag mid lag judgments have bien related in the continuous-list
procedure when the judgments vJere made for repeated items (e.g.,
Lockhart, 1969). In Experiment I 1, repeated words were used and
a slight relationship was apparent, but again there was no increase in
the relationship across the three trials. Small effects have also been
found for repeated words in the discrete-list procedure when the lists
were long, but no effects were found for unrelated words (Hintzman,
Summers, & Block, 1975). I think it becomes .clear why I now lean
toward the position that, in the experimental situations with which
we work, lag judgments are six.ply not appropriate for indexing
temporal coding. I restna this To-The 0-Xperimental sittiallowbecause-
the evidence from Experiment I showed that, when lags are measured
in. months for naturalistic memories, lag and perceived separation
'are related.
' The relationship between lag and recency ju gments also seems to

depend upon method; correct recency judgrrnts in the discrete
within-list method are not importantly determined by lag length.
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Again, in Experiment 2, there was a slight effect of lag ,on' recency
judgments; in Experiment 11, this same slight relationship w'as fourid

r., favsoure-of-the-condifions. Several-bits;of-evidente-from-the-jtidk7..
ments onthe crilkal items of Experiment 16 indiCated that recency
judgments and rfii judgments were unrelated and that the latter .
judgMents were' largely guessviork. On the other hand, in the con-
tinuous:list .procedure, correct recenCy deCisions clearly have been'.
shown to increase as lag increases. For exam'ple, Galbraith (197Sa)
found this to be Wire with subjects from the third grade, frOm the
sixth grade, .and from college, for both words and pictures.

Thus, it appears that there are several problems posed by factual
disagreements, which apparently, result from differences in the
methods by which the fact§ were tecorded. In order to see if some
sesolution of these problems can be realized, I will now turn to some
theoretical notions that I have found to be of some use in thinking
about, temporal coding. The first theoretical idea is the recency
principle.

The'Recency Principle

I have, pointed out in Chapter 2 that we are able to deal with verbal
units being studied at the moment without serious problems pro-
duced. by intrusion of other units of the same claA, or intrusion of
units recently acquired in the same situation. This has been said to
be due to a selector mechanism.. For the present, I will speak of this
capacity to isolate the material of the moment to be the recency
principle. As a first step in a more thorough explication of the
principle, I want to look at it within the temporal coding context.

Suppose I present the subject a series of verbal units using 'the
continuous-list procedure. Immediately after presenting T2, I show
the subje ts Tt arrd T-2 and ask which-was most recent. -It-seems
.beyond doubt that we would get 100% correct recency judgments,
regardless of where T I occurred in the li§t. Why would performance
be so high? Some might suggest that it results from the fact that r2--
was in short-term memory and T1 was not. However, I suspect that
if the T1-32 lag was one item, so that both TI and T2 would be
said to be in short-term memory by the usual convention, the recency
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ijudgments would still be 100% correct. The percentage will surely
;fall. as*the interval between T2 and the test increases. The recency

.--_-4-,princip1e...is-as just stated; inunediately _after _the perception of an -.
. 'item, temporal information for that item relative to 'other items

coming before it is perfect, but as time passes the information
. lavai.lable becomes leSs and less reliable.

'. A' recency princiPle, or some .principle similar to it, seenis to me
40.

- '-to, be an abselute necessity as a means Of. accotinting for orderliness ,

'in behavior dependent upon the memory system. Fbr example, I do
, not see how it is possible to geneyte 'spontaneously a series of

. sentences that are logically ordered as to meaning, unless we can..
distinguish between the last 'sentence produced and the other sen-`
Apices produced prior to'it. Indeed, I suspect we musNistinguish
between the last two or three sentences generated and those generated
earlier, irthe ouTriut)k to be orderly. Consider some other situations.

-: On aural free recall, we can be quite sure that, if a subject produces a
word twice, there will be a number of other words separating the
two occurrences. If we ask a subject to name as many different
instances of a large category as rapidly as 'he can think of them, I
would be confident that the probability of repetition would be\
elated to the number of intervening items produced.

In,spite of the fact that I believe a recency principle is a necessity,
there are problems attending its-use as an explanatory concept in the
context of temporal coding in general. Sonie of these problems must
be mentioned:

.1. Although it is remotely possible that recency discrimination
has a fixed 'rate of return to a baseline, it is more likely that the rate
of loss of recency information is influenced by events that occur
after the moment that recency is 'established at its maximum level.
Ignorance concerning the time parameters may lead tO an tindisci-

--,:plined-uof-recency-asanexplanatory. concept.
2. I have no objections to the concept of strength when it is

used to describe the relationship between number of repetitions of
an item and the probability of recall or recognition. However, the
recency principle is not a strength theory in that sense, although
predictions from a strength theory and a recency piinciple may
overlap.
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. 3. The recency principle may be viewed entirely in the abstract.
This is to say it may be postulated without identifying the particular

,,. content of the meMory that is involved. This is out of step with the

'general onentatiori within -Witich--1have--been -working,- the..orienta.-..-_
tion involving attributes of rnern9y that are identifiable by analytical
eitperiments. The fact is I hay not been able to remove the recency
principle from its abstract p sition. If, then, I speak 6f the' recency
attribute, it will be recognized that I am merely using an alternative
way of speaking about the abstract recency principle.

With the recency prim' e before. us, I will now list the assump-/Al
tions which will be use to see if some resolution of the problems
mentioned earlid can be achieved, as well as to accou t for other
basic facts that have evolved from the experiments on within-list
encodinwill be seen, eXCept for the recency prirjciple, the
assumptions are really nothing Ilut strong empirical gen alizations.

,

Basic Assumptions

1 . The recency principle identifies the only mechanism that
provides direct age information about memories.

2. All other temporal codes are derived from associative learning.
3. Temporal codes can be established by associative processes

only when a known ordering system is involved in .the associative

learuing.
4. The lag between two memories as manipulated in the laboratory

is irrelevant to temporal coding.

Associative Learning and Temporal Coding

kis not my intent to explain how associative Learning occurs. AsSo-
ciative learning will be taken as a givens and the 'discussion will-
revolve around the particular paradigms of associative learning that
seem to me to be involved in establishing temporal codes.

As was argued in Chapter 2, serial learning provideS a basis for
inferring order of events. This conclusion seems se self-evident that
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we did not-seek 'analytiCal eVidence on the matter. And, sinee serial
learning is of small consequence for the explanatory problems faced
in tne present data, I will dispense with any further diSetission of it.

A paradigm of associative learning that I belibW to be of great ,
.iniportance in establishing temporal codes is what, I will call two-
category Clastification much-work has been done with

----this paradigm, but .sern-E'df tht,evidence available is quite startling.
I Will- illustrate this by_reviewing a study performed by Ghatala,
'Levin, and, Subkoviak (1975). thildien from the fifth and sixth
'grades were shown 80, different 'words:at a 4-second rate. Half of
'the words were underlined, and the underlining was a signal for the
Subject to pronounce that .word. When the word was not under-
lined the subject remained silent After a single study trial, the

,1 words were presented at a 3-second rate, and the subjects were asked
tO identify the-Words that they had-pronoUnced on the Study trial'
("Iles") and thOse they hattl not pronounced ("No"). The sUbjects
were able to respond correctly to:80% of_the words. In view of the
fact that some of the words might not even have been reCognized On
the test, the learning of the proper classification for each of the
words must be considered to be quite high.

Now, we need to consider Within-list eXperiments such as Experi-,

ments 15 and 16. In these experiments there were two critical targets,
one in the early part of the list, one in the latter part. Lefus assume
that the subjects classified the items into two or three categories, ..

such as ,"first part," "middle," and "last part." kecency judgments
may then be mediated by this information on the test When T1 and
TI are shown and a recency judgment required. The critical.target
Wórds occurred in the first and last parts, and, if such, verbal labels
(oi similar ones) were associated witD the target words, correct
recency kidgments should have resultedi, Furthermore, the classifica-

on provides no information for a lag judgment or, at best, only a
-crude lag judgment. In Experiment 15, 'recency judgments were
requested for short-lag pairs, which had occuired in the middle of
the list; performance was only slightly above chance. Eve three-
category form of learning would not mediate correcrr cY judg-

(', ments for such tests, although, when the lag was,zero, s 1 associa-

tions could produce correct responding. )
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When recency judgments are found to be correlated with lag, it
is my belief that it results from a classification hnplying .order for .

, .One or both:of the target items. For example, in Experiment 16,
there_was some evidence that lag and receribrtudgmen0 were cor-
related for the noncritical recency tests; The long lagS inevitably
involved a. triad that was near the end of' the list and a triad near the '-
beginning ,of the list. Under :tlese: circumstances, a subject could
reach a' correct recency decision by having classified,only one of the
targets. Short lags, on the other hand, generally involved two triads
that might normally be expected to be given the same classification.

The independence of lag and recency judgments was Most apparent
in 'Experiment 11. In the basic conditibn of this experim. , the sub-
jects studied 24 sets ofAB, A D i.airs, with the lagvary g.lbetween

. the pairs having a common stimulus ternb There-were ot er,c di-
tionsmthis -but--I -assume thesame,-explan.
cover all of them. The results showed that the subjects had no gain,34dilint

:, lag diScrimination across three trials, and, although correct recency
judgments increased across trials, lag did not influence these recency

. judgments. The quantitative aspeefi of the learning should be reviewed.
On the first trial, the subjeas were nevert.correct more than 60% of
the time under any condition, with chance being 50%. On the third-
trial, performance Was never higher than 75%. Thus, in any absolute
sense, performahce was not high initially, and correct -responding
increased slowly:

Because the items of diffeient lags'were scattered throughout the
list and there was no evidence ,that position in the list influenced
Correct responding, it is obvious that associative classification learning
based 'on list position would not mediate correet responding. How-
ever, a' two-category clasSification based on "first" and "second,"
corresppnding to AB anc.N D, could be learned and could be
independent of the lag between two pairs. Furthermore, corr.:
recency judgments could be made if the subject learned the appro-
priate classification for either of the two test menibdrs.

The assumption that associative classification learfiing is priniaritY
responsible for Yecency judgments; hence for temporal coding, in the
discrete, within-1V, experiments is consistent with the .fmailikAat
recall and recenoy judgments were positively ctirrelated in Experi-
ment 16. This is in contrast -to the between-list studies of temporal

1 5 2'
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Coding where .it appears that' assobiative learning ability is .at best
!only Weakly assoCiated with tile teMPoral coding that occurs under
ineidental learning conditions.

As afinaVstep, we need fo return to the contradictions in fact that
*re listed earlier and seem fo be. OsoQiated with the method Of.
SitidyiriS mithin4ist temporal aOding.` Do the assumptioni made

'ahOtit the prode.sses involved in temPoral coding 'clarify the'apparent
contradictionsl The answer Seems to be that only .a modest ainount
of clarification is added. One of the contradictions centered.on the
fact that, in the continuous7list procedure, lag is related to recency
judgments, whereaS it is not in the discrete-list technique..I see no
reasonable way by which associative classification learning cam be .

invoked .to account for recency judgments in the continuoui-list .
procedure. In most of the studies using this paradigm the T2test
interval-is ielatively shortTfor examp1t;3---t-o-5 items.:-1-must-assume
that, within such short intervals, the reeency attribtite is inVolved.
The longer the lag; the greater the difference in the recency attribute
for the two test items..When the T2test interval is long and lag and
recency judgmentS are still shown to be related (e.g., ,Lockhart,
1960), the recency principle Cannot reasonably,be'Vplied. In fact, I
have no account.for such results, other than to fall back on the weak
idea that they may occur because the subject fails to recognize some
Of the T 1 test items and that this failure is directly related both to
the interval between fl and T2 and the interiol between T2 and the
test. The T2 item sets chosen by default, so to speak.

A problem that. I have been quite unable to solve has to do With
the fact that position judgments for items in a long list are made with
considerable accuracy, whereas recency judgments for pairs of items
from the list reflect no evidence of temporal discrimination. Dien if
the position judgments are made on the basis of crude classification
learning, pairs of items with long lags'should be distingnishable on
the basis of haying been in different classes. 'PoSition judgments
might be mediated by frequenCy information identified in terms of
'the number of items that had occuried prior to the occurrence of a
.Particular item. But, again, it is difficult to see whY such information
cannot be translated intO a recency judgment that would differ as a
.function of lag. It may be that the subject cannot transform infor:-
illation concerning position of individual items (however deriVed)
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into position 'differences. Clearly, as an experimenter, I could take
poSition judgrnerits from a long .1iSt and derive recency judgments
that Would be related io lag, but apparently. the .sUbject cannot do .
this when asked directly. I have to leave; thiS issue in the unfinished-
business category. ThiS is another way of saying that the thebry ihat
has been sketched Will not handle all of the available eVidence.

BETWEEN-LIST TEMPORAL CODING: SHORT TERM

With Experiment 1.5, we were unable to demonstrate any effect of .

'conceiqu:ebntext on Within-list temporal coding of neutral. words.
This. w0 tine:in spite 'of 'the finding that teniporal :coding pf the

,cOncept instances was. 'facilitated. 'Experiments 13 and , 14 asked '
about the'role of contekt on temporal coding between-lists of words.

. -
These relults will be summarized. In 'EXperiment 13, the Context'
was' identified with particular processes Underlying learning of a' ,

given type of taAt. TO provide a Potential ordering Isystem, the.list
numbers were given with high frequency to'maxiniizethe possibilitY

Of establishing associations among list numbers, words,within the list, -
gnd process context. It was assumed tlfat these associationk Would be
less well established ,when" the process context Was the same across
lists,than when it was different. The data gavestrong support to the
notion, but an odd finding was that for only half the subjects was
list identification performance aided by the diffeient contexts. In
Eicperiment 14, two types of context were manipulated: external

rsontext and conceptual context, 'the latter represented by having
t e Conceptual context unique for each list or mixed across Asts.
External context had no influence on temporal coding; concePtual
context did. ....,

The learning underlying the temporal coding for Experiments 13
and 14 was not appreciably related to the subjectS' abilities to learn
the lists per se, nor was an item that was learned easily any. mbre
likely, to be identified with the appropriate list than was one that:.
was' difficult to learn. The performante test for temporal coding .

was incidenital, in that the subjects did not know that they would .be
tested for their knowledge of list membership of the items. Thus, the
subject did not intentionally .set 'about to devise a calendarlike sys-
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tem to serve, as art ordering device for the lists: although previous
, work ,(Zimmdman. & Underwood, 1968) indicateS.that the resultS

Indeed, the results for 8xperiment 14 are very siniilar to the results
;'-obtained by Zimmerman and Underwood for both intentional and
.iricidental conditions.

When list nurnbers are nal provided in the learning context for
. several successive lists; crude classifitation learning Will still ocaur.

That is, a subject will implicitly provide labels that give order infor-
for.some of the lists, particularly the initial lists. The associa-

tion betWeen labels and the list items will be maximal when the
iteins in a list can be characterizeets a whole, (e.g., as aniinal names).
If a Subject does not 'plow 1.1.0.111 -many lists there are,in the, Series,

htinglearned. 'There-
fore,'When temporaljudgMents for the items in the last list are better-
than for those in the preceding list, we must assurne that the recericy
principle is responsible.

BETWEEN-LIST TEMPORAL CODING: LORG TERM

In the studies that were responsible for my interest in terhporal
coding in general differences in proactive inhibition were used as
the index of Merences in temporal coding. Experimenter, pain
dould have also been 'used as the index. I believe our studies- have
made it nearly certain that differences in word characteristics are

, .critically involved in determining whether or not the temporal
separation in the learning of two interfering lists will influence the
order fnformation for the two lists. Idle thoughts about this matter,
however, have sometimes led to the frightening idea 4hat Some far
more 'simple difference between the 1968 and 1971 Lists has been
responstbl9:0011 ..that..iny closeness to The experiments has blinded

to-7.1 .r4v.70:171iopelffis iktoe
petiPedtini41.30-'see'it., I..hOpe-At,isotru4ecatisey believi that to take
the gross il,iffereliCes between- the tvio sets qf lists as a point of
departure for analytical research would be like clearing a forest
with only a ha et as a tool:In both situations, stamina is likely
to be,more useful lian
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